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“Even apart from the instability due to speculation, there is the instability due

to the characteristic of human nature that a large proportion of our positive

activities depend on spontaneous optimism rather than mathematical

expectations, whether moral or hedonistic or economic. Most, probably, of our

decisions to do something positive, the full consequences of which will be

drawn out over many days to come, can only be taken as the result of animal

spirits—a spontaneous urge to action rather than inaction, and not as the

outcome of a weighted average of quantitative benefits multiplied by

quantitative probabilities.”

John M. Keynes
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Notation

Indices:

b Demand bid block index.

i Generating unit index.

j Consumer index.

l Transmission line index.

n Bus index.

n(i) Bus index where generating unit i is located.

n(j) Bus index where consumer j is located.

o Generation offer block index.

t Time period index.

Sets:

Bj Index set of demand bid blocks of consumer j.

I Index set of generating units.

In Index set of the generating units located at bus n.

J Index set of consumers.
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Jn Index set of the consumers located at bus n.

L Index set of transmission lines.

L+ Index set of transmission lines for the constraints imposing

the upper bounds on line power flows.

L− Index set of transmission lines for the constraints imposing

the lower bounds on line power flows.

N Index set of buses.

Oi Index set of generation offer blocks of unit i.

T Index set of time periods.

Γ Feasibility set for the vector of market-clearing prices.

Γt Feasibility set for the marginal price for energy in period t.

Πit Feasibility set for the power output of unit i in period t.

Ωit Feasibility set for the scheduling variables associated with unit

i in period t.

Constants:

Ait, Bit, Cit Coefficients of the quadratic energy offer cost function of unit

i in period t.

Cd
bjt Price of the bth demand block bid by consumer j in period t.

Cg
it Energy price offered by unit i in period t.

Cg
oit Price of the oth generation block offered by unit i in period t.

Cnl
it No-load price offered by unit i in period t.

Cnsr
it Price of the ten-minute non-spinning reserve offered by unit i

in period t.
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Cor
it Price of the thirty-minute operating reserve offered by unit i

in period t.

Crd
it Price of the regulation down offered by unit i in period t.

Cru
it Price of the regulation up offered by unit i in period t.

Csr
it Price of the ten-minute spinning reserve offered by unit i in

period t.

Csu
it Start-up price offered by unit i in period t.

Dnt Energy demand at bus n in period t.

Dt Energy system demand in period t.

Dnsr
t System requirement for the ten-minute non-spinning reserve

in period t.

Dor
t System requirement for the thirty-minute operating reserve in

period t.

Drd
t System requirement for the regulation down in period t.

Dru
t System requirement for the regulation up in period t.

Dsr
t System requirement for the ten-minute spinning reserve in

period t.

DTi Minimum down time of unit i.

DT 0
i Number of periods during which unit i has been scheduled off

prior to the first period of the time span (end of period 0).

d(l) Destination bus of line l.

F r
i Fixed term of the minimum revenue function Mi(·).

nOi
Number of energy blocks offered by unit i.

nI Number of generating units.
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nT Number of time periods.

ñ Dimension of vector v.

o(l) Origin bus of line l.

P
d

bjt Upper bound for variable pdbjt.

P
d

jt Upper bound for variable pdjt.

P d
jt Lower bound for variable pdjt.

P
f

l Power flow capacity of line l.

P g
i0 Initial power output of unit i.

P
g

it Upper bound for variable pgit.

P g
it Lower bound for variable pgit.

P
g

oit Upper bound for variable pgoit.

Rdn
i Ramp-down rate of unit i.

Rsd
i Shut-down ramp rate of unit i.

Rsu
i Start-up ramp rate of unit i.

Rup
i Ramp-up rate of unit i.

R
nsr

it Maximum level of the ten-minute non-spinning reserve offered

by unit i in period t.

R
or

it Maximum level of the thirty-minute operating reserve offered

by unit i in period t.

R
rd

it Maximum level of the regulation down offered by unit i in

period t.

R
ru

it Maximum level of the regulation up offered by unit i in period

t.
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R
sr

it Maximum level of the ten-minute spinning reserve offered by

unit i in period t.

RRop
i Ramping capability for operation of unit i.

RRreg
i Ramping capability for regulation of unit i.

RRres
i Ramping capability for reserve of unit i.

Sln Sensitivity factor for line l and bus n.

SC10
i Ten-minute quick-start capability of unit i.

SC30
i Thirty-minute quick-start capability of unit i.

T g
oit Upper bound for the oth energy block offered by unit i in

period t.

UTi Minimum up time of unit i.

UT 0
i Number of periods during which unit i has been scheduled on

prior to the first period of the time span (end of period 0).

Vi0 Initial on/off status of unit i.

V r
oit Slope of the oth block of the minimum revenue function of-

fered by unit i in period t.

xl Reactance of line l.

γlo
it Upper bound for dual variable γlo

it .

γlo
it

Lower bound for dual variable γlo
it .

γup
it Upper bound for dual variable γup

it .

γup
it

Lower bound for dual variable γup
it .

εit Upper bound for dual variable εit.

ξ
dw

it Upper bound for dual variable ξdwit .
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ξdw
it

Lower bound for dual variable ξdwit .

ξ
sd

it Upper bound for dual variable ξsdit .

ξsd
it

Lower bound for dual variable ξsdit .

ξ
uw

it Upper bound for dual variable ξuwit .

ξuw
it

Lower bound for dual variable ξuwit .

σdn
it Upper bound for dual variable σdn

it .

σup
it Lower bound for dual variable σup

it .

τ it Lower bound for dual variable τit.

χ10
it

Lower bound for dual variable χ10
it .

χ30
it

Lower bound for dual variable χ30
it .

Variables:

aloit Variable equal to the product vitγ
lo
it .

aupit Variable equal to the product vitγ
up
it .

cdwit Variable equal to the product vitξ
dw
it .

csdit Variable equal to the product vitξ
sd
it .

cuwit Variable equal to the product vitξ
uw
it .

ddwit Variable equal to the product vit−1ξ
dw
it .

dsdit Variable equal to the product vit+1ξ
sd
it .

duwit Variable equal to the product vit−1ξ
uw
it .

ednit Variable equal to the product vitσ
dn
it .

eupit Variable equal to the product vitσ
up
it .
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hit Variable equal to the product vitτit.

k10
it Variable equal to the product vitχ

10
it .

k30
it Variable equal to the product vitχ

30
it .

mit Variable equal to the product vitεit.

pdbjt Consumption level awarded to block b bid by consumer j in

period t.

pdjt Power consumption of consumer j in period t.

pflt Power flow of line l in period t.

pgit Power output of unit i in period t.

pgoit Generation level awarded to block o offered by unit i in period

t.

Ri Total revenue earned by unit i.

Rmin
i Minimum revenue that unit i is willing to earn.

rnsrit Level of the ten-minute non-spinning reserve awarded to unit

i in period t.

rorit Level of the thirty-minute operating reserve awarded to unit

i in period t.

rrdit Level of the regulation down awarded to unit i in period t.

rruit Level of the regulation up awarded to unit i in period t.

rsrit Level of the ten-minute spinning reserve awarded to unit i in

period t.

suit Variable associated with the start-up offer of unit i in period

t.
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vit Binary variable that is equal to 1 if unit i is scheduled on in

period t, being 0 otherwise.

woit Binary variable that is equal to 1 if the oth energy block

offered by unit i is the last accepted block of its energy offer

in period t, being 0 otherwise.

zi Variable that is equal to 0 if unit i is scheduled off along the

time span, being 1 otherwise.

∆nsr
t Balance for the ten-minute non-spinning reserve in period t.

∆or
t Balance for the thirty-minute operating reserve in period t.

∆rd
t Balance for the regulation down in period t.

∆ru
t Balance for the regulation up in period t.

∆sr
t Balance for the ten-minute spinning reserve in period t.

∆Ri Revenue margin of unit i.

δnt Voltage phase angle at bus n in period t.

πnt Locational marginal price for energy at bus n in period t.

πt Market-clearing price for energy in period t.

πnsr
t Marginal price for the ten-minute non-spinning reserve in pe-

riod t.

πor
t Marginal price for the thirty-minute operating reserve in pe-

riod t.

πrd
t Marginal price for the regulation down in period t.

πru
t Marginal price for the regulation up in period t.

πsr
t Marginal price for the ten-minute spinning reserve in period

t.
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Dual Variables:

αg
it Dual variable associated with the definition of pgit as the sum

of the generation levels awarded to the offer blocks.

αd
jt Dual variable associated with the definition of pdjt as the sum

of the consumption levels awarded to the demand bid blocks.

βlo
oit Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the

lower bound for pgoit.

βup
oit Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for pgoit.

γlo
it Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the

lower bound for pgit.

γup
it Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for pgit.

ϵnsrt Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the sys-

tem requirement for the ten-minute non-spinning reserve in

period t.

ϵort Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the sys-

tem requirement for the thirty-minute operating reserve in

period t.

ϵrdt Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the sys-

tem requirement for the regulation down in period t.

ϵrut Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the sys-

tem requirement for the regulation up in period t.

ϵsrt Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the sys-

tem requirement for the ten-minute spinning reserve in period

t.
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εit Dual variable associated with the constraint relating pgit and

rrdit .

θnsrit Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for rnsrit .

θorit Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for rorit .

θrdit Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for rrdit .

θruit Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for rruit .

θsrit Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for rsrit .

λnt Dual variable associated with the power balance equation at

bus n in period t.

λt Dual variable associated with the power balance equation in

period t.

µlo
bjt Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the

lower bound for pdbjt.

µup
bjt Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for pdbjt.

νlt Dual variable associated with the definition of pflt in terms of

δnt.

ξdwit Dual variable associated with the ramp-down rate constraint

of unit i in period t.

ξsdit Dual variable associated with the shut-down ramp rate con-

straint of unit i in period t.
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ξuwit Dual variable associated with the constraint modeling the

ramp-up and start-up ramp rates of unit i in period t.

ρlojt Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the

lower bound for pdjt.

ρupjt Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for pdjt.

σdn
it Dual variable associated with the ramp-down rate constraint

of unit i in period t for the energy and ancillary services auc-

tion model.

σup
it Dual variable associated with the ramp-up rate constraint of

unit i in period t for the energy and ancillary services auction

model.

τit Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for the sum of pgit, r
ru
it , and rsrit .

ϕlo
lt Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the

lower bound for pflt.

ϕup
lt Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for pflt.

φit Dual variable associated with the constraint imposing the up-

per bound for the procurement of energy and upward ancillary

services of unit i in period t.

χ10
it Dual variable associated with the ten-minute ramping con-

straint on ancillary services of unit i in period t.

χ30
it Dual variable associated with the thirty-minute ramping con-

straint on ancillary services of unit i in period t.
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Functions:

f(·) Objective function of the economic dispatch.

F(·) Objective function of the price-based market-clearing proce-

dure.

ge(·) Constrained functions associated with power balance equa-

tions.

gi(·) Constrained functions associated with dispatching constraints

other than power balance equations.

Ge(·) Constrained functions associated with the equalities relating

market-clearing prices and lower-level dual variables.

Gi(·) Constrained functions involving scheduling variables.

H(·) Constrained functions relating both scheduling and dispatch-

ing variables and market-clearing prices.

Hrhs
i (·) Function representing the right-hand side of the revenue con-

straint of unit i.

L(·) Lagrangian function of the lower-level problem.

Mi(·) Minimum revenue function offered by unit i.

ogit(·) Energy offer price function of unit i in period t.

O(·) Offer price functions involving scheduling and dispatching vari-

ables.

Vectors:

b̃1 Vector of the right-hand side coefficients of the power balance

constraints.
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b̃2 Vector of the right-hand side coefficients of the dispatching

constraints other than power balance equations.

c̃ Coefficient vector of the linear lower-level objective function.

v Vector of binary scheduling variables whose components are

vit.

y Vector of continuous scheduling variables.

z Vector of continuous dispatching variables.

η Vector of Lagrange multipliers or dual variables associated

with dispatching constraints other than power balance equa-

tions.

λ Vector of Lagrange multipliers or dual variables associated

with power balance equations.

π Vector of market-clearing prices.

Matrices:

Ã, B̃ Coefficient matrices associated with power balance constraints.

C̃, D̃ Coefficient matrices associated with dispatching constraints

other than power balance equations.

Acronyms:

ac Alternating current.

CPM Consumer payment minimization.

dc Direct current.

GAMS General Algebraic Modeling System
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KKT Karush-Kuhn-Tucker.

LMP Locational marginal price.

MILP Mixed-integer linear programming.

MPEC Mathematical program with equilibrium constraints.

PJM Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland.

RCMC Revenue-constrained market clearing.

RTS Reliability Test System.

TSO Transmission system operator.



Chapter 1

Introduction

T
he main purpose of this dissertation is to provide a mathematical pro-

gramming framework for alternative auction designs to conventional

market-clearing procedures in pool-based electricity markets. This

first chapter presents an introduction to the subject matter of the thesis.

Section 1.1 introduces the reader to the structure and basic concepts asso-

ciated with current electricity markets. In Section 1.2, the motivation of this

thesis is stated. Section 1.3 presents the notion of price-based market clear-

ing, several instances of this auction design, as well as the proposed solution

methodologies to solve such problems. The state of the art is described in

Section 1.4. Section 1.5 lists the main thesis objectives. Finally, a summary

of the remaining chapters is outlined in Section 1.6.

1.1 Electricity Markets

Since the eighties and nineties, the electric power industry around the world

has been undergoing a transition from a traditional regulatory framework to

a new regulation [109]. Regulated activities can be classified into four cate-

gories, namely electricity generation, transmission, distribution, and consump-

tion [57].

The liberalization process has led the electric power industry to different

organizational and ownership structures [57]. Traditionally, the organization of

1
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the power sector was based on vertically structured electrical utilities with all

activities regulated by state-owned companies. In contrast, current electricity

markets are based on competition and most of the activities are typically

regulated by a private ownership [111]. In addition, new market players have

emerged to ensure the correct functioning of the electricity market [107]. The

main market agents are producers, consumers, retailers, the market operator,

the Independent System Operator (ISO), the Transmission System Operator

(TSO), and the market regulator, which are briefly described below:

1. Producers sell electricity in the market with the goal of maximizing

their own profit. Generating units belong to producers which are also

called generating companies. Throughout this thesis, the terms producer,

generator, supplier, or generating unit are used interchangeably.

2. Consumers purchase electricity in the market with the goal of maxi-

mizing their own utility. Consumers can be classified into two groups:

(i) large consumers, also known as load serving entities, which can di-

rectly participate in the market; and (ii) small consumers, i.e., end users,

which procure electricity from the retailers. It should be noted that the

consumers considered in this thesis belong to the former group.

3. Retailers take part in the market by trading electricity between pro-

ducers and consumers. Retailers purchase electricity from the market

and sell it to the consumers.

4. The market operator is an independent and nonprofit entity that is

responsible for the financial management of electricity markets.

5. The ISO is an independent and nonprofit entity that is responsible for

the technical feasibility of the system.

6. The TSO is an independent entity in charge of the operation, mainte-

nance, and planning of the transmission network.

7. The market regulator is responsible for (i) the design of operational

rules that guarantee the correct functioning of the market, and (ii) for

the monitoring of the behavior of market agents.
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Note that, in some electricity markets, such as the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-

Maryland (PJM) [128] or New England [125] systems, the market operator is

merged with the ISO and both the financial and technical issues are jointly

managed. In other markets, such as the Iberian electricity market [127], the

market operator and the ISO are independent entities with their own goals as

above explained.

Generation services including, among others, energy and ancillary services

may be traded by different mechanisms such as pool-based markets, real-time

markets, bilateral contracting, or futures markets [57,109]:

1. Pool-based markets, also called day-ahead markets, are cleared one

day ahead on an hourly or half-hourly basis. Typically, the time span is

24 hours.

2. Real-time markets are used to manage deviations and adjustments.

The time frame is shorter than that used for pool-based markets.

3. Bilateral contracts are trading agreements between different market

participants. These contracts are taken into account in the market-

clearing process.

4. Futures markets are financial instruments designed to hedge risk [109].

Generation services can be traded in these markets through forward con-

tracts, which are signed for medium- or long-term horizons, typically

ranging from one week to several years.

Within the context of restructured power industry, this thesis is focused on

the pool operation where market-clearing procedures or auction models play a

crucial role. In a pool-based electricity market, the ISO collects, at each time

period, the generation offers and consumption bids respectively submitted by

producers and consumers. Based on the application of a market-clearing pro-

cedure, the ISO determines (i) the market-clearing prices, (ii) the generation

schedule, as well as (iii) the power productions and the consumption levels, for

all time periods [107,117].
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In general, market-clearing procedures should promote economic efficiency,

which is the main reason for restructuring the power sector [12]. Moreover,

they should also be transparent, simple to implement and to interpret, fair, and

incentive compatible, while allowing investment cost recovery [117]. Addition-

ally, they should preserve the privacy of the corporate information belonging

to market participants.

In order to promote economic efficiency in electricity markets, auction

models should be designed with an accurate representation of the physical

system [12]. However, the more precise the modeling framework is, the more

complex the market clearing becomes. In addition, this accurate representa-

tion leads to a lack of simplicity and transparency. Some of the major modeling

aspects to achieve a precise auction design are:

1. Generation offers may comprise not only economic terms but also tech-

nical features. Economic offering information consists of a set of quan-

tities along with their corresponding prices for the commodities traded,

whereas the physical characteristics include (i) production limits and

(ii) inter-temporal operational constraints such as ramp rates (ramp-up

limit, ramp-down limit, start-up ramp rate, and shut-down ramp rate),

start-ups, and minimum up and down times. If the generating units sub-

mit economic and technical information to the ISO, the generation offers

are referred to as complex offers as opposed to simple offers compris-

ing economic information only. Therefore, this inter-temporal coupling

should be taken into account in the auction design.

2. The effect of the transmission network is an important modeling feature

due to the long distances between large production and consumption

centers, as well as the limited transmission capacity.

3. The presence of ancillary services such as regulation and reserves must be

considered in the auction design for the purposes of security and efficiency

of the restructured power systems. The importance of simultaneously

scheduling energy and ancillary services is stressed in the current context

of growing penetration levels of intermittent generation.
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4. An accurate modeling of demand-side bidding becomes also relevant with

the restructuring process. The active role of the demand is crucial in

order to rationalize the consumption of electric power and, ultimately,

to guarantee the efficiency and competitiveness in electricity markets.

5. A market rule that should be guaranteed in electricity markets is rev-

enue sufficiency [12, 111]. This rule establishes that, for all scheduled

generating units, their total revenues from the market should at least be

equal to their minimum offer requirements.

The market-clearing procedures implemented in current electricity mar-

kets [1, 7, 76, 94, 107, 132] are essentially identical to the unit commitment

problem that is solved in centralized noncompetitive power systems [26, 35,

55,57,97,130,135,141], in which generation offers replace production costs and

consumption bids are taken into account. The main conceptual difference be-

tween both problems lies in the maximization of the declared social welfare by

the ISO, which replaces the conventional minimization of the operating cost.

Declared social welfare is a measure of social welfare that depends on the bids

and offers submitted by market participants. When the demand is inelastic,

the objective function only includes information on generation offers and the

resulting problem becomes an offer cost minimization. Market-clearing prices

resulting from the unit commitment problem are used for market settlement.

Under ideal market conditions including perfect competition [96] and the

assumption of convexity, the optimal market-clearing solution represents an

equilibrium solution at which suppliers and consumers have no incentive to of-

fer and bid respectively different from their production costs and consumption

utilities. Moreover, this equilibrium maximizes the social welfare. Thus, the

declared social welfare reflects the true social welfare and, hence, maximizing

the declared social welfare is commonly accepted as the right goal in a market

setting [117].
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1.2 Thesis Motivation

Arguments for the efficiency of electricity markets rely on the existence of

competitive conditions or high levels of forward contracting. However, current

electricity markets are less than competitive under some conditions. Thus, the

fairness and economic efficiency of currently used market-clearing procedures

may be questioned due to market participants’ dishonest behavior and market

power abuse, particularly by generation companies. In other words, generation

offers may not reflect actual costs and the optimization might not maximize

the true social welfare or accurately model the offering/bidding behavior of

market participants. Furthermore, generation scheduling is characterized by

non-convexities associated with the operation of generating units [53,107,131,

135] such as non-convex offer curves, no-load and start-up offers, ramping

rates, minimum generation limits, and minimum up and down times.

In several US electricity markets [38, 80, 111], specific strategies are cur-

rently implemented to mitigate the effects of dishonest offering and market

power abuse. For example, the California ISO [38] and PJM [80] address mar-

ket power associated with transmission constraints on the basis of two mea-

sures related to the structure of electricity markets, namely the three pivotal

supplier test and the residual supply index.

Those practical efforts notwithstanding, the absence of ideal market condi-

tions, the particular features of generation scheduling, as well as the associated

impact on declared social welfare maximization still raise questions concern-

ing the economic soundness of current auction designs, which has resulted in

insightful debates [70, 116] and some calls for structural changes in electricity

markets [112]. Such need for renovation has materialized in the exploration of

alternative market-clearing procedures [4, 5, 22–24, 27, 28, 31, 32, 43, 56, 58–63,

71,78,82–84,88,103,108,114,116,129,136,138–140,144–147].

In addition, the fulfilment of the revenue sufficiency rule for all scheduled

generating units [12,111] in current electricity markets may lead to a particular

type of market-clearing procedure wherein supply offers include terms related

to revenues from selling energy [4, 32, 43, 51, 58, 62, 63, 84, 91–93, 103, 105, 129].

Real-life examples of this auction model can be found in several European
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electricity markets [86, 121] and in several US electricity markets [69, 101]. It

should be noted that the incorporation of revenue constraints in the auction

model may promote an efficient market behavior of the auction process [111].

The above considerations constitute the main motivation of the work devel-

oped throughout this thesis and have converged on the analysis of alternative

auction designs which can be categorized as particular instances of what is

known as price-based market clearing.

1.3 Price-Based Market Clearing

This dissertation analyzes several alternative types of market-clearing proce-

dure for trading generation services in an electricity pool. These alternative

auction models are embedded into the recently coined notion of price-based

market clearing. As a salient feature over other types of auction model, market-

clearing prices are explicitly included as decision variables in the problem for-

mulation. In the technical literature, several instances of this mechanism can

be found:

1. Procedures based on consumer payment minimization (CPM) as an alter-

native to declared social welfare maximization such as those presented

in [4, 5, 22–24, 27, 28, 31, 32, 43, 56, 58–63, 71, 78, 82–84, 88, 103, 108, 116,

129, 136, 138–140, 144–147], where market-clearing prices appear in the

objective function.

2. Revenue-constrained market-clearing procedures such as those reported

in [4, 32, 43, 51, 58, 62, 63, 84, 91–93, 103, 105, 129], where market-clearing

prices appear in the constraints.

3. New procedures explicitly modeling producer and consumer surplus max-

imization [78,114], where the objective function is also expressed in terms

of market-clearing prices.

Aside from its inherent relevance as a research topic, price-based mar-

ket clearing is a practical issue. Real-life instances are the auction mod-
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els implemented in several day-ahead electricity markets around the world

[69,86,101,121], where generator revenue constraints are considered.

This thesis is focused on the two first auction designs, which have drawn

a great deal of attention and interest from a wide range of researchers. Thus,

the consumer payment minimization problem and revenue-constrained market

clearing (RCMC) are both explained in more detail in the following subsec-

tions. In addition, a brief summary of the solution methodologies described in

the following chapters is provided.

1.3.1 Consumer Payment Minimization

Among those new auctions categorized as price-based market-clearing pro-

cedures, consumer payment minimization is the most widely studied design

[4, 5, 22–24, 27, 28, 31, 32, 43, 56, 58–63, 71, 78, 82–84, 88, 103, 108, 116, 129, 136,

138–140, 144–147]. Note that consumer payment minimization has also been

addressed in the context of investment planning [16]. As a distinctive feature

over conventional market-clearing procedures, the optimization is driven by

the minimization of the consumer payment rather than the maximization of

the declared social welfare.

Bearing in mind that actual production costs are private corporate infor-

mation, consumer payment minimization has been proposed as a solution to

the lack of incentives for suppliers to offer their actual costs in current auctions

driven by the maximization of the declared social welfare. Thus, this alterna-

tive auction scheme may be considered as an instrument to protect consumers

against the exercise of market power by suppliers via offering above their ac-

tual costs. However, consumer payment minimization faces obstacles for its

practical implementation in current electricity markets.

Consumer payment minimization raises concerns related to (i) the discrim-

ination of generators in favor of consumers, (ii) the potential for gaming, (iii)

the investment cost recovery, (iv) the reduction of market efficiency when of-

fers represent actual production costs, and (v) the mathematical complexity

of the models involved.
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Those issues regarding the short- and long-term economic efficiency of this

auction design have resulted in an open debate that is beyond the scope of this

thesis. The interested reader is referred to [70,116,129,145,147] for further de-

tails on this discussion. Notwithstanding, it should be noted that those works

rely on simplified models and approximate solution approaches. Therefore,

no conclusive answer to the above concerns is available and hence new tools

are required to either prove or disprove the economic efficiency of consumer

payment minimization.

As above mentioned, alternative auction models based on consumer pay-

ment minimization [4, 5, 22–24,27, 28, 31, 32, 43, 56, 58–63, 71, 78, 82–84, 88, 103,

108,116,129,136,138–140,144–147] result in complex optimization problems as

a consequence of their two main differences with respect to standard market-

clearing procedures:

1. The objective function is modified to model the minimization of the

consumer payment. Hence, the new objective function is explicitly de-

pendent on the vector of market-clearing prices.

2. The constraint set is extended to include the mathematical expressions

explicitly defining market-clearing prices.

From a mathematical perspective, consumer payment minimization is char-

acterized as a large-scale, non-separable, mixed-integer, nonlinear, combinato-

rial problem.

1.3.2 Revenue-Constrained Market Clearing

Price-based market clearing also encompasses a particular type of auction de-

sign including revenue constraints in the optimization problem, also known as

revenue-constrained market clearing. This auction model is currently imple-

mented in real-life electricity markets [69, 86, 101, 121] and is also an active

research topic [4, 32, 43, 51, 58, 62, 63, 84, 91–93, 103, 105, 129]. Note that rev-

enue constraints have also been taken into consideration within the context of

market equilibrium [54]. The aim of incorporating revenue constraints in the

auction model is the fulfilment of the revenue sufficiency rule [12, 111].
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Examples of revenue-constrained market clearing are (i) procedures wherein

supply offers include terms related to revenues from selling energy such as

those implemented in several European electricity markets [86,121], (ii) profit-

constrained auctions wherein nonnegative profit constraints must be met, and

(iii) auctions comprising partial offer cost compensations for suppliers such as

those found in several US electricity markets [69, 101]. In all cases, generator

revenue terms are included in the auction model.

The incorporation of revenue constraints in the auction model is intended

to promote honest offering and bidding by market participants as explained

in [75] under a strategic offering scheme. Aside from its practical interest,

revenue-constrained auction design poses modeling and methodological chal-

lenges that have drawn the attention of researchers [4, 32, 43, 51, 58, 62, 63, 84,

91–93, 103, 105, 129]. Similar to alternative auctions based on consumer pay-

ment minimization, these auction designs also result in complex optimization

problems as a consequence of the following features:

1. Revenue constraints are explicitly dependent on the market-clearing pric-

es, which become decision variables of the problem.

2. The constraint set is extended to include the mathematical expressions

explicitly defining market-clearing prices.

3. Revenue terms are nonlinear and non-convex, as a consequence of the

aforementioned price dependence.

From a mathematical perspective, revenue-constrained market clearing is

characterized as a large-scale, non-separable, mixed-integer, nonlinear, combi-

natorial problem.

1.3.3 Solution Approaches

The solution methodology for price-based market clearing depends on the se-

lected pricing scheme. Throughout this thesis, two different uniform pricing

frameworks are adopted, namely (i) uniform pricing based on the price of the

highest accepted generation offer, hereinafter referred to as maximum pricing,
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and (ii) marginal pricing [106], by which prices represent sensitivities of the

declared social welfare with respect to perturbations in the auction formula-

tion.

Within a maximum pricing framework, market-clearing prices could be ex-

plicitly modeled by using a set of mixed-integer linear expressions when gen-

eration offers are represented by quadratic or piecewise linear functions. This

characterization allows the application of mixed-integer linear programming

(MILP) [95].

Marginal pricing relies on the economic interpretation of Lagrange multi-

pliers or dual variables in linear programming as the sensitivity of the optimal

value of the objective function with respect to a small perturbation in the cor-

responding constraint [81]. Based on this interpretation, Lagrange multipliers

are also known as shadow prices. Hence, under marginal pricing, Lagrange

multipliers or dual variables resulting from an economic dispatch problem can

be used to compute market-clearing prices [77, 106, 107, 137]. As a conse-

quence, market-clearing prices are obtained from an additional optimization

problem, thereby suggesting the use of bilevel programming [13,37] in order to

formulate price-based market clearing. Bilevel programming is appropriate to

model problems where one agent, the leader, optimizes its objective function

(upper-level problem) considering that a second agent, the follower, will react

by optimizing its own objective function (lower-level problem). These models

are relevant in those situations where the actions of the follower affect the

decision making of the leader. This is the case of price-based market clearing

wherein the selection of awarded bids and offers (upper-level problem) depends

on market-clearing prices (lower-level problem), which are in turn determined

based on the set of awarded bids and offers.

The solution technique applied in this thesis for the resulting bilevel pro-

grams is the transformation to a single-level optimization which is subsequently

linearized to yield an MILP problem. In order to convert each original bilevel

programming problem into a single-level equivalent, two different transforma-

tions can be applied under particular conditions for the lower optimization

level: (i) an approach based on the replacement of the lower level by the corre-

sponding Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary optimality conditions, which
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requires convexity of the lower level; and (ii) a primal-dual approach wherein

the lower-level problem is replaced by its primal feasibility constraints, its dual

feasibility constraints, and the equality associated with the strong duality the-

orem, which requires linearity of the lower level. Finally, an MILP problem

can be derived based on the application of exact linearization schemes.

Therefore, both pricing schemes eventually lead to mixed-integer linear

models. MILP algorithms guarantee convergence to the optimal solution in

a finite number of steps [95] while providing a flexible and accurate modeling

framework. Moreover, the development of efficient solution techniques such

as the branch-and-cut algorithm [19] has allowed the availability of optimized

commercial solvers with large-scale capabilities [124].

1.4 Literature Review

This section reviews the technical references related to this thesis.

1.4.1 Design and Operation of the Restructured Power

Industry

The restructuring process of the electric power industry around the world from

regulated frameworks to competitive markets has been addressed by several

authors [57,109,111]. In the new market-based paradigm, tools and procedures

used by ISOs and other market participants were provided in [57, 107]. In

addition, competitive markets rely on basic principles of microeconomic theory

which can be found in [96]. Reference [117] presented the highlights of the

design of competitive power markets from an economic viewpoint. Reference

[12] surveyed some issues related to market design, particularly in US electricity

markets, in order to promote economic efficiency.

This thesis is focused on the design of new auction models and solution ap-

proaches for pool-based electricity markets featuring complex aspects of prac-

tical interest that have been traditionally neglected or addressed in a simplistic

way. Note that more complex auction designs lead to higher degrees of accu-

racy, and thereby to more efficient electricity markets. Reference [7] presented
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a conventional market-clearing procedure modeling properly the physical and

inter-temporal constraints associated with generation scheduling, whereas ref-

erence [94] extended the model described in [7] in order to include the trans-

mission network constraints and the system losses. Security and demand re-

sponsiveness are also issues of major concern in the operation of restructured

power systems [107]. References [1,9,33,52,76,119,131,132,137] provided effec-

tive ways of incorporating security through the co-optimization of energy and

several types of ancillary services. References [20,64,74,111,118,120] addressed

demand-side participation in electricity markets.

1.4.2 Shortcomings of Electricity Markets

Recently, alternative auction designs have gained more attention mainly due to

several shortcomings characterizing current electricity markets. Reference [70]

identified major issues on market efficiency and proposed minimizing the con-

sumer payment rather than maximizing the declared social welfare. In [116],

the declared social welfare maximization was questioned in current electric-

ity markets and the economic implications of different auction goals were also

discussed. Reference [111] included several chapters devoted to the design of

current electricity markets wherein two issues were examined, namely revenue

insufficiency and market power. Reference [112] provided a detailed description

of the electric sector reform in some markets around the world and suggested

structural changes in order to mitigate market power.

1.4.3 Auction Models Based on Consumer Payment

Minimization

Over the last two decades, there has been a great deal of publications on

consumer payment minimization. This body of research relies on the pio-

neering work by Jacobs [70], who first proposed consumer payment minimiza-

tion as an alternative goal in the auction design. As above mentioned, the

implementation of price-based market clearing depends on the selected pric-

ing scheme. While few works have considered the standard marginal pric-

ing [4, 27, 28, 43, 60, 63, 78, 144], alternative pricing schemes have received con-
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siderable attention in the technical literature [5, 22–24, 31, 32, 56, 58, 59, 61, 62,

71,82–84,88,103,108,116,129,136,138–140,145–147].

The literature on consumer payment minimization can also be catego-

rized according to the consideration of practical modeling aspects such as (i)

inter-temporal operational constraints including minimum up and down times

and ramping rates [27, 28, 58, 88, 136], (ii) the effect of the transmission net-

work [5, 24, 27, 28, 59–61, 63, 78, 144, 146], (iii) the simultaneous scheduling of

energy and ancillary services [5,24,27,28,31,43,59,61,63,139], or (iv) demand-

side bidding [32,63,84]. For the sake of clarity, Table 1.1 summarizes the state

of the art of auction models based on consumer payment minimization. Note

that “simple model” refers to an auction design that disregards inter-temporal

constraints, network constraints, co-optimization of energy and ancillary ser-

vices, and demand-side bidding.

Table 1.1. Comparison of auction models based on consumer payment mini-
mization.

Marginal Alternative
pricing pricing

Simple
[4]

[22, 23,56,62,71,82,83,103]
model [108,116,129,138,140,145,147]

Inter-temporal
[27,28] [58,88,136]

constraints

Network
[27,28,60,63,78,144] [5, 24,59,61,146]

constraints

Simultaneous
[27,28,43,63] [5, 24,31,59,61,139]

scheduling

Demand-side
[63] [32,84]

bidding

Within a marginal pricing framework, several authors have proposed dif-

ferent solution methodologies [4, 27, 28, 43, 60, 63, 78, 144]. Alonso et al. [4]

addressed a single-bus auction model based on simple supply offers through

which generators internalized their operational constraints. The resulting op-

timization problem was solved by a heuristic procedure with no guaranteed

convergence to optimality. Hao and Zhuang [63] presented a general formu-
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lation for network-constrained multi-commodity market-clearing procedures

with demand bids. Although no solution approach was prescribed in this

conceptual reference, a two-layer structure was proposed to model locational

marginal prices and the complexities of such model were highlighted.

Based on KKT optimality conditions, Zhao et al. [144] implemented the

two-layer structure described in [63] as a mathematical program with equilib-

rium constraints (MPEC) [13,37,85] in order to address a network-constrained

auction design for energy. The resulting nonlinear problem was solved by the

combination of a regularization method, augmented Lagrangian relaxation,

and surrogate optimization. This technique is suitable for large-scale prob-

lems but may converge to an infeasible solution.

Litvinov et al. [78] discussed several network-constrained auction designs by

combining different auction objectives and pricing schemes. One of the result-

ing designs was the consumer payment minimization under marginal pricing.

However, no solution approach was proposed.

In [60], the nonlinear KKT-based MPEC presented in [144] was converted

into a mixed-integer linear program by using additional binary variables. The

objective switching method was proposed to handle the resulting computation-

ally expensive model. Unfortunately, the objective switching method may deal

with infeasible solutions and is unable to provide a measure of the distance to

optimality.

Carvalho and Cuervo [27, 28] presented a network-constrained day-ahead

auction where energy and ancillary services were jointly cleared under con-

sumer payment minimization. Similar to [60], a mixed-integer linear equivalent

was derived by using KKT optimality conditions and a linearization scheme

requiring additional binary variables. As a consequence of its associated com-

putational burden, the performance of the resulting model was only illustrated

with small-sized cases that were solved by commercial software.

Finally, Felix and Cuervo [43] proposed a multiobjective model for the

simultaneous scheduling of energy and spinning reserve as a bilevel program-

ming problem, which was transformed into a single-level equivalent by using a

KKT-based approach that required additional binary variables.
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The consumer payment minimization problem has been extensively ana-

lyzed under alternative pricing schemes using models of increasing complex-

ity. Several approaches have been applied for the simple auction models ad-

dressed in [22, 23, 56, 62, 71, 82, 83, 103, 108, 116, 129, 138, 140, 145, 147]. Hao

et al. [62] first formulated a market-clearing procedure based on consumer

payment minimization as an optimization problem and illustrated that differ-

ent generation schedules and market-clearing prices are obtained as compared

to declared social welfare maximization. Vázquez et al. [129] analyzed the

long-term effects of consumer payment minimization through an approximate

method based on tangent planes. Reference [103] compared different schedul-

ing and pricing approaches. One of the proposed models was the consumer

payment minimization problem, which was formulated as a mixed-integer non-

linear programming problem. Relevant works on minimizing the consumer

payment are those presented in [82,83,116], in which the combination of aug-

mented Lagrangian relaxation with surrogate optimization was implemented.

References [56, 145, 147] presented a game theoretical analysis of consumer

payment minimization. In [140], the authors motivated the need for exam-

ining alternative auction designs. They also identified the main drawbacks

related to consumer payment minimization. Bragin et al. [22] developed a new

method based on Lagrangian relaxation and a modified surrogate optimization.

In [108], a computationally expensive approach based on combination theory

was proposed. Bragin et al. [23] incorporated the branch-and-cut algorithm in

conjunction with Lagrangian relaxation and surrogate optimization in order to

solve the consumer payment minimization problem. In [71], MILP has been re-

cently applied to address the consumer payment minimization problem for the

single-bus model presented in [82]. Finally, reference [138] proposed a genetic

algorithm to solve a probabilistic model considering wind power generation.

Within alternative pricing schemes, relevant approaches incorporating inter-

temporal operational constraints in the formulation of the consumer payment

minimization problem are [58, 88, 136]. Reference [88] applied dynamic pro-

gramming, whereas references [58, 136] used Lagrangian relaxation. Note

that [58, 88] only accounted for minimum up and down times while [136] also

modeled ramping limits.
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References [31, 139] proposed the application of a Lagrangian-relaxation-

based methodology to deal with the joint clearing of energy and spinning

reserve for single-bus models driven by consumer payment minimization under

maximum pricing.

Reference [146] first addressed the effect of the transmission network in the

formulation of the consumer payment minimization problem. This reference

applied the combination of augmented Lagrangian relaxation and surrogate

optimization. Network-constrained auction models for the co-optimization of

energy and ancillary services driven by consumer payment minimization were

described in [5, 24, 59, 61]. Amjady et al. [5] considered several types of ancil-

lary services and the transmission network was represented by an ac power flow

model in a single-period setting. Thus, the optimization problem was formu-

lated as a mixed-integer nonlinear program. Han et al. [61] implemented the

objective switching method to simultaneously schedule energy and spinning

reserve for consumer payment minimization wherein the transmission network

was represented by a dc load flow model. Similar to the model presented in [61],

references [24, 59] considered the joint scheduling of energy and spinning re-

serve taking into account a dc load flow model. However, the proposed solution

approach was based on the combination of Lagrangian relaxation, surrogate

optimization, and the branch-and-cut algorithm.

Demand bids were considered in the models presented in [32,84] for auction

designs based on consumer payment minimization under maximum pricing.

Both works proposed the application of augmented Lagrangian relaxation and

surrogate optimization to solve the optimization problems.

Among all available solution methodologies, the combination of augmented

Lagrangian relaxation with surrogate optimization allows addressing large-

scale problems and is thus regarded as the state of the art. However, this

approach requires heuristic repair procedures to find feasible solutions, which

may be suboptimal, as recognized in [82,144]. Moreover, this heuristic manipu-

lation may be viewed as a source of discrimination among market participants.

Therefore, its practical implementation within a competitive context may be

difficult. Besides, this technique requires the tuning of case-dependent control

parameters, which may be a complex task itself. Consequently, new solution
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procedures for consumer payment minimization under uniform pricing schemes

are yet to be explored. Moreover, despite the vast number of publications ded-

icated to consumer payment minimization, there is still a need for accurate

models and exact solution methodologies to adequately quantify the economic

efficiency of this auction design.

1.4.4 Revenue-Constrained Market Clearing

In the same way as consumer payment minimization, revenue-constrained mar-

ket clearing is a particular instance of price-based market clearing. Refer-

ence [75] revealed the importance of incorporating revenue constraints in the

auction model within the context of strategic offering. This reference claimed

that revenue constraints may constitute an incentive for honest offering and

bidding by market participants.

References [4, 32, 43, 58, 62, 63, 84, 103, 129] included revenue constraints

in the auction model driven by consumer payment minimization. Revenue-

constrained market clearing was first addressed by Hao et al. [62] under a

pricing scheme different from the standard marginal pricing. Alternative uni-

form pricing schemes were also used in the auction models presented in [32,58,

84, 103, 129]. The work by Vázquez et al. [129] presented nonnegative profit

constraints to recover the corresponding offer costs of scheduled generating

units. The resulting bilinear revenue products were approximated by tangent

planes. Reference [103] also incorporated a nonnegative profit constraint but

the solution procedure was based on mixed-integer nonlinear programming.

Similar to [103, 129], reference [58] modeled nonnegative profit constraints in

the auction design and circumvented the nonlinearity of the bilinear terms by

taking advantage of the proposed decomposable structure. References [32, 84]

included revenue terms by modeling partial offer cost compensations. The

nonlinearity associated with those compensations was handled based on aug-

mented Lagrangian relaxation and surrogate optimization.

Revenue-constrained consumer payment minimization under marginal pric-

ing has been addressed in [4, 43,63]. Reference [4] proposed a heuristic proce-

dure with no guaranteed convergence to optimality for an alternative auction
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model with simple supply offers. Hao and Zhuang [63] suggested a two-layer

structure to characterize the auction model but no solution procedure was pre-

scribed in this conceptual reference. Finally, Felix and Cuervo [43] converted

revenue terms to mixed-integer linear expressions via a computationally ex-

pensive binary expansion approach [100].

Other relevant works on revenue-constrained auction models reported in

the technical literature are [51,91–93,105]. Motto and Galiana [91,92] formu-

lated as an MPEC [85] a revenue-constrained auction design for declared social

welfare maximization. A mixed-integer linear equivalent was derived by us-

ing KKT optimality conditions and a linearization scheme requiring additional

binary variables. Moreover, bilinear revenue terms were linearized by intro-

ducing the concepts of augmented cost and augmented revenue. Such solution

approach is specifically tailored to a single-bus model in a single-period setting

and hence is not straightforwardly applicable to models with either transmis-

sion network constraints or inter-temporal operational constraints. Similar

drawbacks characterize the approach described in [93] in which a new unit

commitment model including revenue constraints was also formulated as an

MPEC.

Within the same context of declared social welfare maximization, Ruiz

et al. [105] proposed a revenue-constrained auction in a single-period setting

wherein the presence of non-convexities was addressed by using a primal-dual

procedure. This methodology, which essentially consisted in relaxing integral-

ity, may lead to solutions that may not be consistent with the solution to

an economic dispatch problem, as recognized by the authors [105]. Moreover,

the resulting locational market-clearing prices may not support the theory of

marginal pricing. Finally, the revenue terms were linearized by using a binary

expansion approach [100], which is a computationally expensive approximation

requiring extra binary variables.

In [51], discretely constrained, mixed linear complementarity problems were

solved by relaxing both integrality and complementarity to build feasible prob-

lems. Within this framework, two applications in electricity markets were pre-

sented and analyzed. One of these applications was a network-constrained

day-ahead auction model driven by declared social welfare with financial con-
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straints including price uplifts. Similar to [105], revenue terms were approx-

imated to mixed-integer linear expressions through the use of a binary ex-

pansion approach [100], thereby increasing the number of binary variables.

Finally, the performance of the resulting model was only illustrated with a

small example that was solved by using commercially available software [124].

It is worth emphasizing that the inclusion of price uplifts in electricity markets

raises questions concerning transparency, efficiency, and equity [53,72,98,143].

Revenue constraints have also been accounted for in the analysis of market

equilibria [54]. Garćıa-Bertrand et al. [54] proposed a competitive market

near-equilibrium including minimum profit conditions, which comprise bilinear

revenue terms. Such revenue constraints were linearized via an approximation

based on Schur’s decomposition [66] requiring additional binary variables.

Regarding industry practice, several ISOs worldwide deal with revenue con-

straints [69, 86, 101, 121]. A relevant approach for this instance of price-based

auction can be found in the operational rules of the Iberian day-ahead elec-

tricity market, where an ad-hoc heuristic is described [86]. Unfortunately,

this approach does not guarantee optimality and may even terminate without

attaining feasibility, as shown in [92].

In summary, existing methodologies for electricity auctions with revenue

constraints are either inexact or based on simplified models of reduced practical

applicability.

1.4.5 Producer and Consumer Surplus Maximization

Little attention has been paid in the technical literature to new procedures

explicitly modeling producer and consumer surplus maximization [78, 114].

Those procedures are also embedded into the concept of price-based market

clearing. Reference [114] proposed a network-constrained auction design driven

by the maximization of the sum of producer and consumer surplus under a

marginal pricing scheme. This reference revealed that market efficiency is

attained if congestion revenues were neglected in the objective function. In

order to measure the market efficiency, several indexes were examined. On

the contrary, Litvinov et al. [78] asserted that the solution to the problem
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presented in [114] could depart from an efficient solution if congestion revenues

were disregarded.

1.4.6 Bilevel Programming

Relevant references on the mathematical foundations of bilevel programming

are [13, 34, 37, 99, 110], wherein several solution approaches are described. Al-

though in their simplest form, bilevel programs are NP-hard [110], over the

last two decades bilevel programming has been applied to an increasing num-

ber of problems such as those related to energy systems [6, 10, 30, 51, 65, 68],

transportation [3,40], and the agricultural sector [15], among others. In addi-

tion, considerable research has been conducted to explore suitable solution

methodologies [8, 14, 36, 51, 89, 115, 144]. Specifically, bilevel programming

problems have been addressed by branch-and-bound-based approaches [14],

methodologies within the framework of Lagrangian relaxation [144], Benders

decomposition approaches [36, 89], genetic algorithms [8], or relaxation-based

techniques [51,115], just to name a few.

1.4.7 Mixed-Integer Linear Programming

Fundamental references on MILP are [19, 21, 29, 95]. The advances in mixed-

integer linear programming and the improvements on general-purpose mixed-

integer solvers, both reported in [19], have paved the way for the application

of MILP to manifold problems including electric power generation scheduling

[7,26,35,71,113,131,141], energy systems management [25], waste management

[79,134], and flood-diversion planning [133], among others.

1.5 Thesis Objectives

The main objectives of this dissertation are sixfold:

1. To develop a general mathematical framework for price-based market

clearing. The specific objectives related to this issue are stated as follows:
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1.1 To formulate price-based market clearing under two different uni-

form pricing schemes, namely the price of the highest accepted gen-

eration offer and the marginal price.

1.2 To describe a solution approach based on MILP for the market-

clearing auction model under a uniform pricing scheme based on

the price of the highest accepted generation energy offer.

1.3 To develop a solution approach based on bilevel programming when

marginal pricing is adopted to set the market-clearing price.

2. To tackle particular instances of price-based market clearing, namely the

consumer payment minimization problem and the revenue-constrained

auction design.

3. To address a day-ahead auction model for energy with inelastic de-

mand driven by consumer payment minimization under a uniform pricing

scheme based on the price of the highest accepted generation energy offer.

The specific objectives related to this issue are listed below:

3.1 To cope with quadratic and piecewise linear supply offers for energy.

3.2 To analyze the effect of inter-temporal operational constraints in-

cluding minimum up and down times as well as ramping limits.

3.3 To propose a solution methodology based on MILP.

3.4 To examine several case studies including an illustrative example

and practical systems.

3.5 To compare the results from the proposed auction design with those

achieved by conventional market-clearing procedures aiming at min-

imizing the generation offer cost.

4. To propose several day-ahead auction models with inelastic demand

based on consumer payment minimization under marginal pricing. The

specific objectives related to this issue are stated as follows:

4.1 To analyze the effect of inter-temporal operational constraints in-

cluding minimum up and down times as well as ramping limits when

energy is the only commodity being traded.
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4.2 To incorporate the effect of the transmission network along with

inter-temporal operational constraints when energy is the only com-

modity being traded.

4.3 To design a multi-commodity market-clearing procedure for the si-

multaneous scheduling of energy and ancillary services consider-

ing both inter-temporal operational constraints and network con-

straints.

4.4 To impose the substitutability of ancillary services in order to avoid

the price reversal issue in the auction model described in item 4.3.

4.5 To formulate the market-clearing procedures proposed in the above

items 4.1–4.4 as bilevel models.

4.6 To apply a primal-dual transformation and well-known integer alge-

bra results in order to recast the bilevel models formulated in item

4.5 as MILP problems.

4.7 To examine several case studies including illustrative examples and

large-sized systems.

4.8 To compare the results from the proposed auction designs with those

achieved by conventional market-clearing procedures aiming at min-

imizing the generation offer cost.

5. To incorporate demand-side participation in day-ahead electricity mar-

kets for energy aiming at minimizing the consumer payment under margi-

nal pricing. Critical aspects such as inter-temporal operational con-

straints and network constraints are also taken into account. The specific

objectives related to this issue are listed below:

5.1 To formulate the auction design as a bilevel model.

5.2 To recast the bilevel programming problem as a single-level equiv-

alent by using a primal-dual reformulation and well-known integer

algebra results.

5.3 To derive an exact linear expression for the total payment for en-

ergy, which involves products of two continuous decision variables,

namely locational marginal prices and consumption levels.
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5.4 To examine several case studies including an illustrative example

and the IEEE 118-bus system.

5.5 To compare the results from the proposed auction design with those

achieved by a conventional market-clearing procedure aiming at

maximizing the declared social welfare.

6. To put forward auction models incorporating generator revenue con-

straints driven by declared social welfare maximization under marginal

pricing. The specific objectives related to this issue are stated as follows:

6.1 To propose a single-period market-clearing procedure modeling the

transmission network.

6.2 To propose a multi-period market-clearing procedure in a single-bus

model.

6.3 To analyze the effect of the transmission network in the multi-period

market-clearing procedure proposed in item 6.2.

6.4 To formulate the auction designs proposed in the above items 6.1–6.3

as bilevel models.

6.5 To recast the resulting bilevel programming problems as single-level

equivalents by using a primal-dual reformulation and well-known

integer algebra results.

6.6 To derive exact linear expressions for the generator revenue terms

involving products of marginal prices and production levels, which

are both continuous decision variables.

6.7 To examine several case studies including illustrative examples and

large-sized systems.

6.8 To compare the results from the proposed auction designs with those

achieved by (i) conventional market-clearing procedures aiming at

maximizing the declared social welfare without generator revenue

constraints, and (ii) the heuristic procedure currently implemented

in the Iberian electricity market to deal with minimum revenue

conditions.
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1.6 Overview of the Remaining Chapters

The remaining chapters of this thesis are outlined as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the concept of price-based market clearing under two

different uniform pricing schemes implemented by worldwide ISOs, namely

maximum pricing and marginal pricing. This chapter provides a general for-

mulation of price-based market clearing as well as the solution methodologies

for each pricing scheme.

Chapter 3 describes an auction model for energy, with an inelastic de-

mand, for a day-ahead pool-based electricity market wherein consumer pay-

ment is minimized under maximum pricing. A novel approach suitable for

existing mixed-integer linear solvers is presented. A major contribution of this

work is the explicit characterization of uniform market-clearing prices as pri-

mal decision variables. The proposed methodology allows considering both

quadratic and piecewise linear supply offers. In addition, the market-clearing

procedure also takes into account inter-temporal operational constraints such

as start-ups, ramp rates, and minimum up and down times, which may be part

of generation offers.

Chapter 4 presents three alternative auction models based on consumer

payment minimization for pool-based day-ahead electricity markets under a

marginal pricing scheme. The proposed auction designs consider an inelastic

demand. Moreover, complicating modeling aspects, such as the inter-temporal

coupling associated with generation scheduling, the effect of the transmission

network, and ancillary services, are sequentially added in the market-clearing

procedures. The proposed solution approach is based on bilevel programming

and the application of a primal-dual transformation and well-known lineariza-

tion schemes.

Chapter 5 addresses a more realistic price-based market-clearing model

where generators and consumers respectively submit offers and bids for energy.

The auction design aims at minimizing the consumer payment by considering

a marginal pricing scheme as well as the effects of both network constraints

and inter-temporal operational constraints. Modeling demand-side bidding

leads to bilinear terms including products of market-clearing prices and con-
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sumption levels that significantly increase the mathematical complexity of the

resulting optimization problem. The proposed solution methodology consists

in converting the original mixed-integer nonlinear bilevel problem into a single-

level equivalent based on MILP for which a novel and exact linearization is

developed.

Chapter 6 provides two auction models for energy including generator

revenue constraints and driven by declared social welfare maximization for

pool-based electricity markets. Both market-clearing procedures consider a

marginal pricing scheme as well as the effects of both network constraints and

inter-temporal operational constraints. Modeling revenue constraints leads to

bilinear terms including products of market-clearing prices and power outputs

that significantly increase the mathematical complexity of the resulting opti-

mization problem. Based on the solution methodology described in Chapter

5, a single-level equivalent relying on mixed-integer linear programming is at-

tained. As a methodological novelty, the linearization scheme developed in

Chapter 5 is tailored to the presence of power outputs rather than consump-

tion levels in the bilinear terms.

Chapters 3–6 also include the application of the respective proposed

methodologies to several case studies comprising illustrative examples and

large-sized systems. The illustrative examples are thoroughly analyzed, where-

as results from the large-sized systems are discussed in order to highlight the

scalability of the proposed approaches.

Chapter 7 closes this dissertation with an overview of the chapters, several

concluding remarks, the main contributions, and some recommendations for

future research.

Appendix A presents two well-known linearization schemes based on dis-

junctive constraints.

Appendix B includes the explicit formulation of inter-temporal scheduling

constraints, namely (i) minimum up and down times and (ii) start-ups.

Appendix C presents generation and demand data for the 32-unit system

analyzed in Chapters 3 and 6.

Appendix D lists generation and demand data for the 25-unit system

analyzed in Chapter 4.
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Appendix E provides generation, demand, and network data for the 118-

bus system analyzed in Chapters 4–6.





Chapter 2

Price-Based Market Clearing

W
ithin the context of pool-based market clearing, this chapter an-

alyzes an alternative type of market-clearing procedure for either

energy-only or multi-commodity trading. As a major distinctive

feature, the alternative auction design explicitly incorporates market-clearing

prices in the problem formulation. Thus, this procedure is referred to as price-

based market clearing. The presence of market-clearing prices in the problem

formulation complicates the solution of the optimization problem since market-

clearing prices may themselves result from an optimization process.

This chapter establishes the mathematical foundations of price-based mar-

ket clearing in pool-based electricity markets under two different uniform pric-

ing schemes adopted in industry practice. It is worth emphasizing that the

contents of this chapter are partially based on a paper published in the IEEE

Transactions on Power Systems [44] as well as on a paper that is under review.

Section 2.1 highlights the most relevant properties characterizing the two

different pricing schemes used in current electricity markets. Section 2.2 pro-

vides a general and compact formulation for price-based market clearing under

a uniform pricing scheme. Section 2.3 describes the solution approaches for

price-based market clearing under the aforementioned pricing schemes. Fi-

nally, Section 2.4 summarizes and concludes the chapter.

29
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2.1 Introduction

As above mentioned, price-based market clearing is a particular auction model

characterized by the explicit incorporation of market-clearing prices as deci-

sion variables in the optimization problem. Examples of this mechanism are:

(i) procedures based on consumer payment minimization [4, 5, 22–24, 27, 28,

31, 32, 43, 56, 58–63, 71, 78, 82–84, 88, 103, 108, 116, 129, 136, 138–140, 144–147],

where market-clearing prices appear in the objective function; and (ii) revenue-

constrained market-clearing procedures [4, 32, 43, 51, 58, 62, 63, 84, 91–93, 103,

105, 129], where market-clearing prices appear in the constraints. Moreover,

new procedures explicitly modeling producer and consumer surplus maximiza-

tion [78,114] would fall within this class of problems.

From a mathematical perspective, price-based market-clearing models pose

relevant challenges associated with the characterization of market-clearing

prices as decision variables of the optimization process. Moreover, the im-

plementation of price-based market clearing depends on the selected pricing

scheme. More specifically, the pricing scheme adopted in the auction design

affects (i) the formulation of the model, and (ii) the proposed solution method-

ology. Those issues are dealt with in this chapter from a general viewpoint as

well as in more detail in subsequent chapters of this document.

Pricing schemes can be categorized as uniform and discriminatory. The

former is based on a single market-clearing pricing rule and is the standard in

worldwide day-ahead market-clearing procedures. One instance of discrimina-

tory pricing scheme is the pay-as-bid rule by which each awarded generation

offer is paid its offer price [11]. The pay-as-bid rule is typically adopted in

real-time operation. Since this thesis is focused on longer time spans, uni-

form pricing schemes are only considered. Within such pricing framework,

several definitions for the market-clearing price are available [107], being the

two most commonly adopted (i) the maximum price, i.e., the price of the high-

est accepted generation offer, and (ii) the marginal price, i.e., the price of an

infinitesimal variation of the commodity being traded. Both pricing schemes

are characterized by several properties, which have motivated their implemen-

tation in electricity markets worldwide. While the maximum pricing scheme is
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applied in several European electricity markets [122,126,127], where single-bus

models are used in the auction designs, marginal pricing is the standard in US

electricity markets [77]. It is worth emphasizing that Europe is immersed in

the transition to a location-dependent setting (see [18] and references therein)

that might require changes in both pricing and auction models.

Maximum pricing features the following characteristics: (i) it is a simple

and transparent pricing framework suitable for markets with non-convexities

[98], (ii) it guarantees price adequacy even under non-convexity, i.e., the price

paid to each supplier in each period is greater than or equal to the respective

offer price in that period, and (iii) it avoids the price multiplicity issue [2]

and hence the price profile is uniquely defined. Moreover, this pricing scheme

yields market-clearing prices that are greater than or equal to those provided

by marginal pricing, thereby behaving similarly in terms of investment cost

recovery. As a consequence, maximum pricing has received a great deal of

attention in the technical literature related to price-based market clearing [5,

22,31,32,56,61,71,82–84,108,116,129,136,138–140,145,147].

In contrast, marginal pricing scheme benefits from the following features

[117]: (i) it provides appropriate economic signals, (ii) it is incentive compati-

ble, i.e., market participants have incentives to offer and bid at their respective

true production costs and consumption utilities, (iii) it allows investment cost

recovery, and (iv) it properly characterizes the effect of the transmission net-

work. However, the complexity of its mathematical representation explains

the relatively reduced number of works addressing price-based market clearing

considering marginal pricing [4, 27, 28,43,60,63,78,91–93,144].

2.2 Problem Formulation

The price-based market-clearing procedure can be formulated in a compact

way as:

Minimize
v,y,z,π

F(v,y, z,π) (2.1)

subject to:
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v ∈ {0, 1}ñ (2.2)

Gi(v,y) ≥ 0 (2.3)

H(v,y, z,π) ≥ 0 (2.4)

ge(v, z) = 0 (2.5)

gi(v, z) ≥ 0 (2.6)

π ∈ Γ, (2.7)

where v represents the vector of binary decision variables modeling the on/off

statuses of generating units; y is the vector of continuous decision variables also

related to generation scheduling such as those associated with start-up offers

and revenues; z is the vector of continuous dispatching variables including

supply offers for energy and ancillary services, demand bids, and network-

related variables, among others; and π is the vector of market-clearing prices.

The objective function (2.1) may comprise either the declared social wel-

fare, the consumer payment, or the sum of the producer and consumer sur-

plus. The integrality of v is imposed in (2.2). Expression (2.3) models gen-

erator scheduling constraints such as start-ups, and minimum up and down

times [135]. Expression (2.4) represents all operational constraints involving

market-clearing prices such as those imposing limits on generator revenues.

Constraint (2.5) denotes the equalities associated with power balance equa-

tions. Expression (2.6) models all other constraints related to dispatching such

as power limits, ancillary services limits, network-related limits, and ramping

limits. Finally, the vector of market-clearing prices is characterized in (2.7),

where the feasibility set Γ depends on the pricing scheme adopted by the ISO.

2.3 Solution Approaches

This section describes the solution methodologies suitable for price-based mar-

ket clearing under the two uniform pricing schemes adopted in current elec-

tricity markets.
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2.3.1 Maximum Pricing Framework

Under maximum pricing, the vector of market-clearing prices π is defined

as the vector of prices of the highest accepted generation offers. Thus, the

price-based auction (2.1)–(2.7) is characterized as a mixed-integer nonlinear

programming problem where market-clearing prices become primal decision

variables of the optimization process that are explicitly constrained in the

problem formulation. Therefore, the price-based auction (2.1)–(2.7) can be

recast as follows:

Minimize
v,y,z,π

F(v,y, z,π) (2.8)

subject to:

v ∈ {0, 1}ñ (2.9)

Gi(v,y) ≥ 0 (2.10)

H(v,y, z,π) ≥ 0 (2.11)

ge(v, z) = 0 (2.12)

gi(v, z) ≥ 0 (2.13)

π = max
{
O (v, z)

}
, (2.14)

where expressions (2.8)–(2.13) are identical to (2.1)–(2.6), whereas constraint

(2.14) corresponds to (2.7) particularized for a maximum pricing scheme.

The following types of nonlinearities may be present in problem (2.8)–

(2.14):

1. Nonlinear offer and bid curves leading to nonlinear expressions for both

the declared social welfare as well as the producer and consumer surplus

in (2.8). In practice, offers and bids consist of a set of energy blocks with

their corresponding prices, thereby yielding piecewise linear functions.

Offers and bids may also be submitted as nonlinear curves, typically

represented by quadratic functions [131] that can be accurately approx-

imated by a set of tangent lines. This approximation yields piecewise

linear functions, which for practical purposes are indistinguishable from

the nonlinear models if enough segments are used [131].
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2. Bilinear products of market-clearing prices and power consumptions typ-

ically involved in (2.8) when demand-side bidding is considered in the

context of consumer payment minimization, and bilinear products of

market-clearing prices and power outputs in (2.11), which are typically

associated with revenue terms. These nonlinear products can be trans-

formed into a set of linear expressions by using a binary expansion ap-

proach, as described in [100], or Schur’s decomposition [66], as suggested

in [54].

3. Nonlinear expressions representing the effect of the transmission network

(2.12) and (2.13). Based on industry practice, such nonlinearities are

replaced by a linear approximation corresponding to a dc load flow model.

4. Nonlinear functions characterizing the set of market-clearing prices in

(2.14). As shown in Chapter 3, such functions can be equivalently re-

placed by mixed-integer linear programming expressions.

Therefore, problem (2.8)–(2.14) can be formulated as an MILP problem

suitable for commercially available branch-and-cut software [124].

2.3.2 Marginal Pricing Framework

The standard pricing scheme implemented in most electricity markets world-

wide is marginal pricing [106]. Under such pricing scheme, the vector of

market-clearing prices π is defined as the vector of marginal costs [106]. It is

worth emphasizing that the theory of marginal pricing relies on the assumption

of convexity of the optimization problem, which is not held in market clearing

due to the presence of binary scheduling variables v. A widely adopted solu-

tion however is to derive π from an optimization-based tool wherein binary

variables have been fixed to their optimal values [9, 52, 57]. This optimization
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tool is referred to as economic dispatch problem [106, 135]. A general formu-

lation for the economic dispatch associated with the optimal vector of binary

scheduling variables v∗ is formulated as:

Minimize
z

f(v∗, z) (2.15)

subject to:

ge(v∗, z) = 0 : (λ) (2.16)

gi(v∗, z) ≥ 0 : (η), (2.17)

where the vector of Lagrange multipliers or dual variables associated with con-

straints (2.16) and (2.17) are in parentheses. Note that this notation to repre-

sent Lagrange multipliers or dual variables is used throughout the remaining

chapters.

It is worth mentioning that the objective function (2.15) may be differ-

ent from that of the price-based market-clearing procedure (2.1). As a result

of the economic dispatch problem, the ISO adjusts dispatching variables z

given the on/off statuses of generating units v. Moreover, dual information

from the economic dispatch is used to determine the vector of market-clearing

prices π. As can be noted, the definition of the vector of market-clearing

prices under marginal pricing is an optimization problem itself (2.15)–(2.17),

thereby suggesting the use of bilevel programming to model the original prob-

lem (2.1)–(2.7).

2.3.2.1 Bilevel Programming Formulation

The price-based market-clearing procedure (2.1)–(2.7) under marginal pricing

can be recast as the following bilevel programming problem:

Minimize
v,y,π

F(v,y, z∗,π) (2.18)

subject to:

v ∈ {0, 1}ñ (2.19)

Ge(η∗,λ∗,π) = 0 (2.20)
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Gi(v,y) ≥ 0 (2.21)

H(v,y, z∗,π) ≥ 0, (2.22)

where z∗, η∗, and λ∗ are obtained from the following economic dispatch:

Minimize
z

f(v∗, z) (2.23)

subject to:

ge(v∗, z) = 0 : (λ) (2.24)

gi(v∗, z) ≥ 0 : (η). (2.25)

The above bilevel problem consists of an upper-level optimization (2.18)–

(2.22) and a lower-level optimization (2.23)–(2.25). The upper level controls

the vectors of scheduling variables v and y, as well as the vector of market-

clearing prices π. Lower-level decision variables comprise the vector of dis-

patching variables z, whereas the vectors of Lagrange multipliers or dual vari-

ables η and λ are an outcome of the lower-level problem.

The goal of the upper level is to minimize the price-based market-clearing

objective function (2.18), which may be expressed in terms of both upper- and

lower-level decision variables. Such optimization is subject to the integrality

of upper-level scheduling variables v (2.19), to a set of expressions with lower-

level dual variables η and λ as parameters (2.20), to a set of expressions

exclusively constraining upper-level decision variables v and y (2.21), to a

set of constrained functions with z as a parameter (2.22), and to the lower-

level problem (2.23)–(2.25). Note that the lower-level optimization is identical

to the economic dispatch problem (2.15)–(2.17) associated with the optimal

values of the upper-level decision vector v∗.

In general, problem (2.18)–(2.25) is a mixed-integer nonlinear bilevel pro-

gramming problem. As above mentioned, offers and bids are typically mod-

eled by piecewise linear functions. Therefore, the lower-level objective function

(2.23) is piecewise linear. Analogously, constraints (2.24) and (2.25), including

power balance equations as well as power, ancillary services, and network lim-

its, are usually modeled as linear expressions. Hence, the lower-level problem
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(2.23)–(2.25) is parameterized in terms of the upper-level decision vector v in

such a way that the lower-level problem is linear and thus convex. As described

next, this feature allows the transformation of problem (2.18)–(2.25) into an

equivalent single-level mixed-integer program by using either KKT optimality

conditions or duality theory of linear programming.

2.3.2.1.1 KKT-Based Transformation

Under the assumption of convexity of the lower-level problem, the first refor-

mulation of the original bilevel problem (2.18)–(2.25) into a single-level equiv-

alent is based on the KKT necessary optimality conditions of the lower-level

optimization problem.

Consider the Lagrangian function associated with the lower-level problem

(2.23)–(2.25) for a given upper-level vector v̂:

L(v̂, z,η,λ) = f(v̂, z)− λTge(v̂, z)− ηTgi(v̂, z). (2.26)

Note that hereinafter superscript T indicates the transpose operator. The

optimal solution to (2.23)–(2.25) must satisfy the KKT conditions:

ge(v̂, z) = 0 (2.27)

gi(v̂, z) ≥ 0 (2.28)

∂L(v̂, z,η,λ)
∂z

=
∂f(v̂, z)

∂z
−
(
∂ge(v̂, z)

∂z

)T

λ−
(
∂gi(v̂, z)

∂z

)T

η = 0 (2.29)

η ≥ 0 (2.30)

ηTgi(v̂, z) = 0, (2.31)

where (2.27)–(2.28) are the primal feasibility constraints, (2.29)–(2.30) are the

dual feasibility constraints, and (2.31) represents the complementary slackness

conditions.
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Hence, problem (2.18)–(2.25) can be reformulated as the following single-

level equivalent:

Minimize
v,y,z,η,λ,π

F(v,y, z,π) (2.32)

subject to:

v ∈ {0, 1}ñ (2.33)

Ge(η,λ,π) = 0 (2.34)

Gi(v,y) ≥ 0 (2.35)

H(v,y, z,π) ≥ 0 (2.36)

ge(v, z) = 0 (2.37)

gi(v, z) ≥ 0 (2.38)

∂f(v, z)

∂z
−
(
∂ge(v, z)

∂z

)T

λ−
(
∂gi(v, z)

∂z

)T

η = 0 (2.39)

η ≥ 0 (2.40)

ηTgi(v, z) = 0. (2.41)

Problem (2.32)–(2.41) falls into the category of what is known in the litera-

ture as an MPEC [13,37,85]. As can be seen, the vectors of Lagrange multipli-

ers η and λ become decision variables of the resulting single-level equivalent.

In addition, the KKT-based transformation yields two types of nonlinearities:

1. Products of binary scheduling variables v and continuous Lagrange mul-

tipliers η and λ in (2.39). Based on [49], such nonlinearities can be equiv-

alently formulated as linear expressions without requiring additional bi-

nary variables, as shown in Appendix A.

2. Products of continuous Lagrange multipliers η and lower-level decision

variables z in the complementary slackness conditions (2.41). As shown

by Fortuny-Amat and McCarl [50], complementary slackness conditions

can also be formulated as MILP expressions. However, this linearization

technique requires additional binary variables. The interested reader is

referred to Appendix A for a detailed description of this exact lineariza-

tion scheme.
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2.3.2.1.2 Primal-Dual Transformation

As above mentioned, the lower-level problem (2.23)–(2.25) is typically formu-

lated as a linear problem in dispatching variables z. Based on such linearity,

the second reformulation of the original bilevel problem (2.18)–(2.25) into a

single-level equivalent is based on the dual of the lower-level problem. For

expository purposes, let f(v, z), ge(v, z), and gi(v, z) adopt the linear forms

c̃Tz, Ãv+ B̃z− b̃1, and C̃v+D̃z− b̃2, respectively. Therefore, the lower-level

optimization (2.23)–(2.25) for a given upper-level vector v̂ can be recast as

follows:

Minimize
z

c̃Tz (2.42)

subject to:

Ãv̂ + B̃z = b̃1 : (λ) (2.43)

C̃v̂ + D̃z ≥ b̃2 : (η). (2.44)

According to the duality theory of linear programming [81], the dual of the

lower-level problem (2.42)–(2.44) for a given upper-level vector v̂ is formulated

as:

Maximize
η,λ

λT
(
b̃1 − Ãv̂

)
+ ηT

(
b̃2 − C̃v̂

)
(2.45)

subject to:

B̃Tλ+ D̃Tη = c̃ (2.46)

η ≥ 0. (2.47)

Moreover, for a given upper-level vector v̂, the strong duality theorem

[81] states that if z is a feasible solution to the lower-level primal problem

(2.42)–(2.44), and (η, λ) is a feasible solution to the lower-level dual problem

(2.45)–(2.47), then both solutions are respectively primal and dual optimal if

and only if:

c̃Tz = λT
(
b̃1 − Ãv̂

)
+ ηT

(
b̃2 − C̃v̂

)
. (2.48)
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To transform the bilevel program (2.18)–(2.22), (2.42)–(2.44) into an equiv-

alent single-level problem, the lower-level optimization (2.42)–(2.44) is replaced

by its primal feasibility constraints (2.43)–(2.44), its dual feasibility constraints

(2.46)–(2.47), and the equality associated with the strong duality theorem

(2.48). Thus, the single-level equivalent can be cast as:

Minimize
v,y,z,η,λ,π

F(v,y, z,π) (2.49)

subject to:

v ∈ {0, 1}ñ (2.50)

Ge(η,λ,π) = 0 (2.51)

Gi(v,y) ≥ 0 (2.52)

H(v,y, z,π) ≥ 0 (2.53)

Ãv + B̃z = b̃1 (2.54)

C̃v + D̃z ≥ b̃2 (2.55)

B̃Tλ+ D̃Tη = c̃ (2.56)

η ≥ 0 (2.57)

c̃Tz = λT
(
b̃1 − Ãv

)
+ ηT

(
b̃2 − C̃v

)
. (2.58)

As can be observed, constraints (2.54)–(2.58) resulting from the primal-dual

transformation do not include nonlinear terms involving products of Lagrange

multipliers η and lower-level decision variables z, which are both continuous.

As shown in [6], this is a major computational advantage over KKT-based

equivalents. Examples of successful applications of this transformation in the

technical literature are [6, 40,90].

2.3.2.2 Other Types of Nonlinearities

Similar to the auction model under maximum pricing (2.8)–(2.14), other types

of nonlinearities may be present in the single-level equivalents (2.32)–(2.41)

and (2.49)–(2.58) respectively corresponding to the KKT-based transforma-

tion and the primal-dual approach, namely (i) bilinear products of market-

clearing prices and power consumptions typically involved in (2.32) and (2.49)

when the demand is elastic in the context of consumer payment minimiza-
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tion, and (ii) bilinear products of market-clearing prices and power outputs in

(2.36) and (2.53), which are typically associated with revenue terms. Under

marginal pricing, these sets of nonlinear products can be transformed, after

some algebra, into equivalent linear expressions based on the KKT conditions,

as described in [104] for a different problem.

Thus, practical modeling aspects render both problems (2.32)–(2.41) and

(2.49)–(2.58) mixed-integer linear programming problems suitable for commer-

cially available branch-and-cut software [124].

2.3.2.3 Computational Considerations

Both single-level transformations rely on setting bounds on lower-level dual

variables. As described in [104] for a different problem, these bounding pa-

rameters may be selected based on the values of the corresponding Lagrange

multipliers or dual variables resulting from the optimal solution to the asso-

ciated conventional auction model. Admittedly, the selection of appropriate

values for those bounds may pose difficulties in the event of degeneracy of the

lower-level problem, which is characterized by the presence of linearly depen-

dent gradients of active constraints [81]. As a consequence, degeneracy may

lead to the unboundedness of lower-level Lagrange multipliers or dual variables

at the optimum and hence the existence of multiple sets of optimal lower-level

dual variables. This drawback would be overcome by avoiding the need for

setting bounds for lower-level dual variables, as done in [8, 36, 144] for appli-

cations in the context of power systems, and in [67] for linear programs with

linear complementarity constraints.

2.4 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter provides a general framework to address price-based market-

clearing procedures in pool-based electricity markets under two uniform pricing

schemes, namely maximum pricing and marginal pricing. As a complicating

feature, market-clearing prices are incorporated as decision variables in the

optimization problem.
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Under maximum pricing, the feasibility set of market-clearing prices is

equivalently replaced by a set of linear constraints.

Under marginal pricing, the price-based auction can be formulated as a

bilevel programming problem. Based on practical modeling aspects, the result-

ing bilevel programming formulation is transformed into a single-level equiva-

lent by applying two different techniques, namely a KKT-based approach and

a primal-dual transformation. The subsequent use of linearization schemes

allows converting the resulting models into mixed-integer linear programs.

In the following chapters, several instances of price-based market clearing

are addressed. For the models under marginal pricing, the primal-dual trans-

formation is applied given its computational advantages. Moreover, KKT op-

timality conditions are used to linearize the bilinear terms involving products

of two continuous decision variables.



Chapter 3

Consumer Payment

Minimization: Inelastic Demand

under Maximum Pricing

A
n alternative market-clearing procedure to the conventional social

welfare maximization is the consumer payment minimization prob-

lem, which is the most widely studied design. The consumer payment

minimization problem is a particular instance of price-based market clearing,

which was described in Chapter 2. The major feature of this auction de-

sign is the incorporation of the market-clearing prices as decision variables in

the optimization. Thus, the mathematical characterization of the price-based

market-clearing procedure strongly depends on the selected pricing scheme.

This chapter is focused on energy scheduling driven by the minimization

of the total payment by consumers assuming an inelastic demand. Market-

clearing prices are determined according to a uniform pricing scheme based on

the price of the highest accepted generation energy offer. The contents of this

chapter are directly related to a paper published in Applied Energy [45].

Section 3.1 introduces the salient aspects of the consumer payment min-

imization problem under maximum pricing. Section 3.2 provides a general

formulation for the auction model. In Section 3.3, the proposed MILP model

is described. Section 3.4 presents and analyzes several case studies. Finally,

this chapter is summarized in Section 3.5.

43
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3.1 Introduction

Within a pool-based electricity market, this chapter addresses a day-ahead

energy trading based on consumer payment minimization under a maximum

pricing scheme. As is customary in electricity markets [111], the demand

plays a passive role and thus it is considered inelastic. The distinctive aspect

of the proposed method with respect to previously reported works [5, 22–24,

31, 32, 56, 58, 59, 61, 62, 82–84, 88, 103, 108, 116, 129, 136, 138–140, 145–147] is

the use of MILP. As explained in Chapter 1, MILP has been widely used

in the technical literature to solve manifold problems mainly due to its two

main advantages, namely the guarantee of convergence to the optimal solution

in a finite number of steps [95] and the availability of optimized commercial

solvers with large-scale capabilities [124]. Therefore, the consumer payment

minimization problem is formulated as a single-level optimization characterized

by two relevant features: (i) it solely relies on the primal space, and (ii) it does

not need the use of big-M-based linear schemes where the values of sufficiently

large parameters have to be adjusted.

Furthermore, the proposed MILP approach allows considering both quadra-

tic and piecewise linear supply offers for energy, unlike [4,5,22–24,27,28,31,32,

43,56,58–63,71,78,82–84,88,103,108,116,129,136,138–140,144–147]. Another

distinctive feature of the model proposed in this chapter with respect to [4, 5,

22–24, 31, 32, 43, 56, 59–63, 71, 78, 82–84, 103, 108, 116, 129, 138–140, 144–147] is

the inclusion of inter-temporal operational constraints modeling ramping limits

as well as minimum up and down times. Such technical aspects are critical

in generation scheduling [7, 87, 107, 135]. Hence, we argue that inter-temporal

operational constraints should also be accounted for in the optimization process

when the consumer payment is minimized. As a result, the new auction design

also attains the desired goals of efficiency and feasibility in energy production

[107].
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3.2 Problem Formulation

The consumer payment minimization problem addressed in this chapter is built

on the day-ahead energy auction model presented in [82] wherein (i) generation

offers include economic and technical information, (ii) an inelastic demand is

considered, (iii) the effect of the transmission network is neglected, and (iv)

a maximum pricing scheme is adopted. This model is simple to describe and

analyze, yet bringing out the main features of consumer payment minimization.

According to Chapter 2, the day-ahead energy scheduling problem driven

by consumer payment minimization can be formulated in a compact way as:

Minimize
pgit,s

u
it,vit,πt

∑
t∈T

πtDt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(3.1)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (3.2)

pgit ∈ Πit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (3.3)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (3.4)∑
i∈I

pgit = Dt; ∀t ∈ T (3.5)

πt = max
i∈I

{
ogit (p

g
it) | p

g
it > 0

}
; ∀t ∈ T, (3.6)

where, for the sake of unit consistency, hourly time periods are considered.

It is worth mentioning that, unlike conventional market-clearing proce-

dures [7, 107], problem (3.1)–(3.6) includes market-clearing prices for energy

πt as primal decision variables of the optimization. This issue is a major com-

plicating factor for the solution of such problem.

The objective function (3.1) represents the total payment by consumers

and comprises two terms respectively related to generation energy offers and

start-up offers. Following the model of [82] and other available works [22–24,

27,31,56,59–61,63,71,78,83,108,116,136,138–140,144–147], start-up offers are

fully compensated in (3.1).

Constraints (3.2) and (3.3) model generation complex offers, which have

been typically restricted to respectively include start-up payment constraints
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and generation limits [4,22–24,31,32,56,59–63,71,78,82–84,108,116,129,138–

140,144–147]. As is customary in power system operation [107,135] and plan-

ning [41,42], binary variables are associated with on/off decisions, as modeled

in (3.4). Based on a commonly used single-bus model [4, 22, 23, 31, 32, 43, 56,

58, 62, 71, 82–84, 88, 103, 108, 116, 129, 136, 138–140, 145, 147], constraints (3.5)

are the power balance equations.

Finally, expressions (3.6) represent the maximum pricing scheme charac-

terizing market-clearing prices for energy for all periods. Two aspects render

this set of constraints the main source of complexity: (i) the nonlinearity gives

rise to a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem for which no effec-

tive global solution approach is currently available, and (ii) the coupling of

the production of generating units in each period makes it difficult the use of

decomposition techniques. Constraints (3.6) may also be viewed as a set of

optimization problems, thereby leading to a bilevel programming formulation

similar to that presented in subsection 2.3.2.1 for marginal pricing. However,

bilevel programs are strongly NP-hard even in their simplest form [110]. This

issue suggests exploring alternative approaches.

From a mathematical viewpoint, problem (3.1)–(3.6) is a non-separable,

nonlinear, mixed-integer, and combinatorial problem. The next section de-

scribes a new approach comprising both an alternative solution methodology

and an extended model.

3.3 Solution Approach

The proposed solution approach features two major novelties: (i) nonlinear

expressions (3.6) are formulated by two equivalent MILP models, which are

respectively associated with quadratic and piecewise linear supply offers for

energy; and (ii) the sets of technical constraints Ωit and Πit are extended to

include minimum up and down times as well as ramping limits. These con-

straints are also formulated using MILP. The resulting MILP-based consumer

payment minimization problems are hereinafter referred to as Q-PM and L-PM

for quadratic and piecewise linear supply offers for energy, respectively. Both

models provide a more precise representation of the operation of generating
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units while benefiting from the advantages of MILP and the capabilities of

commercially available state-of-the-art software.

3.3.1 Formulation of Market-Clearing Prices for Energy

The mathematical formulation of market-clearing prices (3.6) depends on the

structure of the supply offer cost functions. Here, two practical models of sup-

ply offers for energy are considered, namely quadratic functions and piecewise

linear functions [131], from which exact offer price functions are straightfor-

wardly derived [107].

3.3.1.1 Quadratic Supply Offers

Generation energy offers may be submitted as nonlinear curves, typically rep-

resented by quadratic functions of the form Aitp
g
it + Bit(p

g
it)

2 + Citvit [131].

Note that such form vanishes when unit i is scheduled off in period t, i.e.,

when vit = 0 and pgit = 0. This model yields linear offer price functions corre-

sponding to the incremental offer cost functions [107]:

ogit (p
g
it) = Aitvit + 2Bitp

g
it; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T. (3.7)

Similar to the expression for quadratic supply offers, vit is added in (3.7)

in order to set ogit (p
g
it) equal to 0 when unit i is scheduled off in period t.

Consequently, nonlinear expressions (3.6) can be equivalently recast as the

following set of linear constraints:

πt ≥ Aitvit + 2Bitp
g
it; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T. (3.8)

Constraints (3.8) together with the minimization of the total consumer

payment (3.1) set πt equal to the price of the highest accepted generation

energy offer in period t.

3.3.1.2 Piecewise Linear Supply Offers

Supply offer cost functions may also be characterized by a piecewise linear

model comprising a set of energy blocks and their corresponding prices [131].
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The associated offer price functions, i.e., the incremental offer cost functions

[107], are stepwise. As an example, a stepwise offer price function with three

blocks is depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Stepwise offer
price function.

ogit ($/MWh)

Cg
3it

Cg
2it

Cg
1it

T g
1it T g

2it T g
3it pgit (MW)

Nonlinear expressions (3.6) for stepwise offer price functions can also be

equivalently formulated using MILP:

πt ≥ Cg
oitwoit; ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (3.9)∑

o∈Oi

woit = vit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (3.10)

0 ≤ pgit ≤ T g
1itw1it + P

g

it (1− w1it) ; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (3.11)

T g
o−1itwoit ≤ pgit ≤ T g

oitwoit + P
g

it (1− woit) ;∀o = 2 . . . nOi
, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (3.12)

woit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T, (3.13)

where T g
nOi

it = P
g

it.

The proposed formulation relies on the fact that, under maximum pricing,

the market-clearing price for energy in each period is equal to one of the prices

of the offered energy blocks. This is modeled through binary variables woit,

which characterize whether the power output of unit i in period t is determined
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by the oth block of its energy offer function. Constraints (3.9) guarantee that

the market-clearing price for energy in period t, πt, is greater than or equal to

the price of the last accepted energy block for all generation offers submitted

in this period. Thus, similar to the formulation for quadratic supply offers,

the minimization of the total consumer payment (3.1) and constraints (3.9)

jointly set πt equal to the price of the highest accepted generation energy offer

in period t. Expressions (3.10) set woit equal to 0 for all blocks if unit i is

scheduled off in period t, i.e., vit = 0. On the other hand, if unit i is scheduled

on in period t, i.e., vit = 1, woit is equal to 1 for a single block, namely the

last accepted block, being 0 for the remaining blocks. Constraints (3.11) and

(3.12) impose the lower and upper bounds for the power output in terms of

variables woit. Thus, if woit = 0 the power output pgit is bounded by 0 and

P
g

it. In contrast, if woit = 1 the power output pgit is bounded by the limits of

blocks o − 1 and o, i.e., T g
o−1it and T g

oit. Finally, constraints (3.13) model the

integrality of variables woit.

Two-unit example: In order to illustrate how constraints (3.9)–(3.13)

model the maximum pricing scheme for piecewise linear supply offers, let us

analyze the optimal schedule for a given period t of a simple system with two

generating units. For the sake of simplicity, each generating unit submits in

such period a two-block offer price function as depicted in Figure 3.2. In ad-

dition, let us assume that at the optimum both units are scheduled on, i.e.,

v∗1t = 1 and v∗2t = 1, while the optimal dispatch is such that pg∗1t ∈ (0,10) MW

and pg∗2t ∈ (5,30) MW. According to Figure 3.2, the awarded offers are the first

block of unit 1 and both blocks submitted by unit 2. As a consequence, the

optimal market-clearing price is set by the second block of the energy offer of

unit 2, i.e., $15/MWh, which is the price of the highest accepted generation

energy offer.

The values for variables woit are determined by (3.10)–(3.13). With re-

spect to unit 1, as per (3.10) and (3.13), there are only two combinations for

variables w11t and w21t, namely (i) w11t = 1 and w21t = 0, and (ii) w11t = 0

and w21t = 1. For the first combination, expressions (3.11) and (3.12) respec-

tively become 0 MW ≤ pg1t ≤ 10 MW and 0 MW ≤ pg1t ≤ 20 MW, being both

consistent with the optimal solution pg∗1t . In contrast, the second combination
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Figure 3.2. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Two-unit exam-
ple – Offer price functions.
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yields 0 MW ≤ pg1t ≤ 20 MW and 10 MW ≤ pg1t ≤ 20 MW, thereby leading

to infeasibility since pg∗1t is less than 10 MW. A similar process is carried out

to determine variables woit for unit 2. Thus, the two possible combinations

for variables w12t and w22t satisfying (3.10) and (3.13) are (i) w12t = 1 and

w22t = 0, and (ii) w12t = 0 and w22t = 1. Using the first combination in (3.11)

gives rise to 0 MW ≤ pg2t ≤ 5 MW. Note that the optimal dispatch pg∗2t exceeds

the upper bound imposed by (3.11), thereby rendering this combination infea-

sible. On the other hand, for the second combination, expressions (3.11) and

(3.12) respectively become 0 MW ≤ pg2t ≤ 30 MW and 5 MW ≤ pg2t ≤ 30 MW,

which are both met by pg∗2t . As a result, the optimal values for variables woit

are w∗
11t = 1, w∗

21t = 0, w∗
12t = 0, and w∗

22t = 1.

According to (3.9), the lower bounds for the market-clearing price in this

period are Cg
11tw11t, C

g
21tw21t, C

g
12tw12t, and Cg

22tw22t, which respectively amount

to $12/MWh, $0/MWh, $0/MWh, and $15/MWh. The most restrictive lower

bound is that corresponding to the price of the second offer block submitted by

unit 2, i.e., $15/MWh. Thus, the minimization of the consumer payment (3.1)

yields an optimal market-clearing price π∗
t equal to $15/MWh, as expected.

3.3.2 Operational Constraints

As above mentioned, the feasibility sets Ωit and Πit in (3.2) and (3.3) are

respectively extended to include not only typical start-up payment constraints
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and generation limits [4,22–24,31,32,56,59–63,71,78,82–84,108,116,129,138–

140, 144–147] but also minimum up and down times and ramp rate limits.

Based on the expressions presented in [26], the extended operational model

can be formulated using MILP. The formulation for minimum up and down

times as well as for start-ups is provided in Appendix B, whereas generation

and ramping limits can be cast as:

P g
itvit ≤ pgit ≤ P

g

itvit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (3.14)

pgit ≤ pgit−1 +Rup
i vit−1 +Rsu

i (vit − vit−1) + P
g

it (1− vit) ; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (3.15)

pgit ≥ pgit−1 −Rdn
i vit −Rsd

i (vit−1 − vit)− P
g

it (1− vit−1) ;∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (3.16)

pgit ≤ P
g

itvit+1 +Rsd
i (vit − vit+1) ; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1. (3.17)

Constraints (3.14) represent the generation limits. Variables pgit are also

constrained by ramp-up and start-up ramp rates (3.15) as well as by ramp-

down and shut-down ramp rates (3.16)–(3.17).

3.3.3 Computational Considerations

Problem (3.1), (3.2), (3.4), (3.5), (3.8), and (3.14)–(3.17) constitutes the pro-

posed Q-PM, whereas L-PM comprises expressions (3.1), (3.2), (3.4), (3.5),

and (3.9)–(3.17). It is worth emphasizing that the literature has not consid-

ered the various complicating aspects jointly addressed in Q-PM and L-PM,

namely an explicit MILP formulation of market-clearing prices for energy in-

cluding quadratic and piecewise linear supply offers, multi-period scheduling,

and consumer payment minimization. Note that the recent reference [71] also

applied MILP to a multi-period auction based on consumer payment mini-

mization. However, the model was restricted to single-block supply energy

offers, whereas minimum up and down times as well as ramping rates were

disregarded.

The inherent non-convexity of price-based market-clearing procedures such

as Q-PM and L-PM results in more complex optimization problems as com-

pared to conventional declared social welfare maximization or offer cost mini-

mization models. Note that market-clearing prices for energy are not present
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in the mathematical formulation of such conventional auctions. In addition,

the number of binary variables woit needed to characterize market-clearing

prices for energy is equal to nTnInOi
. Hence, the dimensionality of L-PM can

be significant for large-scale systems. As a consequence, the state-of-the-art

branch-and-cut algorithm for MILP may find difficulties in proving optimal-

ity within a practical time frame. Notwithstanding, as illustrated in Section

3.4, off-the-shelf MILP software is able to attain either global optima or high-

quality near-optimal solutions with moderate computational effort.

Decomposition techniques such as Benders decomposition [17] may be prom-

ising strategies to deal with large-scale systems by keeping tractability of the

constraint and variable sets, and by taking advantage of their inherent par-

allelism. Moreover, a tighter representation of the minimal convex set of the

MILP problem may lead to improved computational performance.

3.4 Case Studies

Both proposed models Q-PM and L-PM have been tested on two case studies

in order to examine the impact of inter-temporal operational constraints on

consumer payment minimization. For didactical purposes, Q-PM and L-PM

have been first applied to an illustrative example based on the 5-unit system

described in [73]. The second case study is based on the IEEE One Area

Reliability Test System (RTS), which comprises 32 generating units [102].

Simulations have been run first without considering ramping limits and

minimum up and down times. Subsequently, those inter-temporal constraints

have been imposed. The results of Q-PM and L-PM for each case are compared

with those achieved by a conventional energy auction based on the maximiza-

tion of the declared social welfare [7,107]. Note that maximizing the declared

social welfare is the same as minimizing the generation offer cost when an in-

elastic demand is considered, which is the case for the proposed models Q-PM

and L-PM. For comparison purposes, the maximum pricing scheme adopted

under payment minimization is also applied under offer cost minimization [7].

In addition, the payment associated with the optimal solution to the offer

cost minimization models is computed using the expression that is minimized
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in (3.1). Such payment represents an upper bound for the optimal value of

the objective function of the proposed payment minimization models. There-

fore, this relevant upper bound is useful to assess the quality of the solutions

attained by Q-PM and L-PM.

The proposed models have been implemented on a Dell PowerEdge R910X64

with four Intel Xeon E7520 processors at 1.866 GHz and 32 GB of RAM using

CPLEX 12.1 [124] under GAMS 23.3 [123].

3.4.1 Illustrative Example

This test system is based on [73] and comprises 5 generating units and 24

hours. Table 3.1 lists the hourly system demand, whereas Tables 3.2–3.4 pro-

vide the generation data. Table 3.2 includes generation limits, the coefficients

of the quadratic offers for energy, and the start-up offer prices. Piecewise lin-

ear supply offers for energy are obtained by a four-block linearization of the

quadratic offers. Ramping rates as well as minimum up and down times are

given in Table 3.3. Finally, Table 3.4 lists the initial statuses for generating

units. Note that no-load offers are disregarded. For the sake of simplicity,

generation data and offers remain unchanged along the time span.

Table 3.1. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative ex-
ample – Hourly system demand (MW).

Hour Dt Hour Dt

01 400 13 650
02 450 14 620
03 480 15 600
04 500 16 550
05 530 17 500
06 550 18 550
07 580 19 600
08 600 20 650
09 620 21 600
10 650 22 550
11 680 23 500
12 700 24 450
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Table 3.2. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative exam-
ple – Generation limits, coefficients of quadratic offers for energy, and start-up
offer prices.

Unit
P g

it P
g

it Ait Bit Cit Csu
it

(MW) (MW) ($/MWh) ($/MW2h) ($) ($)

1 150 455 16.19 0.00048 1000 4500
2 020 130 16.60 0.00200 0700 0550
3 020 130 16.50 0.00211 0680 0560
4 020 080 22.26 0.00712 0370 0170
5 010 055 25.92 0.00413 0660 0030

Table 3.3. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative ex-
ample – Ramping rates and minimum up and down times.

Unit
Rdn

i Rup
i Rsd

i Rsu
i UTi DTi

(MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h) (h) (h)

1 455 455 455 455 8 8
2 020 020 020 020 8 8
3 020 020 020 020 8 8
4 020 020 020 020 3 3
5 055 055 055 055 1 1

Table 3.4. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative ex-
ample – Initial statuses for generating units.

Unit Vi0
P g
i0 UT 0

i DT 0
i

(MW) (h) (h)

1 1 302.5 8 0
2 0 000.0 0 5
3 0 000.0 0 5
4 0 000.0 0 3
5 0 000.0 0 1

Table 3.5 lists the optimal results for both quadratic and piecewise lin-

ear supply offers. Symbols “W/O” and “W” denote “without inter-temporal

constraints” and “with inter-temporal constraints”, respectively. Columns 2–5

show the results associated with conventional offer cost minimization, whereas

columns 6–9 present the results from payment minimization.
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Table 3.5. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative ex-
ample – Payment minimization versus offer cost minimization.

Offer cost minimization Payment minimization

Quadratic Piecewise Quadratic Piecewise
offers linear offers offers linear offers

W/O W W/O W W/O W W/O W

Payment (105 $) 2.613 2.978 2.607 2.976 2.291 2.379 2.289 2.379
Cost (105 $) 2.699 2.764 2.699 2.764 2.780 2.791 2.774 2.791

It is worth noting that the consideration of inter-temporal operational con-

straints gives room for significant payment reductions over the optimal solu-

tions attained by offer cost minimization at the expense of small offer cost

increases. This result is obtained for both types of supply offers. As can be

observed, inter-temporal constraints increase payment reductions from approx-

imately 12% to 20% while offer cost increases get reduced from around 3% to

1%.

For illustration purposes, Tables 3.6–3.7 and 3.8–3.9 list the optimal pro-

duction schedules for Q-PM without and with inter-temporal constraints, re-

spectively. Two major differences between both schedules are found during

the early periods of the time span:

1. Unit 3 is started-up at hour 2 in the unconstrained case (Table 3.6).

In contrast, when inter-temporal constraints are modeled, this unit is

brought to operation at hour 4 as a result of its minimum down time

(Table 3.8).

2. The more expensive unit 4 remains scheduled off throughout the time

span for the unconstrained case (Tables 3.6–3.7). On the other hand,

the aforementioned delayed operation of unit 3 in the constrained case

yields the start-up of unit 4 at hour 2 (Table 3.8). This unit remains on

until hour 4 so that its three-hour minimum up time requirement is met.
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Table 3.6. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative ex-
ample – Optimal production schedule (MW) for Q-PM without inter-temporal
constraints (hours 1–12).

Hour

Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 400.0 426.4 450.9 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0
2 000.0 000.0 000.0 020.0 026.3 036.6 052.0 062.3 072.5 087.9 103.3 115.0
3 000.0 023.6 029.1 025.0 048.7 058.4 073.0 082.7 092.5 107.1 121.7 130.0
4 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0
5 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0

Table 3.7. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative ex-
ample – Optimal production schedule (MW) for Q-PM without inter-temporal
constraints (hours 13–24).

Hour

Unit 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

1 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 426.4
2 087.9 072.5 062.3 036.6 020.0 036.6 062.3 087.9 062.3 036.6 020.0 000.0
3 107.1 092.5 082.7 058.4 025.0 058.4 082.7 107.1 082.7 058.4 025.0 023.6
4 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0
5 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0

Table 3.8. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative ex-
ample – Optimal production schedule (MW) for Q-PM with inter-temporal
constraints (hours 1–12).

Hour

Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 400.0 430.0 455.0 440.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0 455.0
2 000.0 000.0 000.0 020.0 035.0 036.6 052.0 062.3 072.5 087.9 103.3 115.0
3 000.0 000.0 000.0 020.0 040.0 058.4 073.0 082.7 092.5 107.1 121.7 130.0
4 000.0 020.0 025.0 020.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0
5 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0

Finally, as reported in Table 3.10, the computing times required to achieve

the optimal solutions for this illustrative example are less than 8 s. As can

be seen, L-PM is more time-consuming than Q-PM due to the presence of a

larger number of binary variables and constraints.
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Table 3.9. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative ex-
ample – Optimal production schedule (MW) for Q-PM with inter-temporal
constraints (hours 13–24).

Hour

Unit 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

1 445.0 455.0 455.0 445.0 425.0 435.0 445.0 455.0 445.0 435.0 425.0 401.9
2 095.0 075.0 062.3 042.3 026.9 046.9 066.9 086.9 066.9 046.9 026.9 020.0
3 110.0 090.0 082.7 062.7 048.1 068.1 088.1 108.1 088.1 068.1 048.1 028.1
4 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0
5 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0

Table 3.10. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. Illustrative
example – Computing times (s) for payment minimization.

Model
Without With

inter-temporal constraints inter-temporal constraints

Q-PM 0.82 0.41
L-PM 7.39 6.81

3.4.2 32-Unit System

This case comprises 32 generating units and 24 hours. In addition to the

generation and demand data provided in Appendix C, ramping limits are listed

in Table 3.11. As considered in the illustrative example, generation offers do

not change throughout the time span.

In a practical operational setting, proving optimality is not as important

as improving the current solution within a specific time frame. Thus, based on

industry practice [113], the execution of CPLEX was stopped when the value

of the payment was below a specified threshold or when the branch-and-cut

algorithm appeared to have reached a converged solution. In addition, a time

limit of one hour was set.

Table 3.12 lists the results for the unconstrained and constrained cases for

both types of generation energy offers. Results from Q-PM are optimal while

those from L-PM are obtained under the aforementioned stopping criteria,

which are acceptable for a day-ahead operational setting. As reflected in the

illustrative example, Table 3.12 shows that inter-temporal operational con-

straints yield larger payment reductions over the optimal solutions attained
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by offer cost minimization. In contrast, offer cost increases are small. For

quadratic supply offers, payment reductions grow from 2.9% to 6.8% while

offer cost increases slightly rise from 0.7% to 1.5%. Similarly, for piecewise

linear supply offers, payment reductions significantly increase from 4.1% to

9.4%, whereas offer cost increases moderately move from 0.4% up to 1.0%.

Table 3.11. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. 32-unit system
– Ramping limits.

Unit Rup
i Rdn

i Rsu
i Rsd

i

group (MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h)

0U12 012 012 012 012
0U20 020 020 020 020
0U50 050 050 050 050
0U76 076 076 076 076
U100 100 100 100 100
U155 155 155 155 155
U197 180 180 180 180
U350 240 240 240 240
U400 400 400 400 400

Table 3.12. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. 32-unit system
– Payment minimization versus offer cost minimization.

Offer cost minimization Payment minimization

Quadratic Piecewise Quadratic Piecewise
offers linear offers offers linear offers

W/O W W/O W W/O W W/O W

Payment (105 $) 7.556 10.671 7.559 10.597 7.335 9.949 7.249 9.602
Cost (105 $) 4.708 05.318 4.726 05.340 4.741 5.397 4.747 5.396

Table 3.13 presents the computing times required to attain (i) the optimal

solutions to Q-PM, and (ii) the converged near-optimal solutions for L-PM.

As can be observed, accounting for inter-temporal operational constraints re-

quires longer solution times. Moreover, similar to the illustrative example, the

computational burden associated with Q-PM is lower than that of L-PM.

In the absence in the technical literature of available methods handling

inter-temporal constraints for the consumer payment minimization problem

under maximum pricing, the results for L-PM are the best known results so
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Table 3.13. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. 32-unit system
– Computing times (s) for payment minimization.

Model
Without With

inter-temporal constraints inter-temporal constraints

Q-PM 013.53 0075.34
L-PM 135.72 1609.12

far. As is common in MILP, the branch-and-cut algorithm finds difficulties

in determining that the optimum or a high-quality near-optimal solution has

been reached for L-PM. The quality of the solutions for the 32-unit system has

been validated by observing the evolution of the value of the objective func-

tion versus computing time when longer execution times are allowed. Model

runs for L-PM within a time limit of 50000 s were carried out and total pay-

ments kept unchanged. Hence, the adopted stopping criteria were judged to

provide an adequate trade-off between computing time and solution accuracy.

Furthermore, despite the difficulties in acknowledging optimality, the applica-

bility of L-PM is justified by the quality of the near-optimal solutions attained

in moderate times.

Finally, inter-temporal operational constraints also impact the profile of

market-clearing prices, as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Figure 3.3 depicts

the market-clearing prices for energy associated with the optimal solutions

to Q-PM for the unconstrained and constrained cases. The hourly system

demands are also plotted in this figure. When inter-temporal constraints are

disregarded, the curve of hourly market-clearing prices follows the shape of

the profile of hourly system demands. However, for the constrained case, the

profile of market-clearing prices is slightly distorted in the interval between

hours 9 and 16. During those periods, an expensive 100-MW generating unit

is scheduled on due to its minimum up time and, as a consequence, this unit

sets the market-clearing price for energy. A similar result is illustrated in

Figure 3.4 for L-PM for hours 15–17.
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Figure 3.3. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. 32-unit system –
Market-clearing price profiles resulting from Q-PM versus the demand profile.
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Figure 3.4. CPM: Inelastic demand under maximum pricing. 32-unit system –
Market-clearing price profiles resulting from L-PM versus the demand profile.
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3.5 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has presented a day-ahead market-clearing procedure for energy

based on consumer payment minimization under maximum pricing within a

pool-based electricity market. The application of mixed-integer linear pro-

gramming is proposed as an appropriate framework to accurately model the

complexities associated with the presence of market-clearing prices for energy

as primal decision variables in the problem formulation. As another salient fea-

ture, the proposed market-clearing procedure allows accounting for quadratic

and piecewise linear supply offers for energy, as well as inter-temporal opera-

tional constraints.

The proposed models have been successfully tested on two case studies.

Simulation results show that either optimal solutions or high-quality near-

optimal solutions are attained in moderate computing times. Moreover, for the

case studies analyzed, the consideration of inter-temporal constraints increases

payment reductions over the optimal solutions from conventional offer cost

minimization without significantly affecting offer costs. The proposed tool may

be useful for the system operator and market participants to comprehensively

assess consumer payment minimization versus currently used auctions based

on declared social welfare maximization and to analyze the economic efficiency

of the alternative auction design.

The proposed approach features two main limitations, namely (i) the al-

gorithm based on branch and cut may find difficulties in proving optimality

within a practical time frame for large-scale systems, and (ii) the methodology

is tailored to power systems wherein the transmission network does not restrict

electric energy trading. One potential extension of this research is to develop a

tighter formulation for the purposes of improved computational performance.

Moreover, in view of the future transition in Europe toward accounting for the

effect of the transmission network in electricity auctions, it should be noted

that the main steps used in the proposed solution approach for the single-bus

formulation are readily applicable to the network-constrained instance. Using

a well-known dc load flow model based on sensitivity factors would render the

network-constrained auction essentially identical to a single-bus model with
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one power balance equation per period in addition to a set of constraints im-

posing line flow limits. Furthermore, the maximum pricing scheme could be

applied by defining the market-clearing price for energy at a specific location

and period as the price of the highest accepted generation energy offer associ-

ated with the corresponding bus or zone in that period. Hence, the resulting

network-constrained market-clearing procedure would also be formulated as a

mixed-integer linear program. Notwithstanding, we recognize that such model

needs further numerical studies.



Chapter 4

Consumer Payment

Minimization: Inelastic Demand

under Marginal Pricing

S
imilar to Chapter 3, this chapter is also devoted to the consumer pay-

ment minimization problem with an inelastic demand. However, rather

than maximum pricing, the pricing scheme considered for this instance

of price-based market clearing is marginal pricing. The adoption of a different

pricing scheme is motivated by industry practice. It is worth noting that most

US electricity markets use marginal pricing as the standard to price several

commodities such as energy and ancillary services.

This chapter addresses three day-ahead auction models of growing mathe-

matical complexity for consumer payment minimization with an inelastic de-

mand under marginal pricing. The contents of this chapter are partially related

to (i) a paper that was presented at the 17th Power Systems Computation Con-

ference, PSCC’11 [48], and (ii) two papers published in the IEEE Transactions

on Power Systems [44, 46].

Section 4.1 describes the salient features of the proposed models. Section

4.2 presents a general formulation for single-bus day-ahead auction models

driven by consumer payment minimization under marginal pricing. This for-

mulation is particularized for auction designs without and with inter-temporal

63
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operational constraints. Section 4.3 describes a network-constrained day-ahead

auction model for consumer payment minimization under marginal pricing. In

Section 4.4, the co-optimization of energy and ancillary services is examined for

consumer payment minimization under marginal pricing. Finally, a summary

of this chapter as well as relevant conclusions are given in Section 4.5.

4.1 Introduction

Auction designs based on consumer payment minimization are addressed in

this chapter as alternative market-clearing procedures to those auctions driven

by declared social welfare maximization in pool-based day-ahead electricity

markets. Note that, under the assumption of inelastic demand, which has

been and remains a feature of electricity markets, maximizing the declared

social welfare is identical to minimizing the generation offer cost.

As a distinctive aspect over conventional auction models, the objective

function of the alternative auction schemes is different. Thus, the optimiza-

tion goal is the minimization of the total consumer payment rather than the

minimization of the generation offer cost. In order to model the total payment

by consumers, market-clearing prices are explicitly included in the objective

function. As a consequence, this change requires the explicit modeling of

market-clearing prices as decision variables in the problem formulation, which

further complicates the solution process.

Under an inelastic demand, three day-ahead auction designs are proposed

for consumer payment minimization, which are hereinafter referred to as PM.

The mathematical complexity of this problem results from the characteriza-

tion of market-clearing prices as above explained. According to their growing

mathematical complexity, the models are classified as:

1. Single-bus auction models for energy, which include a single market-

clearing price for each time period. For didactical purposes, inter-tempor-

al operational constraints including minimum up and down times, and

ramping rates are first neglected. Subsequently, a complete auction

model is analyzed.
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2. Network-constrained auction models for energy wherein the effect of the

transmission network drastically increases the complexity of the resulting

problem. It is worth emphasizing that, for each time period, the single

market-clearing price yielded by single-bus models is replaced by a vector

of nodal market-clearing prices.

3. Energy and ancillary services auction models wherein the effect of ancil-

lary services is a major complicating factor due to the required extension

of the set of marginal prices to include those associated with such com-

modities. Based on the definitions provided in [33, 107], the set of an-

cillary services comprises a downward service, namely regulation down,

as well as upward services such as regulation up, ten-minute spinning

reserve, ten-minute non-spinning reserve, and thirty-minute operating

reserve. Moreover, the hierarchical nature of upward ancillary services

is explicitly incorporated through the substitution of a lower quality ser-

vice by a higher quality one [107], where higher quality implies faster

response.

Within the price-based market-clearing framework described in subsection

2.3.2 for marginal pricing, the proposed day-ahead auction designs are formu-

lated as bilevel programming models [13,37], similar to [27,28,60,63,144]. The

bilevel models include two optimization levels, namely the upper and lower

optimization levels.

The upper-level problem identifies the generation schedule yielding the min-

imum consumer payment. In contrast, the lower-level problem is identical to

an economic dispatch problem, wherein the generation offer cost is minimized,

evaluated at the optimal values of the set of awarded offers. In addition, dual

information from the lower level is used to compute marginal market-clearing

prices in the upper level.

As described in subsection 2.3.2.1.2, the proposed solution approach con-

sists in the transformation of the original bilevel problem into an equivalent

single-level mixed-integer linear program by replacing the lower-level problem

with a set of linear constraints. The distinctive feature of the proposed ap-

proach over previously reported single-level equivalents [27, 28, 60, 144] is the
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use of results from duality theory of linear programming rather than straight-

forwardly applying KKT conditions. From a computational viewpoint, this

salient feature leads to a more effective transformation than that based on

KKT conditions. Besides, the resulting mixed-integer linear program ensures

feasibility, in contrast to the decomposition-based approach of [144].

Another salient feature of the auction designs proposed in this chapter with

respect to available single-bus models [4, 43] and network-constrained models

[60, 63, 78, 144] is the consideration of inter-temporal operational constraints

such as production ramping rates and minimum up and down times.

Moreover, the third proposed auction design including the simultaneous

clearing of energy and ancillary services differs from [27,28] in (i) the inclusion

of ramping capabilities for ancillary services, which were neglected in [27, 28],

and (ii) the use of a dc network flow model based on sensitivity factors, which

outperforms the dc flow model in [27, 28] relying on the explicit considera-

tion of voltage phase angles. It is worth mentioning that the incorporation of

ramping capabilities for ancillary services in previously reported works [27,28]

would significantly increase the number of bilinear terms in the complemen-

tary slackness conditions as well as the number of such conditions itself. The

subsequent linearization of those terms would rely on extra binary variables,

thereby leading to computationally expensive models.

4.2 Single-Bus Auction Model

This auction model assumes that the transmission network is not congested

or, equivalently, all producers and consumers are located at the same bus.

After presenting a general formulation for consumer payment minimization,

bilevel programming is applied to two auction designs of increasing modeling

complexity. Finally, two case studies are presented and analyzed.

4.2.1 General Problem Formulation

Based on the model presented in [82], a day-ahead energy auction for consumer

payment minimization under marginal pricing is formulated here in a compact
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way. As done in [82], it is assumed that the demand is inelastic, and network

constraints and ancillary services are both neglected. For quick reference, the

consumer payment minimization problem is formulated as:

Minimize
pgit,s

u
it,vit,πt

∑
t∈T

πtDt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(4.1)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.2)

pgit ∈ Πit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.3)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.4)∑
i∈I

pgit = Dt; ∀t ∈ T (4.5)

πt ∈ Γt; ∀t ∈ T. (4.6)

The objective function (4.1) represents the total payment by consumers and

comprises three terms respectively related to the payment for energy, start-up,

and no-load offers. Expressions (4.2) characterize generation constraints ex-

clusively involving scheduling variables, which may comprise minimum up and

down times as well as start-ups. Analogously, constraints (4.3) are related to

dispatching variables and may include power limits, the block structure of en-

ergy offers, and ramping constraints. Expressions (4.4) impose the integrality

of scheduling variables vit. Expressions (4.5) are the power balance equations.

Finally, constraints (4.6) model the marginal pricing setting. For the sake of

unit consistency, hourly time periods are considered.

For didactical purposes, the next sections describe the application of the

bilevel programming framework presented in subsection 2.3.2.1.2 to two in-

stances of the general auction model (4.1)–(4.6), namely a simple model and

a complex model.

4.2.2 Simple Model

The first formulation analyzed features the same modeling simplifications of

the model presented by Luh et al. [82]: (i) generation energy offers comprise
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a single block, and (ii) minimum up and down times as well as ramping limits

are disregarded.

4.2.2.1 Bilevel Formulation

According to subsection 2.3.2.1, the bilevel programming formulation for prob-

lem (4.1)–(4.6) is:

Minimize
suit,vit,πt

∑
t∈T

πtDt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(4.7)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.8)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.9)

πt = λ∗
t ; ∀t ∈ T, (4.10)

where optimal dual variables λ∗
t are obtained from the following economic

dispatch:

Minimize
pgit

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
itp

g
it (4.11)

subject to:∑
i∈I

pgit = Dt : (λt); ∀t ∈ T (4.12)

P g
itv

∗
it ≤ pgit ≤ P

g

itv
∗
it : (γ

lo
it , γ

up
it ); ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T. (4.13)

Under marginal pricing, market-clearing prices for energy are character-

ized as the dual variables associated with the power balance equations in an

economic dispatch problem [106], which, for an inelastic demand, aims at min-

imizing the total generation offer cost.

Within such marginal pricing framework, the above bilevel model (4.7)–

(4.13) is made up of two optimization levels, namely the upper level (4.7)–

(4.10) and the lower level (4.11)–(4.13). Upper-level decision variables are

suit and vit, respectively associated with start-up offers and on/off statuses of

generating units, as well as market-clearing prices πt. Lower-level decision
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variables are power outputs pgit, whereas dual variables λt are an outcome of

the lower optimization level.

The goal of the upper-level problem, which is evaluated at the optimal

values of the dual variables λ∗
t , is to minimize the total payment by consumers

(4.7). For this model, the total consumer payment comprises three terms

related to energy, start-up, and no-load offers. As done in [22–24, 27, 31, 56,

59–61,63,71,78,82,83,108,116,136,138–140,144–147], start-up offers are fully

compensated in (4.7). Analogously, no-load offers are also fully compensated.

The feasibility set Ωit in (4.8) only includes start-up constraints, which are

described in Appendix B. Expressions (4.9) impose the integrality of variables

vit. Market-clearing prices are defined in (4.10) as the dual variables associated

with the power balance equations of the lower-level problem.

In contrast, the lower-level problem minimizes the total generation energy

offer cost (4.11) through a multi-period economic dispatch particularized for

the optimal values of the scheduling variables v∗it. The power balance equation

in each time period t is represented by (4.12). For this model without inter-

temporal constraints, the feasibility set Πit in (4.3) only includes the lower and

upper bounds for the power output pgit, which are both modeled in (4.13).

The optimization problem (4.7)–(4.13) is a mixed-integer linear bilevel pro-

gramming problem. As can be observed, the lower-level problem (4.11)–(4.13)

is parameterized in terms of the binary variables vit in such a way that this

optimization is a linear program. As described next, this property allows

transforming the bilevel program into a computationally efficient single-level

equivalent based on MILP.

4.2.2.2 MILP Formulation

Applying the methodology described in subsection 2.3.2.1.2, the bilevel pro-

gramming problem (4.7)–(4.13) is equivalently transformed into an equiva-

lent single-level mixed-integer linear program suitable for off-the-shelf software

based on the state-of-the-art branch-and-cut algorithm [124]. The proposed

solution methodology comprises two steps:

Step 1. Based on the linearity of the lower-level problem, the original

bilevel program is transformed into an equivalent single-level nonlinear opti-
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mization through the use of results from duality theory of linear program-

ming [81]. This transformation [6] consists in replacing the lower-level prob-

lem (4.11)–(4.13) by its primal feasibility constraints, its dual feasibility con-

straints, and the equality corresponding to the strong duality theorem wherein

the primal and dual lower-level objective functions are equated.

As explained in [6], this transformation overcomes the computational diffi-

culties of KKT-based single-level equivalents due to the absence of nonlinear

and non-convex complementary slackness conditions involving products of two

continuous variables.

Step 2. Based on [49], products of binary variables vit and continuous dual

variables in the strong duality equality resulting from step 1 are equivalently

replaced by linear expressions without requiring additional binary variables.

Therefore, the single-level equivalent is formulated as the following MILP

problem:

Minimize
aloit ,a

up
it ,pgit,s

u
it,

vit,γlo
it ,γ

up
it ,λt,πt

∑
t∈T

πtDt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(4.14)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.15)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.16)

πt = λt; ∀t ∈ T (4.17)∑
i∈I

pgit = Dt; ∀t ∈ T (4.18)

P g
itvit ≤ pgit ≤ P

g

itvit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.19)

λt + γlo
it + γup

it = Cg
it; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.20)

γlo
it ≥ 0, γup

it ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.21)∑
t∈T

λtDt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
P g

ita
lo
it + P

g

ita
up
it

)
=
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
itp

g
it (4.22)

0 ≤ aloit ≤ γlo
itvit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.23)

0 ≤ γlo
it − aloit ≤ γlo

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.24)

γup

it
vit ≤ aupit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.25)
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γup

it

(
1− vit

)
≤ γup

it − aupit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T. (4.26)

Expressions (4.14)–(4.17) correspond to the upper-level problem (4.7)–

(4.10) while constraints (4.18)–(4.26) equivalently replace the lower-level prob-

lem (4.11)–(4.13). Constraints (4.18)–(4.19) are the lower-level primal feasibil-

ity constraints, expressions (4.20)–(4.21) represent the lower-level dual feasibil-

ity constraints, (4.22) is the linear equality associated with the strong duality

theorem, and constraints (4.23)–(4.26) model the linearization of products of

upper-level binary decision variables and lower-level continuous dual variables

resulting from the transformation to a single-level equivalent. More specif-

ically, (4.23)–(4.24) and (4.25)–(4.26) respectively model the linearization of

the product terms vitγ
lo
it and vitγ

up
it . These linear terms require the introduction

of additional continuous variables aloit and aupit .

4.2.3 Complex Model

The alternative single-bus day-ahead auction model is built on that described

in [82] with the following extensions: (i) generation offers may consist of several

energy blocks, (ii) minimum up and down times are considered, and (iii) ramp-

ing limits comprising ramp-up, ramp-down, start-up, and shut-down ramp

rates are modeled.

4.2.3.1 Bilevel Formulation

According to subsection 2.3.2.1, the bilevel programming formulation for the

optimization problem (4.1)–(4.6) is:

Minimize
suit,vit,πt

∑
t∈T

πtDt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(4.27)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.28)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.29)

πt = λ∗
t ; ∀t ∈ T, (4.30)
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where optimal dual variables λ∗
t are obtained from the following economic

dispatch:

Minimize
pgit,p

g
oit

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit (4.31)

subject to:∑
i∈I

pgit = Dt : (λt); ∀t ∈ T (4.32)

P g
itv

∗
it ≤ pgit ≤ P

g

itv
∗
it : (γ

lo
it , γ

up
it ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.33)

pgit =
∑
o∈Oi

pgoit : (α
g
it); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.34)

0 ≤ pgoit ≤ P
g

oit : (β
lo
oit, β

up
oit); ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.35)

pgit ≤ pgit−1 +Rup
i v∗it−1 +Rsu

i

(
v∗it − v∗it−1

)
+ P

g

it (1− v∗it) : (ξ
uw
it );

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.36)

pgit ≥ pgit−1 −Rdn
i v∗it −Rsd

i

(
v∗it−1 − v∗it

)
− P

g

it

(
1− v∗it−1

)
: (ξdwit );

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.37)

pgit ≤ P
g

itv
∗
it+1 +Rsd

i

(
v∗it − v∗it+1

)
: (ξsdit ); ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1, (4.38)

where
∑

o∈Oi
P

g

oit = P
g

it, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T .

Similar to the simple auction model presented in subsection 4.2.2.1, the

bilevel model (4.27)–(4.38) is made up of two optimization levels, namely the

upper level (4.27)–(4.30) and the lower level (4.31)–(4.38). Upper-level deci-

sion variables are suit and vit, respectively associated with start-up offers and

on/off statuses of generating units, as well as market-clearing prices πt. Lower-

level decision variables are power outputs pgit and generation levels awarded to

supply offer blocks pgoit, whereas dual variables λt are an outcome of the lower

optimization level.

The goal of the upper-level problem, which is evaluated at the optimal

values of the dual variables λ∗
t , is also to minimize the total consumer payment

(4.27). For this model, the total consumer payment comprises three terms

related to energy, start-up, and no-load offers. As done in [22–24, 27, 31, 56,

59–61,63,71,78,82,83,108,116,136,138–140,144–147], start-up offers are fully
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compensated in (4.27). Analogously, no-load offers are also fully compensated.

The feasibility set Ωit in (4.28) includes minimum up and down times and

start-ups, which are modeled as MILP expressions in Appendix B. Expressions

(4.29) impose the integrality of variables vit. Market-clearing prices are defined

in (4.30) as the dual variables associated with the power balance equations of

the lower-level problem.

In contrast, the lower-level problem minimizes the total generation energy

offer cost (4.31) through a multi-period economic dispatch particularized for

the optimal values of the scheduling variables v∗it. The power balance equation

in each time period t is represented by (4.32). For this model with inter-

temporal operational constraints, the feasibility set Πit in (4.3) includes gen-

eration limits, constraints associated with the energy offer block structure, as

well as ramping limits, which are respectively imposed by (4.33), (4.34)–(4.35),

and (4.36)–(4.38).

The optimization problem (4.27)–(4.38) is a mixed-integer linear bilevel

programming problem. Similar to the simple model, the lower-level problem

(4.31)–(4.38) is a linear program in the lower-level decision variables, thereby

allowing the application of the primal-dual transformation presented in sub-

section 2.3.2.1.2. As described next, this property allows transforming the

bilevel program into a computationally efficient single-level equivalent based

on MILP.

4.2.3.2 MILP Formulation

Applying the methodology described in subsection 4.2.2.2, the bilevel pro-

gramming problem (4.27)–(4.38) is transformed into the following equivalent

single-level mixed-integer linear program:

Minimize
aloit ,a

up
it ,cdwit ,csdit ,c

uw
it ,ddwit ,dsdit ,

duwit ,pgit,p
g
oit,s

u
it,vit,α

g
it,β

lo
oit,

βup
oit,γ

lo
it ,γ

up
it ,λt,ξdwit ,ξsdit ,ξ

uw
it ,πt

∑
t∈T

πtDt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(4.39)

subject to:

Constraints (4.28)–(4.30) (4.40)
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Constraints (4.32)–(4.38) (4.41)

λt + γlo
it + γup

it + αg
it + ξuwit − ξuwit+1 + ξdwit − ξdwit+1 + ξsdit = 0;

∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.42)

λnT
+ γlo

inT
+ γup

inT
+ αg

inT
+ ξuwinT

+ ξdwinT
= 0; ∀i ∈ I (4.43)

− αg
it + βlo

oit + βup
oit = Cg

oit; ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.44)

γlo
it , ξ

dw
it ≥ 0, γup

it , ξ
uw
it ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.45)

ξsdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.46)

βlo
oit ≥ 0, βup

oit ≤ 0; ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.47)∑
t∈T

λtDt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
P g

ita
lo
it + P

g

ita
up
it

)
+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
cuwi1 − ξuwi1 Vi0

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − cuwi1

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i duwit +Rsu
i

(
cuwit − duwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − cuwit

)]
+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i cdwi1 −Rsd
i

(
ξdwi1 Vi0 − cdwi1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i cdwit +Rsd
i

(
ddwit − cdwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − ddwit

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itd
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
csdit − dsdit

)]
+
∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

P
g

oitβ
up
oit =

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit (4.48)

0 ≤ aloit ≤ vitγ
lo
it ; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.49)

0 ≤ γlo
it − aloit ≤

(
1− vit

)
γlo
it ; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.50)

vitγ
up

it
≤ aupit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.51)(

1− vit
)
γup

it
≤ γup

it − aupit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.52)

0 ≤ cdwit ≤ vitξ
dw

it ; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.53)

0 ≤ ξdwit − cdwit ≤
(
1− vit

)
ξ
dw

it ; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.54)

vitξ
sd

it
≤ csdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.55)(

1− vit
)
ξsd
it

≤ ξsdit − csdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.56)
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vitξ
uw

it
≤ cuwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.57)(

1− vit
)
ξuw
it

≤ ξuwit − cuwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.58)

0 ≤ ddwit ≤ vit−1ξ
dw

it ; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (4.59)

0 ≤ ξdwit − ddwit ≤
(
1− vit−1

)
ξ
dw

it ; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (4.60)

vit+1ξ
sd

it
≤ dsdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.61)(

1− vit+1

)
ξsd
it

≤ ξsdit − dsdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.62)

vit−1ξ
uw

it
≤ duwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (4.63)(

1− vit−1

)
ξuw
it

≤ ξuwit − duwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT . (4.64)

Expressions (4.39)–(4.40) correspond to the upper-level problem (4.27)–

(4.30) while constraints (4.41)–(4.64) equivalently replace the lower-level prob-

lem (4.31)–(4.38). Constraints (4.41) are the lower-level primal feasibility con-

straints (4.32)–(4.38), expressions (4.42)–(4.47) represent the lower-level dual

feasibility constraints, (4.48) is the linear equality associated with the strong

duality theorem, and (4.49)–(4.64) model the linearization of the products of

upper-level binary decision variables and lower-level continuous dual variables

resulting from the transformation to a single-level equivalent. More specifi-

cally, (4.49)–(4.50), (4.51)–(4.52), (4.53)–(4.54), (4.55)–(4.56), (4.57)–(4.58),

(4.59)–(4.60), (4.61)–(4.62), and (4.63)–(4.64) correspond to the linearization

of vitγ
lo
it , vitγ

up
it , vitξ

dw
it , vitξ

sd
it , vitξ

uw
it , vit−1ξ

dw
it , vit+1ξ

sd
it , and vit−1ξ

uw
it , respec-

tively. These linear terms require the introduction of additional continuous

variables aloit , a
up
it , c

dw
it , c

sd
it , c

uw
it , ddwit , d

sd
it , and duwit .

4.2.4 Case Studies

Results from several case studies are presented in this section. The bilevel

programming framework for PM without inter-temporal constraints has been

first applied to an illustrative example presented in [82]. In order to assess

the practical applicability of the proposed framework, the 25-unit system also

described in [82] has been replicated to analyze systems including up to 100

generating units. This case study is analyzed without and with inter-temporal

constraints.
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For all cases, the results of PM are compared with those achieved by a

conventional market-clearing procedure based on the minimization of the gen-

eration offer cost [7]. This unit-commitment-based cost minimization problem

is denoted as CM. For the sake of consistency, marginal prices for energy re-

sulting from CM have been defined as the dual variables associated with the

power balance equations of this market-clearing problem once binary variables

have been fixed to their optimal values [10, 52, 57]. The payment associated

with the optimal solution to CM represents an upper bound for the optimal

value of the objective function of PM. Therefore, this relevant upper bound is

useful for assessment purposes. Similarly, the minimum attainable offer cost

provided by the optimal solution to CM is useful to assess the quality of the

optimal solution to PM.

The models have been implemented on a Dell PowerEdge R910X64 with

four Intel Xeon E7520 processors at 1.866 GHz and 32 GB of RAM using

CPLEX 12.1 [124] under GAMS 23.3 [123].

4.2.4.1 Illustrative Example

The first test case was described in [82] and considers two hours and four gen-

erating units which are initially scheduled off. Generation offers comprise a

single energy block and a single start-up price, whereas no-load offers, min-

imum up and down times, as well as ramping limits are disregarded. Table

4.1 shows the data for both periods. This example is useful to highlight the

differences in the results yielded by PM and CM.

Table 4.1. CPM: Single-bus auction model. Illustrative example – Demand
and generation data.

Hour 1 Hour 2

D1 = 100 MW D2 = 150 MW

Unit
P g

i1 P
g

i1 Cg
i1 Csu

i1 P g
i2 P

g

i2 Cg
i2 Csu

i2

(MW) (MW) ($/MWh) ($) (MW) (MW) ($/MWh) ($)

1 5 50 10 0000 5 060 15 0000
2 5 40 20 0000 5 060 20 0000
3 0 10 65 0050 0 030 65 0050
4 5 60 30 1800 5 100 30 1800
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For this illustrative example, the computing time required to achieve the

optimal solutions to CM and PM was less than 1 s. The optimal solutions to

both auction models are summarized in Table 4.2. Under conventional market

clearing, generators 1, 2, and 3 are dispatched at maximum capacity in both

periods, whereas generator 4 is not scheduled. Generator 3 is the marginal

unit in both periods, thereby setting the corresponding market-clearing prices

equal to its energy offer price, i.e., $65/MWh. This solution costs $6050 and

yields a payment equal to $16300.

Table 4.2. CPM: Single-bus auction model. Illustrative example – Results.

CM PM

Hour Hour

Unit 1 2 1 2

pgit (MW)

1 50 60 50 60
2 40 60 40 60
3 10 30 00 00
4 00 00 10 30

πt ($/MWh) 65 65 30 30

Payment ($) 16300 9300

Offer cost ($) 06050 6400

In contrast, PM results in a different schedule in both periods. While

generators 1 and 2 do not experience any change in their generation levels with

respect to the solution to CM, generators 3 and 4 exchange their schedules and

power dispatches. As a consequence, generator 4 becomes the marginal unit in

both periods, setting both market-clearing prices at $30/MWh. The optimal

payment is equal to $9300 and the associated offer cost is equal to $6400. In

other words, a 42.9% reduction in payment is attained at the expense of a

5.8% increase in offer cost.

In this case, the market-clearing price in each period under marginal pric-

ing is identical to the corresponding highest accepted energy offer price. Note,

however, that both pricing schemes lead in general to different market-clearing

prices irrespective of the objective function being minimized. As an exam-

ple, let the demand at hour 1 be reduced so that it belongs to the inter-

val (50, 55] MW. At the optimal solution to either CM or PM, generator 2
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would be dispatched at its minimum power output while generator 1 would be

the marginal unit supplying the remaining demand. Under marginal pricing,

the market-clearing price would be the energy offer price of generator 1, i.e.,

$10/MWh, whereas the highest accepted energy offer price is that of generator

2, i.e., $20/MWh.

4.2.4.2 Real-Sized Case Studies

The proposed bilevel programming formulation has been applied to solve sev-

eral real-sized case studies built on a base test system comprising 25 generating

units, which can be found in [82]. A time span of 24 hours is considered. The

generation and demand data of the base test system are presented in Appendix

D. Three additional case studies have been generated by replicating the base

test system and scaling the system demand accordingly.

As done in the case study presented in subsection 3.4.2, the execution of

CPLEX was stopped when the value of the payment was below a specified

threshold or when this number appeared to have reached a lower bound. In

addition, a time limit of one hour was set. With these stopping criteria, Table

4.3 lists the results obtained by PM without and with inter-temporal con-

straints. The results associated with the optimal solutions to CM are also

provided in Table 4.3. As can be seen, payments are reduced by factors rang-

ing between 6.99% for the 25-unit case and 7.28% for the 100-unit case when

inter-temporal constraints are disregarded. Similarly, payments are reduced

by factors ranging between 6.62% for the 50- and 75-unit cases and 6.76%

for the 25- and 100-unit cases when inter-temporal constraints are taken into

account. Those payment reductions associated with the simple and complex

models incur slight cost increases below 2.6% and 2.5%, respectively. Note that

all percentages are computed with respect to the optimal results attained by

CM. On the other hand, as can be observed in Table 4.3, accounting for inter-

temporal constraints impacts on the computational performance by requiring

longer solution times.

The quality of the solutions attained by PM has been assessed by allowing

longer execution times up to 50000 s. In all extended simulations, total pay-
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ments found by PM remained unchanged with respect to the values reported

in Table 4.3, thereby supporting the validity of the results.

Table 4.3. CPM: Single-bus auction model. Real-sized case studies – Results.

Without With
inter-temporal inter-temporal
constraints constraints

# of units CM PM CM PM

025
Payment ($) 5122905 4764845 05117695 04771645
Offer cost ($) 3394415 3482645 03399880 03483465

Computing time (s) 0.22 02.16 00.86 050.35

050
Payment ($) 10262810 9529690 10219990 09543290
Offer cost ($) 06788750 6965290 06799760 06966930

Computing time (s) 0.31 06.21 03.41 060.98

075
Payment ($) 15394165 14294535 15329945 14314935
Offer cost ($) 10183055 10447935 10198740 10450395

Computing time (s) 0.63 11.41 05.31 117.25

100
Payment ($) 20556770 19059380 20470740 19086580
Offer cost ($) 13577410 13930580 13598620 13933860

Computing time (s) 0.75 23.42 11.33 157.18

4.3 Network-Constrained Auction Model

In this section, a network-constrained auction model for consumer payment

minimization is first formulated as a bilevel programming problem. Subse-

quently, the bilevel program is transformed into a mixed-integer linear equiv-

alent. Finally, the resulting optimization problem is applied to several case

studies.

4.3.1 Bilevel Formulation

The network-constrained day-ahead auction model driven by consumer pay-

ment minimization under marginal pricing is based on the model presented

in [144]. Such model has been extended by considering inter-temporal con-

straints including minimum up and down times as well as ramping limits.
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According to subsection 2.3.2.1, the consumer payment minimization prob-

lem with transmission network constraints under marginal pricing can be for-

mulated as the following bilevel programming problem:

Minimize
suit,vit,πnt

∑
n∈N

∑
t∈T

πntDnt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(4.65)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.66)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.67)

πnt = λ∗
nt; ∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T, (4.68)

where optimal dual variables λ∗
nt are obtained from the following multi-period

dc optimal power flow:

Minimize
pflt,p

g
it,δnt

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
itp

g
it (4.69)

subject to:∑
i∈In

pgit +
∑

l|d(l)=n

pflt −
∑

l|o(l)=n

pflt = Dnt : (λnt); ∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T (4.70)

pflt =
1

xl

(
δo(l)t − δd(l)t

)
: (νlt); ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T (4.71)

− P
f

l ≤ pflt ≤ P
f

l : (ϕlo
lt , ϕ

up
lt ); ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T (4.72)

P g
itv

∗
it ≤ pgit ≤ P

g

itv
∗
it : (γ

lo
it , γ

up
it ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.73)

pgit ≤ pgit−1 +Rup
i v∗it−1 +Rsu

i (v∗it − v∗it−1) + P
g

it(1− v∗it) : (ξ
uw
it );

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.74)

pgit ≥ pgit−1 −Rdn
i v∗it −Rsd

i (v∗it−1 − v∗it)− P
g

it(1− v∗it−1) : (ξ
dw
it );

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.75)

pgit ≤ P
g

itv
∗
it+1 +Rsd

i (v∗it − v∗it+1) : (ξ
sd
it ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1. (4.76)

For the sake of unit consistency, hourly time periods are considered.

Under marginal pricing, locational marginal prices for energy are character-

ized as the dual variables associated with the nodal power balance equations in

a multi-period optimal power flow. The goal of this optimization is the maxi-
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mization of the declared social welfare [106], which is equivalent to minimizing

the total generation offer cost for an inelastic demand.

Within such marginal pricing scheme, the above bilevel model (4.65)–(4.76)

is made up of two optimization levels, namely the upper level (4.65)–(4.68)

and the lower level (4.69)–(4.76). Upper-level decision variables are suit and vit,

respectively associated with start-up offers and on/off statuses of generating

units, as well as locational marginal prices πnt. Lower-level decision variables

are power flows pflt, power outputs pgit, and voltage phase angles δnt, whereas

dual variables λnt are an outcome of the lower optimization level.

The goal of the upper-level problem, which is evaluated at the optimal

values of the dual variables λ∗
nt, is to minimize the total payment by consumers

(4.65). The total consumer payment comprises three terms respectively related

to energy, start-up, and no-load offers. As done in [22–24,27,31,56,59–61,63,71,

78,82,83,108,116,136,138–140,144–147], start-up offers are fully compensated

in (4.65). In the same vein, no-load offers are also fully compensated. The

feasibility set Ωit in (4.66) includes minimum up and down times as well as

start-ups, which are modeled as MILP expressions in Appendix B. Expressions

(4.67) impose the integrality of variables vit. Locational marginal prices are

defined in (4.68) as the dual variables associated with the nodal power balance

equations of the lower-level problem.

In contrast, the lower-level problem minimizes the total generation energy

offer cost (4.69) through a multi-period optimal power flow particularized for

the optimal values of the scheduling variables v∗it. Constraints (4.70) represent

the nodal power balance equations at every bus n in each time period t. Using a

dc load flow model [135], constraints (4.71) express the power flow for each line

l in each time period t. Expressions (4.72) impose the transmission capacity

limit of each line l in each time period t. Constraints (4.73) set production

limits. Finally, constraints (4.74)–(4.76) model ramping rates as described

in [26].

The optimization problem (4.65)–(4.76) is a mixed-integer linear bilevel

programming problem with a linear lower level.
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4.3.2 MILP Formulation

Applying the methodology described in subsection 4.2.2.2, the bilevel program

(4.65)–(4.76) is transformed into the following equivalent single-level mixed-

integer linear programming problem:

Minimize
aloit ,a

up
it ,cdwit ,csdit ,c

uw
it ,ddwit ,

dsdit ,d
uw
it ,pflt,p

g
it,s

u
it,vit,

γlo
it ,γ

up
it ,δnt,λnt,νlt,ξ

dw
it ,

ξsdit ,ξ
uw
it ,πnt,ϕlo

lt ,ϕ
up
lt

∑
n∈N

∑
t∈T

πntDnt +
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(4.77)

subject to:

Constraints (4.66)–(4.68) (4.78)

Constraints (4.70)–(4.76) (4.79)

λn(i)t + γlo
it + γup

it + ξuwit − ξuwit+1 + ξdwit − ξdwit+1 + ξsdit = Cg
it;

∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.80)

λn(i)nT
+ γlo

inT
+ γup

inT
+ ξuwinT

+ ξdwinT
= Cg

inT
; ∀i ∈ I (4.81)

ϕlo
lt + ϕup

lt + νlt + λd(l)t − λo(l)t = 0; ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T (4.82)

−
∑

l|o(l)=n

1

xl

νlt +
∑

l|d(l)=n

1

xl

νlt = 0; ∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T (4.83)

γlo
it , ξ

dw
it ≥ 0, γup

it , ξ
uw
it ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.84)

ξsdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.85)

ϕlo
lt ≥ 0, ϕup

lt ≤ 0; ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T (4.86)∑
n∈N

∑
t∈T

λntDnt +
∑
l∈L

∑
t∈T

P
f

l

(
ϕup
lt − ϕlo

lt

)
+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
cuwi1 − ξuwi1 Vi0

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − cuwi1

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i duwit +Rsu
i

(
cuwit − duwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − cuwit

)]
+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i cdwi1 −Rsd
i

(
ξdwi1 Vi0 − cdwi1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i cdwit +Rsd
i

(
ddwit − cdwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − ddwit

)]
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+
∑
i∈I

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itd
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
csdit − dsdit

)]
+
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
P g

ita
lo
it + P

g

ita
up
it

)
=
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
itp

g
it (4.87)

0 ≤ aloit ≤ vitγ
lo
it ; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.88)

0 ≤ γlo
it − aloit ≤

(
1− vit

)
γlo
it ; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.89)

vitγ
up

it
≤ aupit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.90)(

1− vit
)
γup

it
≤ γup

it − aupit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.91)

0 ≤ cdwit ≤ vitξ
dw

it ; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.92)

0 ≤ ξdwit − cdwit ≤
(
1− vit

)
ξ
dw

it ; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.93)

vitξ
sd

it
≤ csdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.94)(

1− vit
)
ξsd
it

≤ ξsdit − csdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.95)

vitξ
uw

it
≤ cuwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.96)(

1− vit
)
ξuw
it

≤ ξuwit − cuwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.97)

0 ≤ ddwit ≤ vit−1ξ
dw

it ; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (4.98)

0 ≤ ξdwit − ddwit ≤
(
1− vit−1

)
ξ
dw

it ; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (4.99)

vit+1ξ
sd

it
≤ dsdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.100)(

1− vit+1

)
ξsd
it

≤ ξsdit − dsdit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (4.101)

vit−1ξ
uw

it
≤ duwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (4.102)(

1− vit−1

)
ξuw
it

≤ ξuwit − duwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT . (4.103)

Expressions (4.77)–(4.78) correspond to the upper-level problem (4.65)–

(4.68), whereas constraints (4.79)–(4.103) equivalently replace the lower-level

problem (4.69)–(4.76). The lower-level primal feasibility constraints are in-

cluded in (4.79), expressions (4.80)–(4.86) represent the lower-level dual feasi-

bility constraints, and (4.87) is the linear equality associated with the strong

duality theorem. Finally, (4.88)–(4.103) model the linearization of the prod-

ucts of upper-level binary decision variables and lower-level continuous dual

variables resulting from the transformation to a single-level equivalent. More

specifically, (4.88)–(4.89), (4.90)–(4.91), (4.92)–(4.93), (4.94)–(4.95), (4.96)–
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(4.97), (4.98)–(4.99), (4.100)–(4.101), and (4.102)–(4.103) correspond to the

linearization of vitγ
lo
it , vitγ

up
it , vitξ

dw
it , vitξ

sd
it , vitξ

uw
it , vit−1ξ

dw
it , vit+1ξ

sd
it , and

vit−1ξ
uw
it , respectively. These linear terms require the introduction of addi-

tional continuous variables aloit , a
up
it , c

dw
it , c

sd
it , c

uw
it , ddwit , d

sd
it , and duwit .

4.3.3 Case Studies

Results from several case studies are presented in this section. The first test

system is an illustrative three-bus example described in [144]. The proposed

methodology has also been applied to the IEEE 118-bus system [39].

The results of PM are compared with those achieved by a conventional

market-clearing procedure based on the minimization of the generation offer

cost [94]. This unit-commitment-based cost minimization problem, denoted

as CM, also considers inter-temporal operational constraints such as ramping

limits and minimum up and down times. Similar to subsection 4.2.4, locational

marginal prices for energy resulting from CM have been defined as the dual

variables associated with the nodal power balance equations of this market-

clearing problem once binary variables have been fixed to their optimal values

[10,52,57].

Both PM and CM have been implemented on a Dell PowerEdge R910X64

with four Intel Xeon E7520 processors at 1.866 GHz and 32 GB of RAM using

CPLEX 12.1 [124] under GAMS 23.3 [123].

4.3.3.1 Illustrative Example

This example was described in [144] and considers two hours, four generating

units, and a transmission network comprising three buses and three lines. The

topology of this system is shown in Figure 4.1. Line reactances are all 0.068 p.u.

on a base of 100 MVA. The capacities of lines 1-2 and 2-3 are 200 MW, whereas

the flow of line 1-3 is limited to 75 MW. Table 4.4 presents the generation and

demand data for both periods [144]. It is assumed that all generating units are

initially scheduled off and no-load offers as well as inter-temporal operational

constraints are neglected.
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Figure 4.1. CPM: Network-constrained auction model. Illustrative example –
One-line diagram.

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Load

Bus 1

Bus 2

Bus 3

Table 4.4. CPM: Network-constrained auction model. Illustrative example –
Demand and generation data.

Hour 1 Hour 2

D31 = 100 MW D32 = 150 MW

Unit
P g

i1 P
g

i1 Cg
i1 Csu

i1 P g
i2 P

g

i2 Cg
i2 Csu

i2

(MW) (MW) ($/MWh) ($) (MW) (MW) ($/MWh) ($)

1 5 50 10 0000 5 060 15 0000
2 5 40 20 0000 5 060 20 0000
3 0 10 65 0050 0 040 65 0050
4 5 60 30 1800 5 100 30 1800

For this illustrative example, the computing time required to achieve the

optimal solutions to CM and PM was less than 1 s. Due to the small size

of this problem (28 = 256 possible generation schedules), optimality can be

corroborated by enumeration of the scheduling variables vit. Tables 4.5–4.8

summarize the results for CM and PM. Optimal production schedules and

associated locational marginal prices are respectively given in Tables 4.5 and

4.6. Table 4.7 lists consumer payments, whereas generation offer costs are

reported in Table 4.8. As can be seen, a 42.9% reduction in payment is attained

by PM (Table 4.7) at the expense of a 1.4% increase in offer cost (Table 4.8).

As shown in Table 4.5, in period 1, generating units 1, 2, and 3 are dis-

patched at maximum offered capacity while unit 4 remains off under CM. This

dispatch does not congest the network and hence the most expensive sched-

uled unit 3 sets the marginal price for all buses at its energy offer price, i.e.,

$65/MWh (Table 4.6). In contrast, PM yields a different schedule in this pe-

riod. While generating units 1 and 2 do not experience any change in their
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Table 4.5. CPM: Network-constrained auction model. Illustrative example –
Optimal production schedules (MW).

CM PM

Hour Hour

Unit 1 2 1 2

1 50.0 60.0 50.0 60.0
2 40.0 52.5 40.0 52.5
3 10.0 37.5 00.0 00.0
4 00.0 00.0 10.0 37.5

Table 4.6. CPM: Network-constrained auction model. Illustrative example –
Locational marginal prices ($/MWh).

CM PM

Hour Hour

Bus 1 2 1 2

1 65.0 20.0 30.0 20.0
2 65.0 42.5 30.0 25.0
3 65.0 65.0 30.0 30.0

Table 4.7. CPM: Network-constrained auction model. Illustrative example –
Consumer payments ($).

CM PM

Hour Hour

1 2 1 2

Payment for energy 6500 9750 3000 4500

Payment for start-ups 0050 0000 1800 0000

Hourly total 6550 9750 4800 4500

Total 16300 9300

generation levels with respect to the least-cost solution, generating units 3 and

4 exchange their schedules and power dispatches (Table 4.5). Similar to the

solution to CM, the network is uncongested. As a consequence, the most ex-

pensive scheduled generating unit 4 becomes the marginal unit and sets nodal

market-clearing prices at $30/MWh (Table 4.6). The resulting difference in

the market-clearing prices of the bus where the load is located, i.e., bus 3,

leads to an energy payment reduction by PM equal to (65−30)×100 = $3500

(Table 4.7). This payment reduction is larger than the increase in payment
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Table 4.8. CPM: Network-constrained auction model. Illustrative example –
Generation offer costs ($).

CM PM

Hour Hour

Unit 1 2 1 2

1 0500.0 0900.0 0500.0 0900.0
2 0800.0 1050.0 0800.0 1050.0
3 0700.0 2437.5 0000.0 0000.0
4 0000.0 0000.0 2100.0 1125.0

Hourly total 2000.0 4387.5 3400.0 3075.0

Total 6387.5 6475.0

due to the start-up of generating unit 4 rather than unit 3, 1800− 50 = $1750

(Table 4.7). For period 1, the cost increase associated with the solution to PM

can be calculated in a similar fashion as (30− 65)× 10 + (1800− 50) = $1400

(Table 4.8).

In period 2, the generation schedules for both auction schemes are respec-

tively identical to those in the previous period (Table 4.5). However, the higher

demand level leads to network congestion. As a consequence, all locational

marginal prices are different (Table 4.6). For both CM and PM, generating

unit 1 is dispatched at maximum offered capacity and the production of unit 2

is limited to 52.5 MW in order to meet the power flow capacity of line 1-3. The

remaining 37.5 MW are supplied by unit 3 under CM, and by unit 4 under PM.

Thus, the nodal market-clearing price of bus 3 in this period is also set by unit

3 for CM, and by unit 4 for PM. As a result, the energy payment reduction

for this period by PM is equal to (65 − 30) × 150 = $5250 (Table 4.7) while

the cost increase is computed as (30− 65)× 37.5 = −$1312.5 (Table 4.8).

Therefore, the overall payment reduction associated with PM is 3500 −
1750 + 5250 = $7000 (Table 4.7). Analogously, the overall cost increase in-

curred by PM is 1400− 1312.5 = $87.5 (Table 4.8).

4.3.3.2 118-Bus System

The second case study is based on the IEEE 118-bus system [39] and comprises

54 generating units and 186 transmission lines over a 24-hour time span. Aside
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from the system data provided in Appendix E, additional data are presented

next. Energy offer prices are obtained from the linearization of the quadratic

energy offers, whereas no-load offers are disregarded. Moreover, all generat-

ing units are initially scheduled off, as can be seen in Table 4.9. It is also

considered that generation offers are not modified throughout the scheduling

horizon. As for the load profile, hourly nodal demands are computed according

to the hourly scaling factors reported in Appendix C. For this case study, the

stopping criterion is based on a 1% optimality gap.

Table 4.9. CPM: Network-constrained auction model. 118-bus system – Initial
statuses for generating units (h).

Unit DT 0
i Unit DT 0

i Unit DT 0
i Unit DT 0

i Unit DT 0
i

01 1 12 1 23 05 34 05 45 8
02 1 13 1 24 10 35 05 46 1
03 1 14 5 25 10 36 10 47 5
04 8 15 1 26 05 37 05 48 5
05 8 16 5 27 10 38 01 49 1
06 1 17 1 28 10 39 10 50 2
07 5 18 1 29 10 40 10 51 5
08 1 19 5 30 04 41 01 52 5
09 1 20 8 31 01 42 01 53 5
10 8 21 8 32 01 43 08 54 2
11 8 22 5 33 01 44 08

Under such stopping criterion, PM required 936.0 s to attain the results

listed in Table 4.10. This table also provides the results associated with the

optimal solution to CM, which was achieved in 15.1 s. Note that PM reduces

the total consumer payment by 18.6% while the offer cost is increased by 13.5%.

Table 4.10. CPM: Network-constrained auction model. 118-bus system –
Payment minimization versus offer cost minimization.

CM PM

Payment ($) 1160320.9 0944737.8
Offer cost ($) 1001899.8 1137231.5

Finally, in order to assess the influence of transmission congestion, line

capacities have been scaled down to 60% of their original values. Table 4.11
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compares the results achieved by PM using the aforementioned stopping cri-

terion with the optimal results from CM. It should be noted that payment

reductions are similar for all cases and range between 17.0% for a 70% ca-

pacity factor to 19.5% for a 60% capacity factor. Likewise, cost increases lie

within a narrow range around 13%.

Table 4.11. CPM: Network-constrained auction model. 118-bus system –
Impact of transmission capacity.

CM PM

Capacity Consumer Offer Payment Cost Computing
factor payment cost reduction increase time
(%) (105 $) (105 $) (%) (%) (s)

100 11.603 10.019 18.6 13.5 0936.0
090 11.580 10.019 18.5 13.5 0602.1
080 11.587 10.033 18.3 13.4 0881.4
070 11.592 10.066 17.0 13.1 0750.5
060 12.118 10.134 19.5 12.8 1074.2

Table 4.11 also reports the impact of the capacity factor on the computing

times required by PM. As is common in mixed-integer linear programming,

the computational performance is case dependent. Notwithstanding, it is re-

markable that the computational effort is acceptable for a day-ahead setting.

The quality of the solutions attained by PM has also been assessed by

adopting larger values for the bounds on lower-level dual variables. In all

additional simulations, total payments found by PM remained unchanged with

respect to the values reported in Tables 4.10 and 4.11, thereby supporting the

validity of the results.

4.4 EnergyandAncillaryServicesAuctionMo-

del

Similar to Section 4.3, the co-optimization of energy and ancillary services

for consumer payment minimization is formulated as a bilevel programming

problem. Subsequently, the bilevel program is transformed into a mixed-integer
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linear equivalent. Finally, the resulting optimization problem is applied to

several case studies.

4.4.1 Bilevel Formulation

According to subsection 2.3.2.1, the network-constrained day-ahead auction

for energy and ancillary services driven by consumer payment minimization

under marginal pricing can be formulated as the following bilevel program:

Minimize
suit,vit,πnt,πnsr

t ,

πor
t ,πrd

t ,πru
t ,πsr

t

∑
n∈N

∑
t∈T

πntDnt +
∑
t∈T

(
πrd
t Drd

t + πru
t Dru

t + πsr
t Dsr

t

+ πnsr
t Dnsr

t + πor
t Dor

t

)
+
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(4.104)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.105)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.106)

πrd
t = ϵrd∗t ; ∀t ∈ T (4.107)

πor
t = ϵor∗t ; ∀t ∈ T (4.108)

πnsr
t = ϵor∗t + ϵnsr∗t ; ∀t ∈ T (4.109)

πsr
t = ϵor∗t + ϵnsr∗t + ϵsr∗t ; ∀t ∈ T (4.110)

πru
t = ϵor∗t + ϵnsr∗t + ϵsr∗t + ϵru∗t ; ∀t ∈ T (4.111)

πnt = λ∗
t +

∑
l∈L+

Slnϕ
up∗
lt +

∑
l∈L−

Slnϕ
lo∗
lt ; ∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T, (4.112)

where optimal dual variables ϵnsr∗t , ϵor∗t , ϵrd∗t , ϵru∗t , ϵsr∗t , λ∗
t , ϕ

lo∗
lt , and ϕup∗

lt are

obtained from the following multi-period dc optimal power flow:

Minimize
pgit,r

nsr
it ,rorit ,

rrdit ,r
ru
it ,rsrit

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
Cg

itp
g
it + Crd

it r
rd
it + Cru

it r
ru
it + Csr

it r
sr
it + Cnsr

it rnsrit

+ Cor
it r

or
it

)
(4.113)

subject to:
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i∈I

pgit =
∑
n∈N

Dnt : (λt); ∀t ∈ T (4.114)

∑
n∈N

Sln

(∑
i∈In

pgit −Dnt

)
≤ P

f

l : (ϕup
lt ); ∀l ∈ L+, ∀t ∈ T (4.115)

∑
n∈N

Sln

(∑
i∈In

pgit −Dnt

)
≥ −P

f

l : (ϕlo
lt ); ∀l ∈ L−,∀t ∈ T (4.116)∑

i∈I

rrdit ≥ Drd
t : (ϵrdt ); ∀t ∈ T (4.117)∑

i∈I

rruit ≥ Dru
t : (ϵrut ); ∀t ∈ T (4.118)∑

i∈I

(
rruit + rsrit

)
≥ Dru

t +Dsr
t : (ϵsrt ); ∀t ∈ T (4.119)∑

i∈I

(
rruit + rsrit + rnsrit

)
≥ Dru

t +Dsr
t +Dnsr

t : (ϵnsrt ); ∀t ∈ T (4.120)∑
i∈I

(
rruit + rsrit + rnsrit + rorit

)
≥ Dru

t +Dsr
t +Dnsr

t +Dor
t : (ϵort );

∀t ∈ T (4.121)

0 ≤ rrdit ≤ R
rd

it : (θrdit ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.122)

0 ≤ rruit ≤ R
ru

it : (θruit ); ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.123)

0 ≤ rsrit ≤ R
sr

it : (θsrit ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.124)

0 ≤ rnsrit ≤ R
nsr

it : (θnsrit ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.125)

0 ≤ rorit ≤ R
or

it : (θorit ); ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.126)

pgit ≥ P g
itv

∗
it : (γ

lo
it ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.127)

pgit − rrdit ≥ P g
itv

∗
it : (εit); ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.128)

pgit + rruit + rsrit ≤ P
g

itv
∗
it : (τit); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.129)

pgit + rruit + rsrit + rnsrit + rorit ≤ P
g

it : (φit); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.130)

rruit + rsrit + rnsrit ≤ 10RRres
i v∗it + SC10

i (1− v∗it) : (χ
10
it );∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.131)

rruit + rsrit + rnsrit + rorit ≤ 30RRres
i v∗it + SC30

i (1− v∗it) : (χ
30
it );

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (4.132)

pgit − pgit−1 ≥ −P
g

it(1− v∗it)−RRop
i v∗it : (σ

dn
it ); ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (4.133)

pgit − pgit−1 ≤ RRop
i v∗it : (σ

up
it ); ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T, (4.134)
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where R
rd

it ≤ RRreg
i and R

ru

it ≤ RRreg
i , ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T , and, for the sake of unit

consistency, hourly time periods are considered.

Under marginal pricing, market-clearing prices for each commodity are

characterized in terms of the dual variables associated with a multi-period

optimal power flow wherein the declared social welfare is maximized or, in case

of an inelastic demand, the generation offer cost is minimized [106,107,137].

Within such marginal pricing scheme, the above bilevel model (4.104)–

(4.134) is made up of two optimization levels, namely the upper level (4.104)–

(4.112) and the lower level (4.113)–(4.134). Upper-level decision variables are

suit and vit, respectively associated with start-up offers and on/off statuses of

generating units; locational marginal prices for energy πnt; and marginal prices

for ancillary services πnsr
t , πor

t , πrd
t , πru

t , and πsr
t . Lower-level decision variables

are power outputs pgit and awarded levels of ancillary services rnsrit , rorit , r
rd
it , r

ru
it ,

and rsrit .

The goal of the upper-level problem is to minimize the total payment by

consumers (4.104), which comprises payments for energy, ancillary services,

start-up, and no-load offers. As done in [22–24, 27, 31, 56, 59–61, 63, 71, 78, 82,

83, 108, 116, 136, 138–140, 144–147], start-up offers are fully compensated in

(4.104). Similarly, no-load offers are also fully compensated.

The feasibility set Ωit in (4.105) includes minimum up and down times and

start-ups, which are modeled as MILP expressions in Appendix B. Expres-

sions (4.106) set the integrality of variables vit. Marginal prices for ancillary

services are defined in (4.107)–(4.111), where the substitutability of the up-

ward commodities is explicitly modeled in order to avoid the price reversal

issue [107]. According to [77], locational marginal prices for energy are defined

in (4.112), where the first term in the right-hand side represents the energy

component and the other two terms are the congestion components. Energy

and congestion components respectively correspond to the dual variables as-

sociated with the power balance equations and line capacity constraints in the

lower-level problem. As described in [142], sets L+ and L− only include the in-

dices of those lines that are prone to experience congestion as determined by a

computationally inexpensive screening performed prior to the auction process.
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In contrast, the lower-level problem minimizes the generation offer cost

(4.113) through a multi-period optimal power flow particularized for the opti-

mal values of the scheduling variables v∗it. Using a dc load flow model relying

on linear sensitivity factors [107], the effect of the transmission network is con-

sidered in (4.114)–(4.116). Constraints (4.114) represent the power balance

equations. As shown in [142], expressions (4.115) and (4.116) guarantee the

fulfilment of line capacity limits across the transmission network. Note that

the cardinalities of L+ and L− are both less than the number of transmis-

sion lines. Hence, the dimension of the model is reduced, thereby leading to

computational savings.

Finally, based on the model provided in [76], constraints (4.117)–(4.134)

characterize unit generation and ancillary services. System requirements for

ancillary services are imposed in (4.117)–(4.121); ancillary services contribu-

tions are bounded in (4.122)–(4.126); lower and upper generation limits are

set in (4.127)–(4.128) and (4.129)–(4.130), respectively; ten-minute and thirty-

minute ramping capabilities for ancillary services are respectively modeled in

(4.131)–(4.132); and generation ramp-down and ramp-up limits are given in

(4.133)–(4.134), respectively.

The optimization problem (4.104)–(4.134) is a mixed-integer linear bilevel

program. Similar to the auction models previously presented in this chapter,

the lower-level problem (4.113)–(4.134) is parameterized in terms of the binary

variables vit in such a way that this optimization is linear.

4.4.2 MILP Formulation

The main objective of this section is to cast the bilevel program (4.104)–(4.134)

into an equivalent single-level mixed-integer linear programming problem suit-

able for off-the-shelf software based on the state-of-the-art branch-and-cut al-

gorithm [124].

Following the steps explained in subsection 4.2.2.2, the single-level equiv-

alent of problem (4.104)–(4.134) is formulated as the following mixed-integer

linear program:
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Constraints (4.105)–(4.112) (4.136)
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where (4.135)–(4.136) correspond to the upper-level problem (4.104)–(4.112)

and constraints (4.137)–(4.164) equivalently replace the lower-level problem

(4.113)–(4.134). The lover-level primal feasibility constraints are included in

(4.137), expressions (4.138)–(4.149) represent the lower-level dual feasibility

constraints, expression (4.150) is the linear equality associated with the strong

duality theorem, and constraints (4.151)–(4.164) model the linearization of the

products of upper-level binary decision variables and lower-level continuous
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dual variables resulting from the transformation to a single-level equivalent.

More specifically, (4.151)–(4.152), (4.153)–(4.154), (4.155)–(4.156), (4.157)–

(4.158), (4.159)–(4.160), (4.161)–(4.162), and (4.163)–(4.164) correspond to

the linearization of vitγ
lo
it , vitσ

dn
it , vitσ

up
it , vitτit, vitχ

10
it , vitχ

30
it , and vitεit, respec-

tively. These linear terms require the introduction of additional continuous

variables aloit , e
dn
it ,e

up
it , hit, k

10
it , k

30
it , and mit.

4.4.3 Case Studies

This section presents and discusses results from an illustrative three-bus ex-

ample and a case based on the IEEE 118-bus system. Similar to subsection

4.3.3, the results of PM are compared with those achieved by a conventional

market-clearing procedure driven by the minimization of the generation offer

cost including energy and ancillary services, denoted as CM [76]. Both PM

and CM have been implemented on a Dell PowerEdge R910X64 with four In-

tel Xeon E7520 processors at 1.866 GHz and 32 GB of RAM using CPLEX

12.5 [124] under GAMS 24.1 [123].

4.4.3.1 Illustrative Example

This example is based on that described in [144] and considers two hours, four

generating units, and a transmission network comprising three buses and three

lines. The topology of this system is shown in Figure 4.2. Line reactances are

all 0.068 p.u. on a base of 100 MVA. The capacities of lines 1-2 and 2-3 are

200 MW, whereas the flow of line 1-3 is limited to 75 MW. Table 4.12 presents

the demand and generation data. For expository purposes, the ancillary ser-

vices considered are regulation down, regulation up, and ten-minute spinning

reserve. The corresponding system requirements are Drd
t = 5 MW, Dru

t = 5

MW, and Dsr
t = 12.5 MW for both periods. For the sake of simplicity, max-

imum ancillary services levels are all equal to the corresponding generation

capacities. In addition, Crd
it = Cru

it = 0.25Cg
it and Csr

it = 0.5Cg
it, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T .

It is also assumed that all generating units are initially scheduled off. Further-

more, no-load offers, ramping constraints for generation and ancillary services,

as well as minimum up and down times are neglected.
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Figure 4.2. CPM: Energy and ancillary services auction model. Illustrative
example – One-line diagram.

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Load

Bus 1

Bus 2

Bus 3

Table 4.12. CPM: Energy and ancillary services auction model. Illustrative
example – Demand and generation data.

Hour 1 Hour 2

D31 = 100 MW D32 = 150 MW

Unit
P g

i1 P
g

i1 Cg
i1 Csu

i1 P g
i2 P

g

i2 Cg
i2 Csu

i2

(MW) (MW) ($/MWh) ($) (MW) (MW) ($/MWh) ($)

1 4 50 10 0000 4 060 15 0000
2 4 40 20 0000 4 060 20 0000
3 4 30 65 0050 4 050 65 0050
4 4 60 30 2000 4 100 30 2000

The computing time required to achieve the optimal solutions to CM and

PM was less than 1 s. The optimal solutions to both auction models are

summarized in Tables 4.13–4.15. Optimal schedules for CM and PM are pro-

vided in Tables 4.13 and 4.14, respectively, whereas Table 4.15 lists optimal

market-clearing prices.

Under CM, generating units 1–3 are scheduled on at hour 1 while unit

4 remains off (Table 4.13). The corresponding dispatch does not congest the

Table 4.13. CPM: Energy and ancillary services auction model. Illustrative
example – Optimal schedule for CM (MW).

Hour 1 Hour 2

Unit pgi1 rrdi1 rrui1 rsri1 pgi2 rrdi2 rrui2 rsri2

1 50 5 00.0 0 60.0 5 00.0 0
2 40 0 00.0 0 52.5 0 07.5 0
3 10 0 17.5 0 37.5 0 10.0 0
4 00 0 00.0 0 00.0 0 00.0 0
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Table 4.14. CPM: Energy and ancillary services auction model. Illustrative
example – Optimal schedule for PM (MW).

Hour 1 Hour 2

Unit pgi1 rrdi1 rrui1 rsri1 pgi2 rrdi2 rrui2 rsri2

1 50 5 00.0 0 60.0 5 00.0 0
2 40 0 00.0 0 52.5 0 07.5 0
3 00 0 00.0 0 00.0 0 00.0 0
4 10 0 17.5 0 37.5 0 10.0 0

Table 4.15. CPM: Energy and ancillary services auction model. Illustrative
example – Market-clearing prices ($/MWh).

CM PM

Hour Hour

Bus 1 2 1 2

πnt

1 65.00 31.25 30.00 22.50
2 65.00 48.13 30.00 26.25
3 65.00 65.00 30.00 30.00

πrd
t 02.50 03.75 02.50 03.75

πru
t 16.25 16.25 07.50 07.50

πsr
t 16.25 16.25 07.50 07.50

network and hence the most expensive scheduled unit 3 sets the marginal price

for energy for all buses at its energy offer price, i.e., $65/MWh (Table 4.15).

At hour 2, the generation schedule is identical (Table 4.13) but the higher

level of energy demand leads to congestion in line 1-3. As a consequence, all

locational marginal prices for energy are different (Table 4.15). This example

also illustrates the substitutability of upward ancillary services. Note that,

at both hours, regulation up is used to meet the requirements for ten-minute

spinning reserve (Table 4.13), which is an upward ancillary service of lower

quality. Thus, price reversal is avoided (Table 4.15) and the market-clearing

prices for regulation up and ten-minute spinning reserve are both set by the

offer price for regulation up of unit 3 at both hours. This solution costs $6903.1

and yields a payment equal to $16900.0.

In contrast, PM yields a different schedule. While generating units 1 and

2 do not experience any change in their generation levels with respect to the
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solution to CM, generating units 3 and 4 exchange their schedules as well as

their energy and ancillary services levels (Table 4.14). As a result, marginal

prices for energy, regulation up, and ten-minute spinning reserve are reduced

at both hours as compared to those achieved by CM (Table 4.15). The optimal

payment is equal to $9793.8 and the associated offer cost is equal to $6950.0.

In other words, a 42.0% reduction in payment is attained at the expense of a

0.7% increase in offer cost.

4.4.3.2 118-Bus System

The second case study is based on the IEEE 118-bus system [39] and comprises

54 generating units and 186 transmission lines over a 24-hour time span. Aside

from the system data provided in Appendix E, additional data are presented

next. It is assumed that all generating units are initially scheduled on, as

reported in Table 4.16. Moreover, generation data and offers remain unchanged

over the time span. The values for Cg
it are obtained from the linearization of

the quadratic energy offers, whereas no-load offers are equal to 0. For the

sake of simplicity, R
rd

it = R
ru

it = R
sr

it = R
nsr

it = 0.1P g
it and R

or

it = 0.15P g
it,

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T . In addition, the offered prices for ancillary services are

Crd
it = Cru

it = Cg
it/4, C

sr
it = Cg

it/3, C
nsr
it = Cg

it/2, and Cor
it = Cg

it, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T .

Hourly nodal demands are obtained according to the hourly scaling factors

reported in Table 4.17. System requirements for regulation down, regulation

up, ten-minute spinning reserve, ten-minute non-spinning reserve, and thirty-

minute operating reserve are 1%, 1%, 2%, 2%, and 5% of the system demand,

respectively. Additionally, RRreg
i = 0.1P g

it, RRres
i = 0.01P

g

it, RRop
i = P

g

it/1.5,

SC10
i = 10RRres

i , SC30
i = 30RRres

i , and P g
i0 = 0.5(P g

it + P
g

it), ∀i ∈ I.

Under a stopping criterion based on a 1% optimality gap, the computing

time required by PM to attain the results listed in Table 4.18 was equal to

110.6 s. This table also provides the results associated with the optimal so-

lution to CM, which was achieved in 21.5 s. Note that PM reduces the total

consumer payment by 6.1% while the offer cost is increased by 3.4%.

Finally, Table 4.19 presents the hourly balances for ancillary services for

PM. The hourly balance of a particular ancillary service is calculated as the

difference between its total procurement and the corresponding system re-
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Table 4.16. CPM: Energy and ancillary services auction model. 118-bus system
– Initial statuses for generating units (h).

Unit UT 0
i Unit UT 0

i Unit UT 0
i Unit UT 0

i Unit UT 0
i

01 1 12 1 23 05 34 05 45 8
02 1 13 1 24 10 35 05 46 1
03 1 14 5 25 10 36 10 47 5
04 8 15 1 26 05 37 05 48 5
05 8 16 5 27 10 38 01 49 1
06 1 17 1 28 10 39 10 50 2
07 5 18 1 29 10 40 10 51 5
08 1 19 5 30 04 41 01 52 5
09 1 20 8 31 01 42 01 53 5
10 8 21 8 32 01 43 08 54 2
11 8 22 5 33 01 44 08

Table 4.17. CPM: Energy and ancillary services auction model. 118-bus system
– Hourly scaling factors for demand.

Hour Factor Hour Factor

01 1.15 13 1.31
02 1.08 14 1.24
03 0.95 15 1.44
04 0.65 16 1.47
05 0.82 17 1.39
06 0.98 18 1.46
07 1.15 19 1.54
08 1.28 20 1.60
09 1.34 21 1.64
10 1.44 22 1.47
11 1.46 23 1.42
12 1.37 24 1.34

Table 4.18. CPM: Energy and ancillary services auction model. 118-bus system
– Payment minimization versus offer cost minimization.

CM PM

Payment ($) 2214691.0 2079160.4
Offer cost ($) 1753658.2 1813912.8

quirement. Thus, positive and negative values indicate surpluses and deficits,

respectively. As can be seen, the requirements for lower-quality upward an-

cillary services are partially met by higher-quality products, thereby avoiding

the price reversal issue.
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Table 4.19. CPM: Energy and ancillary services auction model. 118-bus system
– Hourly balances of ancillary services for PM (MW).

Hour ∆rd
t ∆ru

t ∆sr
t ∆nsr

t ∆or
t

01 0.0 168.5 096.5 −55.0 −210.0
02 0.0 170.9 101.3 −74.2 −198.0
03 0.0 165.7 077.9 −69.6 −174.0
04 0.0 156.0 012.0 −48.0 −120.0
05 0.0 163.5 046.5 −60.0 −150.0
06 0.0 164.5 087.5 −72.0 −180.0
07 0.0 168.5 096.5 −55.0 −210.0
08 0.0 163.7 105.9 −35.6 −234.0
09 0.0 161.3 110.1 −25.4 −246.0
10 0.0 160.6 103.8 0−0.4 −264.0
11 0.0 160.0 101.3 0−5.7 −267.0
12 0.0 160.1 109.7 −17.8 −252.0
13 0.0 162.5 104.5 −27.0 −240.0
14 0.0 164.9 096.3 −33.2 −228.0
15 0.0 160.6 103.8 0−0.4 −264.0
16 0.0 159.4 102.5 0−8.1 −270.0
17 0.0 159.5 108.5 −13.0 −255.0
18 0.0 160.0 101.3 0−5.7 −267.0
19 0.0 157.0 097.7 −27.3 −282.0
20 0.0 154.6 095.8 −43.6 −294.0
21 0.0 153.4 093.4 −53.2 −300.0
22 0.0 159.4 102.5 0−8.1 −270.0
23 0.0 161.2 106.1 0−6.3 −261.0
24 0.0 161.3 110.1 −25.4 −246.0

4.5 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has addressed consumer payment minimization for an inelastic

demand under marginal pricing. To that end, three auction models of growing

complexity have been presented:

1. A day-ahead market-clearing procedure for energy is first formulated

without and with inter-temporal operational constraints such as ramping

limits and minimum up and down times.

2. The day-ahead energy auction model with inter-temporal operational

constraints is extended to include the effect of the transmission network

through the use of a dc power flow model. The incorporation of the
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network constraints drastically increases the complexity of the result-

ing problem since the single market-clearing price per period yielded by

single-bus models is replaced by a vector of nodal market-clearing prices.

3. A multi-commodity market-clearing procedure is proposed for a day-

ahead electricity auction. This auction includes transmission network

and inter-temporal operational constraints. In addition, the substitutabil-

ity of ancillary services is precisely incorporated in order to avoid the

price reversal issue. This auction model attains the highest degree of

complexity due to the required extension of the set of marginal prices to

include those associated with ancillary services.

A bilevel programming framework has been applied to explicitly character-

ize marginal prices for the commodities considered in the problem formulations.

As explained in subsection 2.3.2.1.2, the proposed methodology consists in the

transformation of the original mixed-integer linear bilevel program into an

equivalent single-level mixed-integer linear programming problem. This trans-

formation comprises two steps. First, the lower-level optimization is replaced

by a set of constraints based on a primal-dual conversion. Subsequently, a

number of nonlinearities are converted to linear equivalents using a well-known

linearization scheme. As salient features, the new procedure does not involve

bilinear terms including products of two continuous variables and no additional

binary variables are required.

The equivalent formulations have been successfully tested on several case

studies, including the IEEE 118-bus system, through the use of off-the-shelf

software. As illustrated by numerical results, the proposed approach allows the

system operator and the regulator to assess consumer payment minimization

versus offer cost minimization in day-ahead electricity markets with inelastic

demand.



Chapter 5

Consumer Payment

Minimization: Elastic Demand

under Marginal Pricing

D
emand-side participation is crucial for guaranteeing the efficiency and

competitiveness of electricity markets. Those aspects, which are also

desirable for consumer payment minimization, motivate the incorpo-

ration of demand responsiveness in the alternative auction design.

This chapter addresses the challenges and issues of including demand-side

bidding in network-constrained day-ahead electricity markets driven by con-

sumer payment minimization under marginal pricing, which is an unexplored

topic in the literature. The contents of this chapter are directly related to a

paper that is currently under review.

Section 5.1 highlights the main features of consumer payment minimization

with demand-side bidding under marginal pricing and briefly describes the

proposed solution approach. In Section 5.2, the problem is formulated as a

bilevel program. Section 5.3 provides the steps needed to convert the resulting

bilevel program into an MILP problem. Numerical results are discussed in

Section 5.4. Finally, Section 5.5 summarizes and concludes the chapter.

103
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5.1 Introduction

This chapter proposes an auction design based on the minimization of the

consumer payment where both producers and consumers are active market

participants. As done in Chapter 4, this market-clearing procedure, hereinafter

referred to as PM, relies on a marginal pricing scheme. Additionally, the effect

of both transmission network and inter-temporal operational constraints is also

incorporated in the auction model.

The proposed auction design is characterized by the same complicating is-

sue as the auction models presented in Chapter 4, i.e., the presence of nodal

market-clearing prices as decision variables of the optimization problem. In

addition, the incorporation of demand bids in the problem formulation leads

to new bilinear terms involving products of two continuous variables, namely

nodal market-clearing prices and consumption levels. Such nonlinear and

highly non-convex terms drastically increase the complexity of the consumer

payment optimization problem.

Demand-side participation in the consumer payment minimization problem

has been addressed in the literature only in [32, 63, 84]. As mentioned in

Chapter 1, a general formulation for marginal pricing was proposed in [63].

However, no solution methodology was prescribed in this conceptual reference.

In [32,84], the proposed auction models adopted a pricing scheme different from

marginal pricing, which may be of reduced practical applicability in real-life

location-dependent electricity markets.

Under the widely used marginal pricing scheme, this chapter presents a

novel approach for network-constrained day-ahead energy clearing based on

consumer payment minimization with demand-side bidding. A bilevel pro-

gramming model [13,37], which relies on the price-based market-clearing frame-

work presented in Chapter 2, is proposed. The schedule of generating units is

determined in the upper-level problem, whereas generation and consumption

levels result from the lower-level problem. In addition, dual information from

the lower level is used to compute locational marginal prices in the upper level.

As explained in subsections 2.3.2.1.2 and 2.3.2.2, the key idea of the pro-

posed solution approach is to convert the original mixed-integer nonlinear
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bilevel problem into an equivalent single-level mixed-integer linear program.

This transformation relies on (i) duality theory of linear programming, by

which the original bilevel problem is recast as a single-level equivalent with

bilinear terms; and (ii) KKT optimality conditions and integer algebra results,

which are useful to equivalently express the aforementioned bilinear terms as

linear expressions with no additional binary variables.

5.2 Bilevel Formulation

Within the bilevel programming framework presented in subsection 2.3.2.1 for

price-based market clearing, the network-constrained day-ahead auction driven

by consumer payment minimization with demand-side bidding under marginal

pricing can be formulated as the following bilevel program:

Minimize
suit,vit,πnt

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

πn(j)tp
d∗
jt +

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(5.1)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.2)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.3)

πnt = λ∗
t −

∑
l∈L+

Slnϕ
up∗
lt −

∑
l∈L−

Slnϕ
lo∗
lt ; ∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T, (5.4)

where pd∗jt , λ
∗
t , ϕ

up∗
lt , and ϕlo∗

lt are obtained from the following multi-period dc

optimal power flow:

Maximize
pdbjt,p

d
jt,p

g
it,p

g
oit

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit (5.5)

subject to:∑
j∈J

pdjt =
∑
i∈I

pgit : (λt); ∀t ∈ T (5.6)

∑
n∈N

Sln

(∑
i∈In

pgit −
∑
j∈Jn

pdjt

)
≤ P

f

l : (ϕup
lt ); ∀l ∈ L+,∀t ∈ T (5.7)
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∑
n∈N

Sln

(∑
i∈In

pgit −
∑
j∈Jn

pdjt

)
≥ −P

f

l : (ϕlo
lt ); ∀l ∈ L−, ∀t ∈ T (5.8)

P g
itv

∗
it ≤ pgit ≤ P

g

itv
∗
it : (γ

lo
it , γ

up
it ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.9)

P d
jt ≤ pdjt ≤ P

d

jt : (ρ
lo
jt, ρ

up
jt ); ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.10)

pgit =
∑
o∈Oi

pgoit : (α
g
it); ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.11)

0 ≤ pgoit ≤ P
g

oit : (β
lo
oit, β

up
oit); ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.12)

pdjt =
∑
b∈Bj

pdbjt : (α
d
jt); ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.13)

0 ≤ pdbjt ≤ P
d

bjt : (µ
lo
bjt, µ

up
bjt); ∀b ∈ Bj, ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.14)

pgit ≤ pgit−1 +Rup
i v∗it−1 +Rsu

i (v∗it − v∗it−1) + P
g

it(1− v∗it) : (ξ
uw
it );

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.15)

pgit ≥ pgit−1 −Rdn
i v∗it −Rsd

i (v∗it−1 − v∗it)− P
g

it(1− v∗it−1) : (ξ
dw
it );

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.16)

pgit ≤ P
g

itv
∗
it+1 +Rsd

i (v∗it − v∗it+1) : (ξ
sd
it ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1, (5.17)

where
∑

b∈Bj
P

d

bjt = P
d

jt, ∀j ∈ J , ∀t ∈ T ;
∑

o∈Oi
P

g

oit = P
g

it, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T ;

and, for the sake of unit consistency, hourly time periods are considered.

Under marginal pricing, locational market-clearing prices are characterized

in terms of the dual variables associated with a multi-period optimal power

flow wherein the declared social welfare is maximized [106].

Within such marginal pricing scheme, the above bilevel model (5.1)–(5.17)

is made up of two optimization levels, namely the upper level (5.1)–(5.4) and

the lower level (5.5)–(5.17). Upper-level decision variables are suit and vit,

respectively associated with start-ups and on/off statuses of generating units,

as well as locational marginal prices πnt. Lower-level decision variables are

power outputs pgit, power consumptions pdjt, and awarded levels of generation

offer and demand bid blocks pgoit and pdbjt, respectively.

The goal of the upper-level problem is to minimize the total payment by

consumers (5.1), which comprises three terms. The first term represents the en-

ergy payment, which, as a major complicating feature, includes bilinear terms
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involving products of two continuous variables, namely locational marginal

prices and consumption levels. The second term is related to the payment for

start-ups. As done in [22–24,27,31,56,59–61,63,71,78,82,83,108,116,136,138–

140,144–147], start-up offers are fully compensated in (5.1). The third term is

associated with no-load offers, which are also fully compensated.

The feasibility set Ωit in (5.2) includes minimum up and down times as

well as start-ups, which are modeled as MILP expressions in Appendix B.

Expressions (5.3) set the integrality of variables vit. It is worth mentioning

that the definition of locational marginal prices in (5.4) is analogous to that

used in Section 4.4 for the energy and ancillary services auction model with

an inelastic demand, which is based on [77] and [142].

In contrast, the lower-level problem maximizes the declared social welfare

(5.5) through a multi-period optimal power flow particularized for the optimal

values of the scheduling variables v∗it. Using the dc load flow model relying on

linear sensitivity factors [107] that was also applied in Section 4.4, the effect

of the transmission network is considered in (5.6)–(5.8). Constraints (5.6)

represent the power balance equations. As shown in [142], computationally

efficient expressions (5.7) and (5.8) guarantee the fulfilment of line capacity

limits across the transmission network. Production and consumption limits are

respectively set in (5.9) and (5.10). The block structures of generation offers

and demand bids are respectively characterized through constraints (5.11)–

(5.12) and (5.13)–(5.14). Finally, ramping rates are modeled by (5.15)–(5.17)

as described in [26].

The optimization problem (5.1)–(5.17) is a mixed-integer nonlinear bilevel

program. Similar to the models presented in Chapter 4, the lower-level problem

(5.5)–(5.17) is parameterized in terms of the binary variables vit in such a way

that this optimization is linear. Therefore, the previously used primal-dual

transformation is also applicable to yield a single-level equivalent.

5.3 MILP Formulation

As done in Chapter 4, the original bilinear bilevel program (5.1)–(5.17) is

transformed into an equivalent single-level MILP problem. The transforma-
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tion process comprises two steps: (i) the original bilevel problem is converted

into a single-level mixed-integer equivalent including bilinear terms by using

results from duality theory of linear programming, and (ii) those nonlinearities

are equivalently replaced by linear expressions. As a salient methodological as-

pect of the second step over the transformation process used in Chapter 4, a

new KKT-based linearization scheme is developed to deal with bilinear terms

involving products of two continuous decision variables.

The next subsections provide the mathematical derivations associated with

each step as well as the formulation of the resulting single-level mixed-integer

linear program.

5.3.1 Step 1: Single-Level Equivalent with Bilinear Ter-

ms

Based on the linearity of the lower-level problem (5.5)–(5.17), the primal-

dual transformation described in subsection 2.3.2.1.2 gives rise to the following

single-level mixed-integer program including bilinear terms:

Minimize
pdbjt,p

d
jt,p

g
it,p

g
oit,s

u
it,vit,

αd
jt,α

g
it,β

lo
oit,β

up
oit,γ

lo
it ,γ

up
it ,

λt,µlo
bjt,µ

up
bjt,ξ

dw
it ,ξsdit ,ξ

uw
it ,

πnt,ρlojt,ρ
up
jt ,ϕ

lo
lt ,ϕ

up
lt

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

πn(j)tp
d
jt +

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit
)

(5.18)

subject to:

Constraints (5.2)–(5.4) (5.19)

Constraints (5.6)–(5.17) (5.20)

− λt +
∑
l∈L+

Sln(i)ϕ
up
lt +

∑
l∈L−

Sln(i)ϕ
lo
lt + γlo

it + γup
it + ξuwit − ξuwit+1

+ ξdwit − ξdwit+1 + ξsdit + αg
it = 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (5.21)

− λnT
+
∑
l∈L+

Sln(i)ϕ
up
lnT

+
∑
l∈L−

Sln(i)ϕ
lo
lnT

+ γlo
inT

+ γup
inT

+ ξuwinT

+ ξdwinT
+ αg

inT
= 0; ∀i ∈ I (5.22)

− αg
it + βlo

oit + βup
oit = −Cg

oit; ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.23)
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λt −
∑
l∈L+

Sln(j)ϕ
up
lt −

∑
l∈L−

Sln(j)ϕ
lo
lt + ρlojt + ρupjt + αd

jt = 0;

∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.24)

− αd
jt + µlo

bjt + µup
bjt = Cd

bjt; ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.25)

γlo
it , ξ

dw
it ≤ 0, γup

it , ξ
uw
it ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.26)

ξsdit ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (5.27)

ρlojt ≤ 0, ρupjt ≥ 0; ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.28)

ϕup
lt ≥ 0; ∀l ∈ L+,∀t ∈ T (5.29)

ϕlo
lt ≤ 0; ∀l ∈ L−,∀t ∈ T (5.30)

βlo
oit ≤ 0, βup

oit ≥ 0; ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.31)

µlo
bjt ≤ 0, µup

bjt ≥ 0; ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.32)∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit =

∑
l∈L+

∑
t∈T

P
f

l ϕ
up
lt

−
∑
l∈L−

∑
t∈T

P
f

l ϕ
lo
lt +

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
P g

itvitγ
lo
it + P

g

itvitγ
up
it +

∑
o∈Oi

P
g

oitβ
up
oit

)

+
∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
P d

jtρ
lo
jt + P

d

jtρ
up
jt +

∑
b∈Bj

P
d

bjtµ
up
bjt

)

+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
vi1ξ

uw
i1 − Vi0ξ

uw
i1

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − vi1ξ

uw
i1

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i vit−1ξ
uw
it +Rsu

i

(
vitξ

uw
it − vit−1ξ

uw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − vitξ

uw
it

)]
+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i vi1ξ
dw
i1 −Rsd

i

(
Vi0ξ

dw
i1 − vi1ξ

dw
i1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i vitξ
dw
it +Rsd

i

(
vit−1ξ

dw
it − vitξ

dw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − vit−1ξ

dw
it

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itvit+1ξ
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
vitξ

sd
it − vit+1ξ

sd
it

)]
. (5.33)

Expressions (5.18)–(5.19) correspond to the upper-level problem (5.1)–(5.4)

while constraints (5.20)–(5.33) equivalently replace the lower-level problem

(5.5)–(5.17). Constraints (5.20) are the lower-level primal feasibility con-
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straints (5.6)–(5.17), expressions (5.21)–(5.32) represent the lower-level dual

feasibility constraints, and (5.33) is the equality associated with the strong

duality theorem.

5.3.2 Step 2: Sorting Out Bilinear Terms

The single-level equivalent (5.18)–(5.33) includes two types of bilinear terms:

(i) products of two continuous decision variables, namely locational marginal

prices πnt and consumption levels pdjt, which arise in the total payment for

energy (5.18), and (ii) products of upper-level binary variables and lower-level

continuous dual variables in the strong duality equality (5.33).

Based on the findings of [104] for a different problem, bilinear terms in

(5.18) are first transformed into equivalent linear expressions as described next.

The proposed transformation uses equalities (5.4) and (5.13), lower-level

dual feasibility constraints (5.24) and (5.25), as well as the following comple-

mentary slackness conditions (see subsection 2.3.2.1.1), which are associated

with lower-level primal feasibility constraints (5.10) and (5.14) characterizing

consumption bids:

ρlojt
(
pdjt − P d

jt

)
= 0; ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.34)

ρupjt
(
pdjt − P

d

jt

)
= 0; ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.35)

µlo
bjt

(
pdbjt − 0

)
= 0; ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (5.36)

µup
bjt

(
pdbjt − P

d

bjt

)
= 0; ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T, (5.37)

where (5.34)–(5.35) are related to (5.10) while (5.36)–(5.37) correspond to

(5.14).

From (5.34)–(5.37), the following equalities can be obtained:∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

ρlojtp
d
jt =

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

P d
jtρ

lo
jt (5.38)

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

ρupjt p
d
jt =

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

P
d

jtρ
up
jt (5.39)∑

b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

µlo
bjtp

d
bjt = 0 (5.40)
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b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

µup
bjtp

d
bjt =

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

P
d

bjtµ
up
bjt. (5.41)

Using (5.4) and (5.24), the energy payment term in (5.18) can be recast in

terms of lower-level dual variables:∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

πn(j)tp
d
jt =

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
−ρlojt − ρupjt − αd

jt

)
pdjt. (5.42)

In the same vein, using (5.13) and (5.25) in the last term of (5.42) yields:∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

πn(j)tp
d
jt =

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
−ρlojt − ρupjt

)
pdjt

−
∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
µlo
bjt + µup

bjt − Cd
bjt

)
pdbjt. (5.43)

Finally, substituting (5.38)–(5.41) in (5.43), the total energy payment is

cast as the following linear expression:

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

πn(j)tp
d
jt =

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
−P d

jtρ
lo
jt − P

d

jtρ
up
jt

)
−
∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
P

d

bjtµ
up
bjt − Cd

bjtp
d
bjt

)
. (5.44)

Furthermore, expression (5.33) is nonlinear due to the presence of products

of binary variables vit and continuous dual variables. Based on [49], such

nonlinearities can be equivalently recast as the following MILP expressions:

γlo

it
vit ≤ aloit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.45)

γlo

it

(
1− vit

)
≤ γlo

it − aloit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.46)

0 ≤ aupit ≤ γup
it vit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.47)

0 ≤ γup
it − aupit ≤ γup

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.48)

ξdw
it
vit ≤ cdwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.49)

ξdw
it

(
1− vit

)
≤ ξdwit − cdwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.50)

0 ≤ csdit ≤ ξ
sd

it vit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (5.51)
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0 ≤ ξsdit − csdit ≤ ξ
sd

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (5.52)

0 ≤ cuwit ≤ ξ
uw

it vit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.53)

0 ≤ ξuwit − cuwit ≤ ξ
uw

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (5.54)

ξdw
it
vit−1 ≤ ddwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 2 . . . nT (5.55)

ξdw
it

(
1− vit−1

)
≤ ξdwit − ddwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (5.56)

0 ≤ dsdit ≤ ξ
sd

it vit+1; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (5.57)

0 ≤ ξsdit − dsdit ≤ ξ
sd

it

(
1− vit+1

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (5.58)

0 ≤ duwit ≤ ξ
uw

it vit−1; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (5.59)

0 ≤ ξuwit − duwit ≤ ξ
uw

it

(
1− vit−1

)
; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 2 . . . nT , (5.60)

where (5.45)–(5.46), (5.47)–(5.48), (5.49)–(5.50), (5.51)–(5.52), (5.53)–(5.54),

(5.55)–(5.56), (5.57)–(5.58), and (5.59)–(5.60) correspond to the linearization

of vitγ
lo
it , vitγ

up
it , vitξ

dw
it , vitξ

sd
it , vitξ

uw
it , vit−1ξ

dw
it , vit+1ξ

sd
it , and vit−1ξ

uw
it , respec-

tively. These linear terms require the introduction of additional continuous

variables aloit , a
up
it , c

dw
it , c

sd
it , c

uw
it , ddwit , d

sd
it , and duwit .

5.3.3 Single-Level Equivalent without Bilinear Terms

The single-level equivalent of problem (5.1)–(5.17) is formulated as the follow-

ing mixed-integer linear program:

Minimize
aloit ,a

up
it ,cdwit ,csdit ,c

uw
it ,ddwit ,

dsdit ,d
uw
it ,pdbjt,p

d
jt,p

g
it,

pgoit,s
u
it,vit,α

d
jt,α

g
it,

βlo
oit,β

up
oit,γ

lo
it ,γ

up
it ,λt,

µlo
bjt,µ

up
bjt,ξ

dw
it ,ξsdit ,ξ

uw
it ,

πnt,ρlojt,ρ
up
jt ,ϕ

lo
lt ,ϕ

up
lt

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
−P d

jtρ
lo
jt − P

d

jtρ
up
jt

)
−
∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
P

d

bjtµ
up
bjt

− Cd
bjtp

d
bjt

)
+
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
suit + Cnl

it vit

)
(5.61)

subject to:

Constraints (5.19)–(5.32) (5.62)∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit =

∑
l∈L+

∑
t∈T

P
f

l ϕ
up
lt
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−
∑
l∈L−

∑
t∈T

P
f

l ϕ
lo
lt +

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
P g

ita
lo
it + P

g

ita
up
it +

∑
o∈Oi

P
g

oitβ
up
oit

)

+
∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
P d

jtρ
lo
jt + P

d

jtρ
up
jt +

∑
b∈Bj

P
d

bjtµ
up
bjt

)

+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
cuwi1 − Vi0ξ

uw
i1

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − cuwi1

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i duwit +Rsu
i

(
cuwit − duwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − cuwit

)]
+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i cdwi1 −Rsd
i

(
Vi0ξ

dw
i1 − cdwi1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i cdwit +Rsd
i

(
ddwit − cdwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − ddwit

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itd
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
csdit − dsdit

)]
(5.63)

Constraints (5.45)–(5.60). (5.64)

5.4 Case Studies

This section presents and discusses results from an illustrative three-bus ex-

ample and a case based on the IEEE 118-bus system. The results of PM are

compared with those achieved by a conventional market-clearing procedure

based on the maximization of the declared social welfare [94]. This latter

mechanism is hereinafter referred to as SWM. Both PM and SWM have been

implemented on a Dell PowerEdge R910X64 with four Intel Xeon E7520 pro-

cessors at 1.866 GHz and 32 GB of RAM using CPLEX 12.1 [124] under GAMS

23.3 [123].

5.4.1 Illustrative Example

This example is based on that described in [144] and considers two hours,

four generating units, two consumers, and a transmission network comprising

three buses and three lines. The topology of this system is shown in Figure
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5.1. Line reactances are all 0.068 p.u. on a base of 100 MVA. The capacities of

lines 1-2 and 2-3 are 200 MW, whereas the flow of line 1-3 is limited to 75 MW.

Production limits and start-up offers can be found in Table 4.4 given in Chapter

4, whereas data for generation offer blocks are listed in Table 5.1. It is assumed

that all generating units are initially scheduled off and, for didactical purposes,

no-load offers and inter-temporal operational constraints are disregarded. In

addition, demand data are provided in Table 5.2. For expository purposes,

P d
jt = P

d

1jt, ∀j ∈ J , ∀t ∈ T .

Figure 5.1. CPM: Elastic demand under marginal pricing. Illustrative example
– One-line diagram.

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Consumer 1

Consumer 2

Bus 1

Bus 2

Bus 3

Table 5.1. CPM: Elastic demand under marginal pricing. Illustrative example
– Data of generation offer blocks.

P
g

oi1 (MW) / Cg
oi1 ($/MWh) P

g

oi2 (MW) / Cg
oi2 ($/MWh)

Block Block

Unit 1 02 3 1 02 3

1 5 / 09 015 / 10 30 / 11 5 / 14 025 / 15 30 / 16
2 5 / 19 010 / 20 25 / 21 5 / 19 025 / 20 30 / 21
3 5 / 64 002 / 65 03 / 66 5 / 64 010 / 65 25 / 66
4 5 / 29 025 / 30 30 / 31 5 / 29 045 / 30 50 / 31

For this illustrative example, the computing time required to achieve the

optimal solutions to SWM and PM was less than 1 s. The optimal solutions

to both auction models are summarized in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Optimal gen-

eration and consumption levels are given in Table 5.3, whereas Table 5.4 lists

optimal economic results including locational marginal prices, total declared

social welfare, and total consumer payment.
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Table 5.2. CPM: Elastic demand under marginal pricing. Illustrative example
– Data of demand bid blocks.

P
d

bj1 (MW) / Cd
bj1 ($/MWh) P

d

bj2 (MW) / Cd
bj2 ($/MWh)

Block Block

Consumer 1 02 3 1 02 3

1 35 / 200 08 / 90 7 / 70 60 / 200 08 / 90 02 / 70
2 35 / 200 06 / 80 7 / 50 60 / 200 08 / 80 10 / 50

Table 5.3. CPM: Elastic demand under marginal pricing. Illustrative example
– Optimal generation and consumption levels (MW).

SWM PM

Hour Hour

1 2 1 2

pg1t 50.0 60.0 50.0 60.0

pg2t 40.0 52.5 40.0 52.5

pg3t 01.0 25.5 00.0 00.0

pg4t 00.0 00.0 08.0 35.5

pd1t 50.0 70.0 50.0 70.0

pd2t 41.0 68.0 48.0 78.0

Table 5.4. CPM: Elastic demand under marginal pricing. Illustrative example
– Economic results.

SWM PM

Hour Hour

Bus 1 2 1 2

πnt ($/MWh)
1 64.0 21.0 30.0 21.0
2 64.0 43.5 30.0 25.5
3 64.0 66.0 30.0 30.0

Payment ($) 14982.0 09180.0

Declared social welfare ($) 36075.5 35607.5

Under SWM, generating units 1, 2, and 3 are scheduled on at hour 1 while

unit 4 remains off (Table 5.3). The corresponding dispatch does not congest

the network and hence locational marginal prices are all equal (Table 5.4). At

hour 2, the generation schedule is identical (Table 5.3) but a higher demand

is cleared, thereby leading to congestion in line 1-3. As a consequence, all lo-
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cational marginal prices are different (Table 5.4). Note that, in both periods,

all demand bid blocks are accepted except for the third block submitted by

consumer 2 (Table 5.3). This solution leads to the maximum attainable de-

clared social welfare, which amounts to $36075.5, and yields a payment equal

to $14982.0 (Table 5.4).

In contrast, PM results in different schedules and dispatches in both periods

(Table 5.3). While generating units 1 and 2 do not experience any change in

their generation levels with respect to the solution to SWM, generating units 3

and 4 exchange their schedules. In addition, all demand bid blocks are accepted

in both periods, i.e., the market clears at maximum consumption levels. As a

result, locational marginal prices are reduced in both periods as compared to

those achieved by SWM (Table 5.4), except for π12, which is the same for both

models. Note that congestion also arises at hour 2. The optimal payment is

equal to $9180.0 and the associated declared social welfare is equal to $35607.5

(Table 5.4). In other words, a 38.7% reduction in payment is attained at the

expense of a 1.3% decrease in declared social welfare.

5.4.2 118-Bus System

The second case study is based on the IEEE 118-bus system [39] and com-

prises 54 generating units, 91 consumers, and 186 transmission lines over a

24-hour time span. Aside from the system data provided in Appendix E,

additional data are presented next. Generation offers, which comprise three

blocks, are obtained from the linearization of the quadratic functions provided

in Appendix E, whereas no-load offers are disregarded. It is assumed that all

generating units are initially scheduled off, as can be seen in Table 5.5. It

should be noted that generation data and offers remain unchanged over the

time span. Moreover, the upper limits of the demand blocks bid by consumers

along the time span are obtained according to the hourly scaling factors given

in Appendix C. It is also assumed that minimum demand bid levels are set

equal to the corresponding power bid in the first block by consumers. Similar

to producers, consumers do not modify the prices of their respective demand

bid blocks over the time span.
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Table 5.5. CPM: Elastic demand under marginal pricing. 118-bus system –
Initial statuses for generating units (h).

Unit DT 0
i Unit DT 0

i Unit DT 0
i Unit DT 0

i Unit DT 0
i

01 1 12 1 23 05 34 05 45 8
02 1 13 1 24 10 35 05 46 1
03 1 14 5 25 10 36 10 47 5
04 8 15 1 26 05 37 05 48 5
05 8 16 5 27 10 38 01 49 1
06 1 17 1 28 10 39 10 50 2
07 5 18 1 29 10 40 10 51 5
08 1 19 5 30 04 41 01 52 5
09 1 20 8 31 01 42 01 53 5
10 8 21 8 32 01 43 08 54 2
11 8 22 5 33 01 44 08

For this case study, the stopping criterion for PM is based on a 1% op-

timality gap. Under such stopping criterion, the proposed approach required

2956.3 s to attain the solution summarized in Table 5.6. This table also lists

the results associated with the optimal solution to SWM, which was achieved

in 4 s. Note that PM reduces the total consumer payment by 4.2% while the

declared social welfare is decreased by 1.3%.

Table 5.6. CPM: Elastic demand under marginal pricing. 118-bus system –
Payment minimization versus declared social welfare maximization.

SWM PM

Payment ($) 1985996.6 1903442.2
Declared social welfare ($) 3786008.5 3736788.0

As shown in Figure 5.2, PM and SWM yield almost identical consumption

profiles, with slightly larger hourly awarded consumption levels under PM

in most periods. This result reveals that, for this case study, a substantial

consumer payment reduction can be achieved without significantly altering the

consumption pattern. In addition, Figure 5.2 depicts the hourly load-weighted

average locational marginal prices (LMPs) for PM. It is worth noting that this

curve follows the shape of the corresponding consumption profile, as expected

under a marginal pricing scheme.
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Figure 5.2. CPM: Elastic demand under marginal pricing. 118-bus system –
Load-weighted average locational marginal prices for PM and awarded con-
sumption levels for PM and SWM.

5.5 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has presented a day-ahead energy auction with demand-side bid-

ding driven by consumer payment minimization under marginal pricing. The

auction model includes transmission network and inter-temporal operational

constraints.

For this particular instance of price-based market clearing, a bilevel pro-

gramming framework has been applied to explicitly characterize locational

marginal prices in the problem formulation. Aside from the computational

complexity inherent to its bilevel structure, the resulting model features a ma-

jor challenge, namely the presence of bilinear energy payment terms involving

products of two continuous decision variables.

Based on the methodology described in Chapter 2, the proposed solution

approach lies in converting the original mixed-integer nonlinear bilevel program

into an equivalent single-level MILP problem. The transformation process
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relies on results from duality theory of linear programming, integer algebra,

and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions.

The proposed approach has been successfully applied to two case studies,

including the IEEE 118-bus system, with commercially available software. As

illustrated by the numerical results, the new formulation and solution method-

ology allow the system operator and the regulator to assess consumer pay-

ment minimization versus declared social welfare maximization in network-

constrained day-ahead electricity markets with demand-side participation.





Chapter 6

Revenue-Constrained Market

Clearing under Marginal Pricing

R
evenue sufficiency [12,111] is a crucial market rule in pool-based elec-

tricity markets in order to support an efficient market behavior in the

auction process. This property is addressed by explicitly specifying

conditions on the revenues earned by producers in the problem formulation.

Thus, revenue-constrained auction designs are also particular instances of the

price-based market-clearing framework described in Chapter 2.

This chapter is devoted to revenue-constrained market-clearing procedures

under marginal pricing. The contents of this chapter are partially related to

(i) a paper that has been presented at the 18th Power Systems Computation

Conference, PSCC’14 [47], and (ii) a paper that is currently under review.

Section 6.1 motivates revenue-constrained market clearing and frames the

proposed auction design within the state of the art. Section 6.2 provides

a single-period revenue-constrained auction modeling the effect of the trans-

mission network. In Section 6.3, day-ahead revenue-constrained auction de-

signs including inter-temporal operational constraints are described without

and with transmission network constraints. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes the

chapter.

121
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6.1 Introduction

Within the framework of pool-based electricity markets aiming at maximizing

the declared social welfare [94,107,109], this chapter examines several instances

of revenue-constrained market clearing wherein market-clearing prices are de-

termined by the standard marginal pricing scheme [106].

Revenue-constrained auction designs are important in current industry

practice [69,86,101,121]. A relevant example of a practical solution approach

is the ad-hoc heuristic currently implemented by the system operator of the

Iberian electricity market [86], that is used in this chapter for assessment pur-

poses. This heuristic is based on iteratively solving a conventional revenue-

unconstrained auction and checking whether the resulting market clearing sat-

isfies revenue constraints. In case of revenue infeasibility, the offer of the gener-

ating unit incurring the largest violation is no longer considered for scheduling

in the market-clearing procedures solved at subsequent iterations. Thus, the

number of available generating units is iteratively reduced. Unfortunately,

this approach does not guarantee optimality and may even converge without

attaining feasibility.

Aside from its practical interest in current electricity markets [69, 86, 101,

121], revenue-constrained market clearing poses modeling and methodological

challenges such as:

1. Unlike conventional auction designs [94, 107, 109], revenue-constrained

models belong to the class of price-based market clearing where market-

clearing prices become decision variables of the optimization. This as-

pect drastically complicates the solution of the resulting problem since

market-clearing prices may themselves result from an optimization pro-

cess, as is the case under marginal pricing [106].

2. Revenue constraints include bilinear and hence highly non-convex terms

involving products of two continuous decision variables, namely market-

clearing prices and power outputs. It should be noted that these bilinear

terms are different from those resulting in Chapter 5, which included

products of market-clearing prices and consumption levels.
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Such challenges have triggered extensive research on this topic [4,32,43,51,

58,62,63,84,91–93,103,105,129]. However, existing methodologies for electric-

ity auctions with revenue constraints are either inexact or based on simplified

models of reduced practical applicability.

For expository purposes, the revenue-constrained auction models presented

in this chapter, which are hereinafter referred to as B-RC, are categorized into

two main groups:

1. Single-period network-constrained market clearing for energy with an

inelastic demand. These models extend those presented in [91,92] where

a single-bus formulation was considered.

2. Day-ahead market clearing for energy with demand-side bidding. Un-

like [43, 51, 105], these models include inter-temporal operational con-

straints such as minimum up and down times as well as ramping rates.

These market-clearing procedures are further classified into auction mod-

els without and with transmission network constraints.

Another salient feature of the proposed auction models with respect to

those presented in [43, 51, 91, 92, 105] is the generalization of the revenue con-

straints that may model either minimum revenue conditions, nonnegative profit

constraints, or partial offer cost compensations. Those auction designs also

avoid the use of price uplifts, which are considered in [51]. Note that the in-

clusion of price uplifts raises questions concerning transparency, efficiency, and

equity in electricity markets [53,72,98,143].

Similar to [43, 91, 92], this chapter proposes bilevel programming [13, 37]

as a computationally efficient solution methodology for market-clearing proce-

dures with generator revenue constraints under marginal pricing. The upper-

level problem is associated with the generation scheduling, whereas the lower-

level problem determines the optimal dispatching variables including levels

of awarded offers and bids, network-related variables, as well as the corre-

sponding marginal prices. Under the assumption of linearity of the lower-

level problem, the original bilevel program is converted into an equivalent

single-level optimization by using the primal-dual transformation described in
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Chapter 2. Moreover, bilinear terms are equivalently replaced by linear ex-

pressions through the application of KKT optimality conditions and integer

algebra results.

The distinctive feature of the proposed approach over the single-level trans-

formation presented in [43, 91, 92] is the use of results from duality theory of

linear programming rather than straightforwardly applying KKT conditions.

This salient feature leads to a more effective transformation than that based

on KKT conditions from a computational viewpoint. In addition, bilinear rev-

enue terms are equivalently recast as linear expressions without increasing the

number of binary variables, unlike [43,51,105]. Finally, the proposed approach

allows obtaining a price vector that is consistent with an economic dispatch

problem and the theory of marginal pricing, in contrast to the primal-dual

procedure presented in [105].

6.2 Single-Period Market Clearing

This section presents the mathematical formulation of revenue- and network-

constrained market clearing aiming at maximizing the declared social welfare.

For didactical purposes, a single time period is adopted and demand-side bid-

ding is disregarded as done in [91, 92]. Thus, maximizing the declared social

welfare is identical to minimizing the generation offer cost, which comprises

energy and no-load offers. For the sake of clarity, subscript t indicating the

time period index is dropped throughout this section.

6.2.1 Bilevel Formulation

According to subsection 2.3.2.1, the proposed auction design can be formulated

as the following bilevel model:

Minimize
vi,πn

∑
i∈I

(∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oip

g∗
oi + Cnl

i vi

)
(6.1)

subject to:

H(pg∗i , pg∗oi , vi, πn) ≥ 0 (6.2)
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vi ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I (6.3)

πn = λ∗
n; ∀n ∈ N, (6.4)

where optimal generation levels, pg∗i and pg∗oi , as well as optimal dual variables,

λ∗
n, are obtained from the following dc optimal power flow:

Minimize
pfl ,p

g
i ,p

g
oi,δn

∑
i∈I

∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oip

g
oi (6.5)

subject to:∑
i∈In

pgi +
∑

l|d(l)=n

pfl −
∑

l|o(l)=n

pfl = Dn : (λn); ∀n ∈ N (6.6)

pfl =
1

xl

(
δo(l) − δd(l)

)
: (νl); ∀l ∈ L (6.7)

− P
f

l ≤ pfl ≤ P
f

l : (ϕlo
l , ϕ

up
l ); ∀l ∈ L (6.8)

P g
i v

∗
i ≤ pgi ≤ P

g

i v
∗
i : (γlo

i , γ
up
i ); ∀i ∈ I (6.9)

pgi =
∑
o∈Oi

pgoi : (α
g
i ); ∀i ∈ I (6.10)

0 ≤ pgoi ≤ P
g

oi : (β
lo
oi, β

up
oi ); ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I, (6.11)

where
∑

o∈Oi
P

g

oi = P
g

i , ∀i ∈ I.

Similar to the consumer payment minimization problem, the use of a margi-

nal pricing scheme gives rise to the bilevel programming structure of (6.1)–

(6.11). Under marginal pricing, locational marginal prices are the dual vari-

ables associated with the nodal power balance equations in an economic dis-

patch problem aiming at maximizing the declared social welfare [106].

The bilevel program (6.1)–(6.11) is made up of two optimization levels,

namely the upper-level problem (6.1)–(6.4) and the lower-level problem (6.5)–

(6.11).

The upper-level problem (6.1)–(6.4) minimizes the total generation offer

cost evaluated at the optimal values of generation levels awarded to offer blocks

pg∗oi , power outputs p
g∗
i , and dual variables λ∗

n, which are all determined by the

lower-level problem. Upper-level decision variables are generation scheduling

decisions vi and locational marginal prices πn. The total generation offer cost
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in (6.1) comprises two terms respectively associated with energy and no-load

offers. Based on industry practice [86,121], stepwise linear offers for energy are

considered. Expression (6.2) represents a set of generator revenue constraints

in a compact way. Note that H(·) may adopt different definitions to address

instances of revenue-constrained auction designs such as those incorporating

minimum revenue conditions, nonnegative profit constraints, or partial offer

cost compensations. Thus, revenue terms from selling energy are included in

H(·). Expressions (6.3) set the integrality of scheduling variables vi, whereas

locational marginal prices are defined in (6.4).

In contrast, the lower-level optimization (6.5)–(6.11) minimizes the total

energy offer cost (6.5) associated with the optimal values of upper-level schedul-

ing variables v∗i . Lower-level decision variables are power flows pfl , generation

levels awarded to offer blocks pgoi, power outputs p
g
i , and voltage phase angles

δn, whereas dual variables λn are an outcome of the lower-level optimization. It

should be noted that for given values of scheduling variables v∗i , no-load terms

become constant. As a consequence, the objective function (6.5) is identical

to (6.1) where constant no-load terms are dropped. The energy offer cost

minimization is subject to operational constraints (6.6)–(6.11). Constraints

(6.6) represent nodal power balance equations. Using a dc load flow model,

constraints (6.7) express line power flows in terms of voltage phase angles. Ex-

pressions (6.8) impose transmission capacity limits. Constraints (6.9) model

production limits. The block structure of supply offers is given by expressions

(6.10)–(6.11).

Problem (6.1)–(6.11) is a mixed-integer bilevel program with two partic-

ular features, namely (i) bilinear terms involving products of two continuous

decision variables are included in (6.2), and (ii) the lower-level problem (6.5)–

(6.11) is parameterized in terms of the upper-level binary variables vi in such

a way that this optimization is a linear program.
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6.2.2 Mixed-Integer Programming Formulation

Following the methodology described in subsection 2.3.2.1.2, the mixed-integer

bilinear bilevel program (6.1)–(6.11) is first transformed into a single-level

mixed-integer equivalent including bilinear terms. Subsequently, those nonlin-

earities are equivalently replaced by linear expressions. Finally, the single-level

equivalent based on mixed-integer programming without bilinear terms is pro-

vided. These steps are thoroughly described next.

6.2.2.1 Step 1: Single-Level Equivalent with Bilinear Terms

Based on the linearity of the lower-level problem (6.5)–(6.11), the primal-

dual transformation described in subsection 2.3.2.1.2 gives rise to the following

single-level mixed-integer program including bilinear terms:

Minimize
pfl ,p

g
i ,p

g
oi,vi,α

g
i ,β

lo
oi,β

up
oi ,

γlo
i ,γup

i ,δn,λn,νl,πn,ϕlo
l ,ϕup

l

∑
i∈I

(∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oip

g
oi + Cnl

i vi

)
(6.12)

subject to:

H(pgi , p
g
oi, vi, πn) ≥ 0 (6.13)

vi ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I (6.14)

πn = λn; ∀n ∈ N (6.15)

Constraints (6.6)–(6.11) (6.16)

λn(i) + γlo
i + γup

i + αg
i = 0; ∀i ∈ I (6.17)

− αg
i + βlo

oi + βup
oi = Cg

oi; ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I (6.18)

λd(l) − λo(l) + νl + ϕlo
l + ϕup

l = 0; ∀l ∈ L (6.19)

−
∑

l|o(l)=n

1

xl

νl +
∑

l|d(l)=n

1

xl

νl = 0; ∀n ∈ N (6.20)

γlo
i ≥ 0, γup

i ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I (6.21)

βlo
oi ≥ 0, βup

oi ≤ 0; ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I (6.22)

ϕlo
l ≥ 0, ϕup

l ≤ 0; ∀l ∈ L (6.23)
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∑
i∈I

∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oip

g
oi =

∑
n∈N

λnDn +
∑
i∈I

(
P g

i viγ
lo
i

+ P
g

i viγ
up
i +

∑
o∈Oi

P
g

oiβ
up
oi

)
+
∑
l∈L

P
f

l

(
ϕup
l − ϕlo

l

)
, (6.24)

where (6.12)–(6.15) correspond to the upper-level problem (6.1)–(6.4), whereas

(6.16)–(6.24) equivalently replace the lower-level problem (6.5)–(6.11). Lower-

level primal feasibility constraints are included in (6.16), expressions (6.17)–

(6.23) represent the lower-level dual feasibility constraints, and (6.24) is the

equality associated with the strong duality theorem.

6.2.2.2 Step 2: Sorting Out Bilinear Terms

The single-level equivalent (6.12)–(6.24) includes two types of bilinear terms:

(i) products of power outputs pgi and locational marginal prices πn, which arise

in the set of generator revenue constraints (6.13), and (ii) products of upper-

level binary variables vi and lower-level continuous dual variables γlo
i and γup

i

in the strong duality equality (6.24). For the sake of clarity in the linearization

process, expression (6.13) is recast as follows:

pgiπn(i) ≥ Hrhs
i (pgoi, vi); ∀i ∈ I, (6.25)

where the left-hand side of (6.25) is the bilinear revenue term of unit i and

Hrhs
i (·) is a function representing the right-hand side of the revenue constraint

of unit i.

Following the idea described in [104] for a different problem, bilinear prod-

ucts in (6.25) can be equivalently transformed into linear expressions based

on KKT optimality conditions. First, using (6.15) and (6.17), the bilinear

products become:

pgiπn(i) = −pgi γ
lo
i − pgi γ

up
i − pgiα

g
i ; ∀i ∈ I. (6.26)
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The replacement of pgi in the last term of (6.26) by the right-hand side of

(6.10) yields:

pgiπn(i) = −pgi γ
lo
i − pgi γ

up
i −

∑
o∈Oi

pgoiα
g
i ; ∀i ∈ I. (6.27)

Using (6.18) in (6.27) allows dropping dual variables αg
i as follows:

pgiπn(i) = −pgi γ
lo
i − pgi γ

up
i +

∑
o∈Oi

(
Cg

oip
g
oi − pgoiβ

lo
oi − pgoiβ

up
oi

)
; ∀i ∈ I. (6.28)

In the right-hand side of (6.28) there are still terms involving products of

continuous variables. Such bilinear terms can be sorted out by using the follow-

ing complementary slackness conditions (see subsection 2.3.2.1.1), which are

associated with inequalities (6.9) and (6.11) characterizing generation energy

offers:

(
pgi − P g

i vi
)
γlo
i = 0; ∀i ∈ I (6.29)(

pgi − P
g

i vi
)
γup
i = 0; ∀i ∈ I (6.30)(

pgoi − 0
)
βlo
oi = 0; ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I (6.31)(

pgoi − P
g

oi

)
βup
oi = 0; ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I. (6.32)

From (6.29)–(6.32), the bilinear terms in the right-hand side of (6.28) are

expressed as:

pgi γ
lo
i = P g

i viγ
lo
i ; ∀i ∈ I (6.33)

pgi γ
up
i = P

g

i viγ
up
i ; ∀i ∈ I (6.34)

pgoiβ
lo
oi = 0; ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I (6.35)

pgoiβ
up
oi = P

g

oiβ
up
oi ; ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I. (6.36)

Thus, using (6.33)–(6.36) in (6.28) results in:

pgiπn(i) = −P g
i viγ

lo
i − P

g

i viγ
up
i +

∑
o∈Oi

(
Cg

oip
g
oi − P

g

oiβ
up
oi

)
; ∀i ∈ I. (6.37)
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The right-hand side of (6.37) includes products of binary decision variables

and continuous dual variables, namely viγ
lo
i and viγ

up
i . Both sets of products

also arise in the strong duality equality (6.24) resulting from the primal-dual

transformation. Using the linearization scheme described in [49], such bilinear

terms can be equivalently recast as:

0 ≤ aloi ≤ γlo
i vi; ∀i ∈ I (6.38)

0 ≤ γlo
i − aloi ≤ γlo

i

(
1− vi

)
; ∀i ∈ I (6.39)

γup

i
vi ≤ aupi ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I (6.40)

γup

i

(
1− vi

)
≤ γup

i − aupi ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I. (6.41)

Expressions (6.38)–(6.39) and (6.40)–(6.41) model the linearizations of viγ
lo
i

and viγ
up
i , respectively. These linear terms require the introduction of addi-

tional continuous variables aloi and aupi .

6.2.2.3 Single-Level Equivalent without Bilinear Terms

The single-level equivalent of problem (6.1)–(6.11) is formulated as the follow-

ing mixed-integer program:

Minimize
aloi ,aupi ,pfl ,p

g
i ,p

g
oi,vi,α

g
i ,β

lo
oi,

βup
oi ,γ

lo
i ,γup

i ,δn,λn,νl,πn,ϕlo
l ,ϕup

l

∑
i∈I

(∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oip

g
oi + Cnl

i vi

)
(6.42)

subject to:∑
o∈Oi

(
Cg

oip
g
oi − P

g

oiβ
up
oi

)
− P g

i a
lo
i − P

g

i a
up
i ≥ Hrhs

i (pgoi, vi); ∀i ∈ I (6.43)

Constraints (6.14)–(6.23) (6.44)∑
i∈I

∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oip

g
oi =

∑
n∈N

λnDn +
∑
i∈I

(
P g

i a
lo
i + P

g

i a
up
i +

∑
o∈Oi

P
g

oiβ
up
oi

)
+
∑
l∈L

P
f

l

(
ϕup
l − ϕlo

l

)
(6.45)

Constraints (6.38)–(6.41), (6.46)
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where (6.42) corresponds to (6.12), constraints (6.43) are the non-bilinear gen-

erator revenue conditions, constraints (6.44) are identical to (6.14)–(6.23), ex-

pression (6.45) is the linear equality associated with the strong duality theorem,

and the linearization of the products of upper-level binary decision variables

and lower-level continuous dual variables is modeled in (6.46).

It is worth noting that the generator revenue constraints (6.43) may accom-

modate both minimum revenue conditions [4, 86, 121] and nonnegative profit

constraints [43,58,91,92,103,129]:

1. Minimum revenue conditions impose that the total revenue earned by

each supplier i, i.e., Ri = pgiπn(i), must be greater than or equal to a level

determined by the corresponding minimum revenue function Mi(p
g
oi, vi)

submitted to the ISO as part of its generation offer. Thus, Mi(p
g
oi, vi)

yields the minimum revenue unit i is willing to earn for each awarded

energy offer. Those conditions can be straightforwardly modeled by re-

placing the function Hrhs
i (pgoi, vi) by Mi(p

g
oi, vi) in (6.43).

In the Iberian electricity market [86], such function adopts the piecewise

linear form F r
i vi +

∑
o∈Oi

V r
oip

g
oi, which comprises two terms: (i) a fixed

term characterized by parameters F r
i , and (ii) an energy-dependent vari-

able term where parameters V r
oi are the slopes associated with the energy

offer blocks.

2. Nonnegative profit constraints impose that the declared profit of each

supplier must be greater than or equal to 0. The declared profit of unit

i is defined as the revenue earned, Ri, minus the generation offer cost.

The replacement of Hrhs
i (pgoi, vi) by the generation offer cost in (6.43)

allows modeling these constraints. Note that the generation offer cost

essentially plays the same role as the minimum revenue function used in

the minimum revenue conditions.

6.2.3 Case Studies

This section is devoted to the numerical illustration of a revenue-constrained

auction model where minimum revenue conditions are implemented. Results
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from a small example and the IEEE 118-bus system are presented in this

section. In order to illustrate both the impact of revenue constraints on the

market clearing and the effective performance of the proposed approach, the

results of B-RC are compared with those achieved by (i) a conventional auction

without minimum revenue conditions [94], denoted as No-RC, and (ii) the

heuristic procedure implemented in the Iberian electricity market to deal with

minimum revenue conditions [86], referred to as H-RC. Note that the minimum

revenue functions Mi(·) submitted by producers adopt the piecewise linear

form described in subsection 6.2.2.3. Therefore, B-RC becomes a mixed-integer

linear program suitable for efficient off-the-shelf software. All models have

been implemented on a Dell PowerEdge R910X64 with four Intel Xeon E7520

processors at 1.866 GHz and 32 GB of RAM using CPLEX 12.1 [124] under

GAMS 23.3 [123].

6.2.3.1 Illustrative Example

This example considers four generating units and a transmission network com-

prising five buses and six lines as depicted in Figure 6.1. Nodal demands are

all equal to 300 MW. Reactances of lines 1-2, 1-5, 2-3, 2-5, 3-4, and 4-5 are

0.0064 p.u., 0.0297 p.u., 0.0281 p.u., 0.0304 p.u., 0.0108 p.u., and 0.0297 p.u.,

respectively, on a base of 100 MVA. Line capacities are all equal to 400 MW

except for line 1-5, the flow of which is limited to 240 MW. Generation data

are shown in Table 6.1, where single-block energy offers are considered.

~

~

~

~

Figure 6.1. RCMC: Single-period market clearing. Illustrative example – One-
line diagram.
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Table 6.1. RCMC: Single-period market clearing. Illustrative example – Gen-
eration data.

Unit
P g

i P
g

i Cnl
i Cg

1i F r
i V r

1i

(MW) (MW) ($) ($/MWh) ($) ($/MWh)

1 60 600 10000 10 300 10
2 15 210 30000 15 150 15
3 20 280 36000 30 180 30
4 10 200 15000 35 000 35

Table 6.2 lists the optimal power levels and revenue margins for both the

conventional revenue-unconstrained auction model No-RC and the proposed

B-RC incorporating revenue constraints. The revenue margin of unit i, ∆Ri,

is defined as the difference between the revenue earned by unit i and the

minimum revenue this generator is willing to earn as determined by Mi(·).
For this particular case with piecewise linear functions Mi(·) and single-block

energy offers, the revenue margin of unit i is computed as ∆Ri = pgiπn(i) −
F r
i vi − V r

1ip
g
1i = pgiπn(i) − F r

i vi − V r
1ip

g
i .

Table 6.2. RCMC: Single-period market clearing. Illustrative example – Re-
sults.

No-RC B-RC

Unit pgi (MW) ∆Ri ($) pgi (MW) ∆Ri ($)

1 573.9 −300.0 600.0 14700.0
2 210.0 −023.4 000.0 00000.0
3 000.0 −000.0 280.0 01220.0
4 116.1 −000.0 020.0 00000.0

Offer cost ($) 67951.9 76100.0

Under No-RC, all generators are scheduled on except generator 3 (Table

6.2). In order to meet the power flow capacity of line 1-5, the cheapest gen-

erator 1 limits its production to 573.9 MW, generator 2 is dispatched at its

rated capacity, and the remaining 116.1 MW are supplied by the expensive

generator 4. The optimal generation offer cost is equal to $67951.9 and the

resulting locational marginal prices are π1 = 10.0 $/MWh, π2 = 15.8 $/MWh,

π3 = 23.7 $/MWh, π4 = 26.7 $/MWh, and π5 = 35.0 $/MWh. It is worth

pointing out that this solution yields a negative revenue margin for unit 1 (Ta-
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ble 6.2). As a consequence, this generator would not be willing to participate

according to the minimum revenue function submitted to the ISO. Thus, the

optimal solution to No-RC is infeasible in terms of revenues.

Under B-RC, generators 1 and 4 are also scheduled on but generators 2

and 3 exchange their schedules with respect to the optimal solution to No-RC

(Table 6.2). In this case, the cheaper generators 1 and 3 are dispatched at

their respective rated capacities, whereas the expensive generator 4 supplies

the remaining 20 MW. This solution incurs a total generation offer cost equal

to $76100.0, which represents a 12.0% increase over the unconstrained and

infeasible solution yielded by No-RC. Moreover, the network is uncongested

and hence locational marginal prices are all equal to $35/MWh, which is the

price of the energy offer submitted by generator 4. As a result, revenue margins

are all greater than or equal to 0.

This example is useful to illustrate that the heuristic implemented in the

Iberian electricity market H-RC may even fail to find a feasible solution. Ac-

cording to the iterative procedure described in [86], the first iteration of H-RC

yields the same solution as No-RC. Since unit 1 incurs the largest violation of

the minimum revenue condition (Table 6.2), this generator is not considered

for scheduling in subsequent iterations. However, the remaining available gen-

eration capacity, i.e., P
g

2 +P
g

3 +P
g

4 = 210+ 280+ 200 = 690 MW (Table 6.1),

is less than the system demand of 900 MW. As a consequence, generator 1

cannot be withdrawn and H-RC is unable to solve the problem, thereby cor-

roborating the superiority of B-RC, which attains the optimal solution in less

than 1 s.

6.2.3.2 118-Bus System

The proposed methodology has also been applied to the IEEE 118-bus system

[39], which consists of 186 transmission lines and 54 generating units. Aside

from the system data provided in Appendix E, additional data are presented

next. Generation energy offers, which comprise four blocks, are obtained from

the linearization of the quadratic functions provided in Appendix E. Moreover,

no-load offer prices are set equal to the constant terms of the quadratic energy

offers. As for minimum revenue functions, the values of F r
i are listed in Table
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6.3 and V r
oi = Cg

oi. In order to assess the impact of transmission congestion,

several simulations have been run with line capacities varying between 100%

and 70% of their original values.

Table 6.3. RCMC: Single-period market clearing. 118-bus system – Values of
F r
i ($).

Unit F r
i Unit F r

i Unit F r
i

01 000 19 0250 37 0250
02 000 20 0500 38 0200
03 000 21 0500 39 2200
04 000 22 0250 40 2000
05 000 23 0250 41 0150
06 000 24 0500 42 0225
07 000 25 0500 43 0500
08 000 26 0250 44 0500
09 000 27 1250 45 0550
10 500 28 1250 46 0150
11 500 29 0500 47 0250
12 200 30 0225 48 0250
13 200 31 0200 49 0150
14 250 32 0200 50 0225
15 200 33 0150 51 0000
16 250 34 0250 52 0000
17 200 35 0250 53 0000
18 200 36 2200 54 0000

For each capacity scaling factor, Table 6.4 provides the optimal generation

offer cost attained by No-RC as well as the associated number of units incurring

negative revenue margins. In addition, this table presents the corresponding

optimal generation offer costs and computing times for B-RC. Table 6.4 also

reports the results achieved by H-RC.

Table 6.4. RCMC: Single-period market clearing. 118-bus system – Results.

Capacity No-RC B-RC H-RC

scaling Offer Number of Offer Computing Offer Computing
factor (%) cost ($) violations cost ($) time (s) cost ($) time (s)

100 49335.2 10 50969.9 07.0 51559.4 24.2
090 49339.4 10 51044.8 24.2 52281.7 83.1
080 49431.5 11 51316.8 46.6 52412.2 80.3
070 49584.3 11 51338.9 38.3 53556.2 97.0
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As can be observed, B-RC required less than 50 s to identify the optimal

solutions, which result in offer cost increases around 3.5% over the optimal

unconstrained and infeasible solutions provided by No-RC. The proposed B-

RC outperformed H-RC both in terms of solution quality and computational

efficiency. Note that offer cost improvements achieved by B-RC range between

1.2% for a 100% capacity scaling factor and 4.5% for a 70% capacity factor.

Moreover, B-RC yields computing time reductions over H-RC ranging between

42.0% for a capacity factor equal to 80% and 71.1% for a 100% capacity factor.

6.3 Day-Ahead Market Clearing

This type of auction model is characterized by the incorporation of inter-

temporal constraints associated with the operation of the generating units such

as minimum up and down times as well as ramping rates. This slight model-

ing difference with regard to the single-period setting drastically complicates

the linearization of the bilinear terms associated with generation revenues.

In addition, demand-side bidding is accounted for. Note, however, that this

modeling aspect does not significantly increase the complexity of the resulting

optimization problem, as was the case for consumer payment minimization.

For didactical purposes, a single-bus model is first analyzed so that the vec-

tor of marginal prices comprises a single price per period. Subsequently, the ef-

fect of the transmission network is characterized through a network-constrained

model wherein a set of locational market-clearing prices is determined for each

time period.

Both models are particularized for the case where revenue constraints cor-

respond to minimum revenue conditions. Notwithstanding, the models can be

straightforwardly adapted to handle other types of revenue constraints such

as those related to nonnegative declared profits or partial offer cost compen-

sations.
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6.3.1 Single-Bus Model

This subsection presents a single-bus day-ahead auction model for revenue-

constrained market clearing. The proposed model is first formulated as a

bilevel programming problem. Subsequently, the bilevel program is trans-

formed into a mixed-integer linear equivalent. Finally, the resulting optimiza-

tion problem is applied to several case studies.

6.3.1.1 Bilevel Formulation

According to subsection 2.3.2.1, the revenue-constrained day-ahead auction de-

sign can be cast as the following mixed-integer nonlinear bilevel programming

problem:

Maximize
suit,vit,zi,πt

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d∗
bjt −

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oitp

g∗
oit + suit + Cnl

it vit

)
(6.47)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.48)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.49)

0 ≤ zi ≤ 1; ∀i ∈ I (6.50)

zi ≥ vit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.51)

zi ≤
∑
t∈T

vit; ∀i ∈ I (6.52)∑
t∈T

pg∗it πt ≥ Mi(p
g∗
oit, zi); ∀i ∈ I (6.53)

πt = λ∗
t ; ∀t ∈ T, (6.54)

where pd∗bjt, p
g∗
oit, p

g∗
it , and λ∗

t are obtained from the following economic dispatch:

Maximize
pdbjt,p

d
jt,p

g
it,p

g
oit

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit (6.55)

subject to:∑
j∈J

pdjt =
∑
i∈I

pgit : (λt); ∀t ∈ T (6.56)
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P g
itv

∗
it ≤ pgit ≤ P

g

itv
∗
it : (γ

lo
it , γ

up
it ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.57)

pgit =
∑
o∈Oi

pgoit : (α
g
it); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.58)

0 ≤ pgoit ≤ P
g

oit : (β
lo
oit, β

up
oit); ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.59)

pgit ≤ pgit−1 +Rup
i v∗it−1 +Rsu

i (v∗it − v∗it−1) + P
g

it(1− v∗it) : (ξ
uw
it );

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.60)

pgit ≥ pgit−1 −Rdn
i v∗it −Rsd

i (v∗it−1 − v∗it)− P
g

it(1− v∗it−1) : (ξ
dw
it );

∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.61)

pgit ≤ P
g

itv
∗
it+1 +Rsd

i (v∗it − v∗it+1) : (ξ
sd
it ); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.62)

P d
jt ≤ pdjt ≤ P

d

jt : (ρ
lo
jt, ρ

up
jt ); ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.63)

pdjt =
∑
b∈Bj

pdbjt : (α
d
jt); ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.64)

0 ≤ pdbjt ≤ P
d

bjt : (µ
lo
bjt, µ

up
bjt); ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T, (6.65)

where
∑

b∈Bj
P

d

bjt = P
d

jt, ∀j ∈ J , ∀t ∈ T ;
∑

o∈Oi
P

g

oit = P
g

it, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T ;

and, for the sake of unit consistency, hourly time periods are considered.

Under a marginal pricing scheme, a bilevel programming structure is sug-

gested to model the revenue-constrained auction model where marginal market-

clearing prices are straightforwardly derived from an economic dispatch prob-

lem aiming at the maximization of the declared social welfare. Thus, the

bilevel model is made up of two optimization levels, namely the upper level

(6.47)–(6.54) and the lower level (6.55)–(6.65).

The upper-level problem (6.47)–(6.54) maximizes the declared social wel-

fare evaluated at the optimal values of consumption levels awarded to demand

bid blocks pd∗bjt, generation levels awarded to supply offer blocks pg∗oit, power

outputs pg∗it , and dual variables λ∗
t . Upper-level decision variables are start-up

offers suit, on/off statuses of generating units vit, variables zi associated with

the revenue constraints (6.53), and marginal prices πt.

The declared social welfare maximized in (6.47) comprises four terms re-

lated to demand bids, generation energy offers, generation start-up offers, and

generation no-load offers, respectively. Based on industry practice [86, 121],

stepwise linear offers and bids are considered. The feasibility set Ωit in (6.48)
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includes minimum up and down times as well as start-ups, which are modeled

as MILP expressions in Appendix B. The binary nature of variables vit is

imposed in (6.49).

Expressions (6.50)–(6.52) model the relation between vit and zi, by which

zi is the maximum of vit over all periods. Hence, zi is binary valued, being

equal to 1 if unit i is scheduled on in at least one period or 0 otherwise. Note

however that zi can be equivalently formulated as a continuous variable lying

in the interval [0,1], as modeled in (6.50), that is greater than or equal to every

vit along the time span (6.51), and that is less than or equal to the summation

of vit over all time periods (6.52). When unit i is scheduled off in all periods,

i.e., vit = 0, ∀t ∈ T , zi = max{0, . . . , 0} = 0. For this case, (6.50) and (6.52)

would yield the same result, as desired. In contrast, if some vit is equal to 1,

zi = maxt∈T{vit} = 1, which results from (6.50) and (6.51).

Minimum revenue conditions (6.53) impose that the total revenue of each

supplier i be greater than or equal to a level determined by a minimum

revenue function Mi(p
g
oit, zi) that is part of the generation offer. Accord-

ing to the Iberian electricity market [86], such function can be expressed as

F r
i zi +

∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T V r

oitp
g
oit, which comprises two terms: (i) a fixed term char-

acterized by parameters F r
i , and (ii) an energy-dependent variable term where

parameters V r
oit are the slopes associated with offer blocks. It should be em-

phasized that when zi is equal to 0, and hence unit i is scheduled off along the

time span, such form vanishes. In other words, minimum revenue conditions

must only be met for those generating units that are scheduled on in at least

one period of the time span.

The definition of the marginal prices as the dual variables associated with

the power balance constraints is provided in (6.54).

In contrast, the lower-level optimization (6.55)–(6.65) solves the declared

social welfare maximization associated with the optimal values of the schedul-

ing variables v∗it. Lower-level decision variables are consumption levels pdjt,

power outputs pgit, and power levels awarded to demand bid and supply offer

blocks, pdbjt and pgoit, respectively, whereas dual variables λt are an outcome

of the lower-level optimization. It should be noted that for given values of

scheduling variables v∗it, start-up and no-load terms become constant. As a
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consequence, the objective function (6.55) is identical to (6.47) where con-

stant start-up and no-load terms are dropped. Constraints (6.56) represent

the power balance equations. Constraints (6.57) model production limits. The

structure of the supply offer blocks is given by expressions (6.58)–(6.59). Con-

straints (6.60)–(6.62) model ramping rates as described in [26]. Constraints

(6.63) model consumption limits. Finally, the structure of the demand bid

blocks is given by expressions (6.64)–(6.65).

6.3.1.2 Mixed-Integer Programming Formulation

Following the methodology described in subsection 2.3.2.1.2, the mixed-integer

bilevel problem (6.47)–(6.65) is first transformed into a single-level mixed-

integer equivalent including bilinear terms. Subsequently, those nonlinearities

are equivalently replaced by linear expressions. Finally, the single-level equiv-

alent based on mixed-integer programming without bilinear terms is provided.

These steps are identical to those described in subsection 6.2.2.

6.3.1.2.1 Step 1: Single-Level Equivalent with Bilinear Terms

Based on the linearity of the lower-level problem (6.55)–(6.65), the primal-

dual transformation described in subsection 2.3.2.1.2 gives rise to the following

mixed-integer program including bilinear terms:

Maximize
pdbjt,p

d
jt,p

g
it,p

g
oit,s

u
it,vit,

zi,αd
jt,α

g
it,β

lo
oit,β

up
oit,

γlo
it ,γ

up
it ,λt,ρlojt,ρ

up
jt ,ξ

dw
it ,

ξsdit ,ξ
uw
it ,πt,µlo

bjt,µ
up
bjt

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oitp

g
oit + suit

+ Cnl
it vit

)
(6.66)

subject to:

Constraints (6.48)–(6.52), (6.54) (6.67)∑
t∈T

pgitπt ≥ Mi(p
g
oit, zi); ∀i ∈ I (6.68)

Constraints (6.56)–(6.65) (6.69)

− λt + γlo
it + γup

it + ξuwit − ξuwit+1 + ξdwit − ξdwit+1 + ξsdit + αg
it = 0;

∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.70)
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− λnT
+ γlo

inT
+ γup

inT
+ ξuwinT

+ ξdwinT
+ αg

inT
= 0; ∀i ∈ I (6.71)

− αg
it + βlo

oit + βup
oit = −Cg

oit; ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.72)

λt + ρlojt + ρupjt + αd
jt = 0; ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.73)

− αd
jt + µlo

bjt + µup
bjt = Cd

bjt; ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.74)

γlo
it , ξ

dw
it ≤ 0, γup

it , ξ
uw
it ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.75)

ξsdit ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.76)

βlo
oit ≤ 0, βup

oit ≥ 0; ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.77)

µlo
bjt ≤ 0, µup

bjt ≥ 0; ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.78)

ρlojt ≤ 0, ρupjt ≥ 0; ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.79)∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit =

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
P g

itvitγ
lo
it + P

g

itvitγ
up
it +

∑
o∈Oi

P
g

oitβ
up
oit

)

+
∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
P d

jtρ
lo
jt + P

d

jtρ
up
jt +

∑
b∈Bj

P
d

bjtµ
up
bjt

)
+

∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
vi1ξ

uw
i1 − Vi0ξ

uw
i1

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − vi1ξ

uw
i1

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i vit−1ξ
uw
it +Rsu

i

(
vitξ

uw
it − vit−1ξ

uw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − vitξ

uw
it

)]
+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i vi1ξ
dw
i1 −Rsd

i

(
Vi0ξ

dw
i1 − vi1ξ

dw
i1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i vitξ
dw
it +Rsd

i

(
vit−1ξ

dw
it − vitξ

dw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − vit−1ξ

dw
it

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itvit+1ξ
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
vitξ

sd
it − vit+1ξ

sd
it

)]
, (6.80)

where (6.66)–(6.68) correspond to the upper optimization level (6.47)–(6.54),

whereas (6.69)–(6.80) equivalently replace the lower optimization level (6.55)–

(6.65). The lower-level primal feasibility constraints are included in (6.69),

expressions (6.70)–(6.79) represent the lower-level dual feasibility constraints,

and (6.80) is the equality associated with the strong duality theorem.
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6.3.1.2.2 Step 2: Sorting Out Bilinear Terms

There are two types of bilinear terms in the single-level equivalent (6.66)–(6.80):

(i) products of power outputs pgit and market-clearing prices πt in the minimum

revenue constraints (6.68), and (ii) products of upper-level binary variables vit

and lower-level continuous dual variables in the strong duality equality (6.80).

Bilinear products of power outputs and market-clearing prices in the min-

imum revenue constraints (6.68) can be equivalently transformed into linear

expressions with a procedure similar to that described in [104] for a different

problem.

First, the summation of bilinear terms in the left-hand side of (6.68) can

be expressed as follows:

∑
t∈T

pgitπt =

nT−1∑
t=1

pgitπt + pginT
πnT

; ∀i ∈ I. (6.81)

Using (6.54) and (6.70)–(6.71), expression (6.81) becomes:∑
t∈T

pgitπt =
∑
t∈T

(
pgitγ

lo
it + pgitγ

up
it

)
+
∑
t∈T

pgitα
g
it + pgi1ξ

uw
i1

+

nT∑
t=2

(
pgit − pgit−1

)
ξuwit + pgi1ξ

dw
i1 +

nT∑
t=2

(
pgit − pgit−1

)
ξdwit

+

nT−1∑
t=1

pgitξ
sd
it ; ∀i ∈ I. (6.82)

Furthermore, the second summation in the right-hand side of (6.82) can be

recast by using (6.58):∑
t∈T

pgitα
g
it =

∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T

pgoitα
g
it; ∀i ∈ I. (6.83)

From (6.72), αg
it can be replaced in the right-hand side of (6.83) as follows:∑

t∈T

pgitα
g
it =

∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T

(
Cg

oitp
g
oit + pgoitβ

lo
oit + pgoitβ

up
oit

)
; ∀i ∈ I. (6.84)
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Therefore, using (6.84) in (6.82) yields:∑
t∈T

pgitπt =
∑
t∈T

(
pgitγ

lo
it + pgitγ

up
it

)
+
∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T

(
Cg

oitp
g
oit + pgoitβ

lo
oit

+ pgoitβ
up
oit

)
+ pgi1ξ

uw
i1 +

nT∑
t=2

(
pgit − pgit−1

)
ξuwit + pgi1ξ

dw
i1

+

nT∑
t=2

(
pgit − pgit−1

)
ξdwit +

nT−1∑
t=1

pgitξ
sd
it ; ∀i ∈ I. (6.85)

In the right-hand side of (6.85) there are still terms involving products

of continuous variables. Such bilinear terms can be sorted out by using the

following complementary slackness conditions (see subsection 2.3.2.1.1), which

are associated with inequalities (6.57), (6.59)–(6.62) characterizing generation

energy offers:

(
pgit − P g

itvit
)
γlo
it = 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.86)(

pgit − P
g

itvit
)
γup
it = 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.87)(

pgoit − 0
)
βlo
oit = 0; ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.88)(

pgoit − P
g

oit

)
βup
oit = 0; ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.89)[

pgi1 −
(
P g
i0 +Rup

i Vi0 +Rsu
i (vi1 − Vi0) + P

g

i1(1− vi1)
)]

ξuwi1 = 0;

∀i ∈ I (6.90)[
pgit − pgit−1 −

(
Rup

i vit−1 +Rsu
i (vit − vit−1) + P

g

it(1− vit)
)]

ξuwit = 0;

∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (6.91)[
pgi1 −

(
P g
i0 −Rdn

i vi1 −Rsd
i (Vi0 − vi1)− P

g

i1(1− Vi0)
)]

ξdwi1 = 0;

∀i ∈ I (6.92)[
pgit − pgit−1 −

(
−Rdn

i vit −Rsd
i (vit−1 − vit)− P

g

it(1− vit−1)
)]

ξdwit = 0;

∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (6.93)[
pgit −

(
P

g

itvit+1 +Rsd
i (vit − vit+1)

)]
ξsdit = 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1. (6.94)
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From (6.86)–(6.94), the following equalities can be derived:∑
t∈T

pgitγ
lo
it =

∑
t∈T

P g
itvitγ

lo
it ; ∀i ∈ I (6.95)∑

t∈T

pgitγ
up
it =

∑
t∈T

P
g

itvitγ
up
it ; ∀i ∈ I (6.96)∑

o∈Oi

∑
t∈T

pgoitβ
lo
oit = 0; ∀i ∈ I (6.97)∑

o∈Oi

∑
t∈T

pgoitβ
up
oit =

∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T

P
g

oitβ
up
oit; ∀i ∈ I (6.98)

pgi1ξ
uw
i1 =

[
P g
i0 +Rup

i Vi0 +Rsu
i (vi1 − Vi0) + P

g

i1(1− vi1)
]
ξuwi1 ; ∀i ∈ I (6.99)

nT∑
t=2

(
pgit − pgit−1

)
ξuwit =

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i vit−1 +Rsu
i (vit − vit−1)

+ P
g

it(1− vit)
]
ξuwit ; ∀i ∈ I (6.100)

pgi1ξ
dw
i1 =

[
P g
i0 −Rdn

i vi1 −Rsd
i (Vi0 − vi1)− P

g

i1(1− Vi0)
]
ξdwi1 ; ∀i ∈ I (6.101)

nT∑
t=2

(
pgit − pgit−1

)
ξdwit =

nT∑
t=2

[
−Rdn

i vit −Rsd
i (vit−1 − vit)

− P
g

it(1− vit−1)
]
ξdwit ; ∀i ∈ I (6.102)

nT−1∑
t=1

pgitξ
sd
it =

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itvit+1 +Rsd
i (vit − vit+1)

]
ξsdit ; ∀i ∈ I. (6.103)

Note that the bilinear terms in the right-hand side of (6.85) correspond to

the left-hand sides of (6.95)–(6.103). Thus, replacing them in (6.85) results in:∑
t∈T

pgitπt =
∑
t∈T

(
P g

itvitγ
lo
it + P

g

itvitγ
up
it

)
+
∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T

(
Cg

oitp
g
oit + P

g

oitβ
up
oit

)
+
[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
vi1ξ

uw
i1 − Vi0ξ

uw
i1

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − vi1ξ

uw
i1

)]
+

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i vit−1ξ
uw
it +Rsu

i

(
vitξ

uw
it − vit−1ξ

uw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − vitξ

uw
it

)]
+
[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i vi1ξ
dw
i1 −Rsd

i

(
Vi0ξ

dw
i1 − vi1ξ

dw
i1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i vitξ
dw
it +Rsd

i

(
vit−1ξ

dw
it − vitξ

dw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − vit−1ξ

dw
it

)]
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+

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itvit+1ξ
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
vitξ

sd
it − vit+1ξ

sd
it

)]
; ∀i ∈ I. (6.104)

As a consequence, the bilinear terms involving products of continuous de-

cision variables are expressed as sums of terms including products of binary

decision variables and continuous dual variables. Such products are similar

to those in the strong duality equality (6.80) resulting from the primal-dual

transformation. Using previously reported integer algebra results [49], such

bilinear terms can be equivalently recast as:

γlo

it
vit ≤ aloit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.105)

γlo

it

(
1− vit

)
≤ γlo

it − aloit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.106)

0 ≤ aupit ≤ γup
it vit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.107)

0 ≤ γup
it − aupit ≤ γup

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.108)

ξdw
it
vit ≤ cdwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.109)

ξdw
it

(
1− vit

)
≤ ξdwit − cdwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.110)

0 ≤ csdit ≤ ξ
sd

it vit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.111)

0 ≤ ξsdit − csdit ≤ ξ
sd

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.112)

0 ≤ cuwit ≤ ξ
uw

it vit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.113)

0 ≤ ξuwit − cuwit ≤ ξ
uw

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.114)

ξdw
it
vit−1 ≤ ddwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (6.115)

ξdw
it

(
1− vit−1

)
≤ ξdwit − ddwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (6.116)

0 ≤ dsdit ≤ ξ
sd

it vit+1; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.117)

0 ≤ ξsdit − dsdit ≤ ξ
sd

it

(
1− vit+1

)
; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.118)

0 ≤ duwit ≤ ξ
uw

it vit−1; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (6.119)

0 ≤ ξuwit − duwit ≤ ξ
uw

it

(
1− vit−1

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT , (6.120)

where aloit , a
up
it , c

dw
it , c

sd
it , c

uw
it , ddwit , d

sd
it , and duwit represent vitγ

lo
it , vitγ

up
it , vitξ

dw
it ,

vitξ
sd
it , vitξ

uw
it , vit−1ξ

dw
it , vit+1ξ

sd
it , and vit−1ξ

uw
it , respectively. Expressions (6.105)–

(6.106), (6.107)–(6.108), (6.109)–(6.110), (6.111)–(6.112), (6.113)–(6.114),

(6.115)–(6.116), (6.117)–(6.118), and (6.119)–(6.120) model the respective lin-

earizations.
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6.3.1.2.3 Single-Level Equivalent without Bilinear Terms

The single-level equivalent of problem (6.47)–(6.65) is formulated as the fol-

lowing mixed-integer program:

Maximize
aloit ,a

up
it ,cdwit ,csdit ,c

uw
it ,ddwit ,

dsdit ,d
uw
it ,pdbjt,p

d
jt,p

g
it,p

g
oit,

suit,vit,zi,α
d
jt,α

g
it,β

lo
oit,

βup
oit,γ

lo
it ,γ

up
it ,λt,ρlojt,ρ

up
jt ,

ξdwit ,ξsdit ,ξ
uw
it ,πt,µlo

bjt,µ
up
bjt

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oitp

g
oit + suit

+ Cnl
it vit

)
(6.121)

subject to:

Constraints (6.48)–(6.52), (6.54) (6.122)∑
t∈T

(
P g

ita
lo
it + P

g

ita
up
it

)
+
∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T

(
Cg

oitp
g
oit + P

g

oitβ
up
oit

)
+
[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
cuwi1 − Vi0ξ

uw
i1

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − cuwi1

)]
+

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i duwit +Rsu
i

(
cuwit − duwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − cuwit

)]
+
[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i cdwi1 −Rsd
i

(
Vi0ξ

dw
i1 − cdwi1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i cdwit +Rsd
i

(
ddwit − cdwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − ddwit

)]
+

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itd
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
csdit − dsdit

)]
≥ Mi(p

g
oit, zi); ∀i ∈ I (6.123)

Constraints (6.56)–(6.65) (6.124)

Constraints (6.70)–(6.79) (6.125)∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit =

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
P g

ita
lo
it + P

g

ita
up
it

)

+
∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
P d

jtρ
lo
jt + P

d

jtρ
up
jt +

∑
b∈Bj

P
d

bjtµ
up
bjt

)
+
∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

P
g

oitβ
up
oit

+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
cuwi1 − Vi0ξ

uw
i1

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − cuwi1

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i duwit +Rsu
i

(
cuwit − duwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − cuwit

)]
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+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i cdwi1 −Rsd
i

(
Vi0ξ

dw
i1 − cdwi1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i cdwit +Rsd
i

(
ddwit − cdwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − ddwit

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itd
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
csdit − dsdit

)]
(6.126)

Constraints (6.105)–(6.120), (6.127)

where (6.121)–(6.122) respectively correspond to (6.47)–(6.52) and (6.54), con-

straints (6.123) are the non-bilinear minimum revenue conditions, constraints

(6.124)–(6.125) respectively include the lower-level primal and dual feasibility

constraints, expression (6.126) is the linear equality associated with the strong

duality theorem, and (6.127) models the linearization of the products of upper-

level binary decision variables and lower-level continuous dual variables.

6.3.1.3 Case Studies

Two case studies are presented and analyzed in this section. The first case is

an illustrative example that allows a comprehensive analysis of results. The

practical applicability of the proposed approach is shown with a case based on

the IEEE Three-Area RTS, which comprises 96 generating units [102].

In order to illustrate both the impact of revenue constraints on the market

clearing and the effective performance of the proposed approach, the results of

B-RC are compared with those achieved by two market-clearing procedures:

(i) a conventional auction [7] without minimum revenue conditions, denoted as

No-RC, and (ii) the heuristic procedure implemented in the Iberian electricity

market to deal with minimum revenue conditions [86], denoted as H-RC. It

should be noted that the minimum revenue conditions considered in B-RC and

H-RC adopt the piecewise linear form described in subsection 6.3.1.1 where, for

the sake of simplicity, parameters V r
oit are set equal to the corresponding energy

offer prices Cg
oit. Therefore, B-RC becomes a mixed-integer linear program

suitable for efficient off-the-shelf software. All models have been implemented

on a Dell PowerEdge R910X64 with four Intel Xeon E7520 processors at 1.866

GHz and 32 GB of RAM using CPLEX 12.6 [124] under GAMS 24.2 [123].
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6.3.1.3.1 Illustrative Example

This case study considers two hours, four generating units, and two consumers.

Table 6.5 provides the data of generation offers, whereas Table 6.6 presents the

demand bid data. The lower bound for the power output is equal to 4 MW

for all generating units and minimum consumption levels for both consumers

are equal to zero. It is also assumed that all generating units are initially

scheduled off and, for didactical purposes, no-load offers and inter-temporal

operational constraints are disregarded.

Table 6.5. RCMC: Single-bus day-ahead market clearing. Illustrative example
– Generation offer data.

P
g

oi1 (MW) / Cg
oi1 ($/MWh) P

g

oi2 (MW) / Cg
oi2 ($/MWh)

F r
i ($) Csu

it ($)Block Block

Unit 1 02 3 1 02 3

1 5 / 90 015 / 10 30 / 11 5 / 14 025 / 15 30 / 16 1500 0000
2 5 / 19 010 / 20 25 / 21 5 / 19 025 / 20 30 / 21 5000 0000
3 5 / 64 002 / 65 03 / 66 5 / 64 010 / 65 15 / 66 0080 0050
4 5 / 29 025 / 30 30 / 31 5 / 29 045 / 30 50 / 31 2500 1800

Table 6.6. RCMC: Single-bus day-ahead market clearing. Illustrative example
– Demand bid data.

P
d

bj1 (MW) / Cd
bj1 ($/MWh) P

d

bj2 (MW) / Cd
bj2 ($/MWh)

Block Block

Consumer 1 2 3 1 02 3

1 35 / 200 05 / 90 05 / 70 55 / 200 03 / 90 07 / 70
2 35 / 200 10 / 80 25 / 70 55 / 200 03 / 80 17 / 70

The computing time required to achieve the optimal solutions to B-RC and

No-RC was less than 1 s. Tables 6.7 and 6.8 summarize the results attained by

all methods. Generation levels, consumption levels, and market-clearing prices

are given in Table 6.7. Table 6.8 is related to economic results including: (i)

Ri, denoting the total revenue earned by each generating unit i, which is com-

puted as
∑

t∈T pgitπt; (ii) R
min
i , representing the value of the minimum revenue

function offered by unit i, which is computed as F r
i zi +

∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T Cg

oitp
g
oit;
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(iii) ∆Ri, being the revenue margin of unit i, i.e., the difference between the

total and minimum revenues, Ri − Rmin
i ; and (iv) the level of declared social

welfare.

Table 6.7. RCMC: Single-bus day-ahead market clearing. Illustrative example
– Generation levels, consumption levels, and market-clearing prices.

No-RC B-RC H-RC

Hour Hour Hour

1 2 1 2 1 2

pgit (MW)

Unit 1 50.0 60.0 50.0 000.0 050.0 060.0
Unit 2 40.0 60.0 00.0 000.0 000.0 000.0
Unit 3 10.0 20.0 05.0 030.0 010.0 030.0
Unit 4 00.0 00.0 60.0 100.0 000.0 000.0

pdjt (MW)
Consumer 1 45.0 65.0 45.0 065.0 035.0 035.0

Consumer 2 55.0 75.0 70.0 065.0 025.0 055.0

πt ($/MWh) 70.0 66.0 64.0 070.0 200.0 200.0

Table 6.8. RCMC: Single-bus day-ahead market clearing. Illustrative example
– Revenue-related results and levels of declared social welfare ($).

No-RC B-RC H-RC

Unit Ri Rmin
i −∆Ri Ri Rmin

i ∆Ri Ri Rmin
i ∆Ri

1 7460 2950 −4510 03200 2025 1175 22000 2950 19050
2 6760 7045 0−285 00000 0000 0000 00000 0000 00000
3 2020 2028 000−8 02420 2360 0060 08000 2688 05312
4 0000 0000 −0000 10840 7370 3470 00000 0000 00000

Social welfare 34997 31315 25892

As can be observed in Table 6.7, under No-RC, generating units 1, 2, and 3

are scheduled on at both hours while unit 4 remains off. At hour 1, generating

units 1, 2, and 3 are dispatched at maximum capacity, thereby supplying

87.0% of the maximum demand bid level. Thus, the market-clearing price is

equal to $70/MWh. At hour 2, the maximum demand bid level is met by

the three scheduled generating units and the market-clearing price is set equal

to $66/MWh. The optimal declared social welfare for the unconstrained case

amounts to $34997 (Table 6.8). It is worth emphasizing that at the optimal

solution to No-RC, generating units 2 and 3 have negative revenue margins
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(Table 6.8) and would not be willing to participate according to the minimum

revenue conditions submitted to the ISO. Thus, the optimal solution to No-RC

is infeasible in terms of revenues.

In contrast, B-RC results in a different schedule at both hours (Table 6.7).

The main difference lies in the exchange of the schedules of units 2 and 4, as

well as the shut-down of unit 1 at hour 2. Compared to the levels achieved by

No-RC, the consumption level resulting from B-RC increases by 15.0% at hour

1 and drops by 7.1% at hour 2. Thus, the market-clearing prices at hours 1 and

2 are equal to $64/MWh and $70/MWh, respectively. The optimal declared

social welfare is $31315 (Table 6.8), representing a 10.5% reduction over the

unconstrained solution. As can be seen in Table 6.8, the revenue margins of all

scheduled units are positive under B-RC. Note that unit 1’s margin decreases

from $4510 down to $1175 due to the generation level reduction, whereas unit

3 increases its revenue margin from −$8 to $60.

The superiority of the proposed approach over the heuristic implemented

in the Iberian electricity market is substantiated by the results provided in

Tables 6.7 and 6.8. After three iterations and 6 s, H-RC achieves a suboptimal

solution yielding a 17.3% reduction in declared social welfare with respect to

the optimal level attained by B-RC.

6.3.1.3.2 96-Unit System

The second case study is based on the IEEE Three-Area RTS [102] and com-

prises 96 generating units, 51 consumers, and 24 hours. This system can be

obtained by replicating three times the 32-unit system described in Appendix

C. Generating units belong to 9 groups with different features. In addition

to the generation data provided in Appendix C, ramping rates Rup
i , Rdn

i , Rsu
i ,

and Rsd
i are set equal to 80% of the corresponding maximum production limits

except for units U50 for which those ramping limits are equal to the respective

rated capacities. For the sake of simplicity, generation data and offers remain

unchanged along the time span.

According to their characteristics, the 51 consumers can be categorized in

17 different types, each comprising 3 identical consumers. Consumption data
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are also described in Appendix C. Similar to suppliers, consumers do not

modify the prices of the demand bid blocks throughout the time span.

Table 6.9. RCMC: Single-bus day-ahead market clearing. 96-unit system –
Results.

No-RC B-RC H-RC

Unit group # units−∆Ri ($) # units ∆Ri ($) # units ∆Ri ($)

0U12
00 −00000.0 00 00000.0 11 00093.4
00 −00000.0 00 00000.0 01 00189.6

0U50 18 −14251.9 18 15047.7 18 19334.3

0U76
11 00−208.7 06 00595.7 07 06169.1
01 00−200.3 05 00588.1 05 06166.0
00 −00000.0 01 00613.8 00 00000.0

U155
07 0−2096.1 07 00344.3 11 12446.8
04 0−2387.2 03 00053.1 01 12334.9
01 0−2405.2 01 00035.2 00 00000.0

U400 06 0−4410.3 06 01956.3 05 36835.0

Social welfare ($) 10608597.1 10601337.5 10532749.6

The economic results from No-RC, B-RC, and H-RC are summarized in

Table 6.9. For each model, Table 6.9 lists the number of units with awarded

offers, i.e., with zi = 1, the revenue margin of each unit, and the declared social

welfare. No-RC required 17.3 s to attain the optimal declared social welfare

of $10608597.1. The attainment of such level of declared social welfare yields

negative revenue margins for 30 units belonging to unit groups U76, U155, and

U400. In this case study, the execution of CPLEX for B-RC was stopped when

the value of the objective function was within 0.1% of the optimal solution.

Under such stopping criterion, B-RC required 805.7 s to attain the results

reported in Table 6.9. All scheduled units have positive revenue margins at the

expense of a 0.07% reduction in the level of declared social welfare with respect

to the unconstrained and hence infeasible solution. For this case study, the

revenue margins of all units that are scheduled on are increased as compared

to those achieved by No-RC. The main difference with respect to No-RC is

that one U155 unit is scheduled off.

Finally, a suboptimal solution was attained by H-RC after 32 iterations

and 5234.9 s. In comparison with the schedule provided by B-RC, it should
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be observed that 12 expensive U12 units and an additional U155 unit are

scheduled on, whereas the number of U400 units that are scheduled on is

reduced from 6 to 5. As a consequence, the level of declared social welfare

associated with this suboptimal solution is lower than that attained by B-RC

by 0.6%, thereby corroborating the superiority of the proposed approach.

6.3.2 Network-Constrained Model

This subsection extends the previous models by incorporating the effect of the

transmission network in a multi-period setting. After formulating the problem

as a bilevel program, the transformation to a mixed-integer linear equivalent

is described. Finally, the resulting optimization problem is applied to several

case studies.

6.3.2.1 Bilevel Formulation

According to subsection 2.3.2.1, the network- and revenue-constrained day-

ahead market-clearing procedure can be cast as the following mixed-integer

nonlinear bilevel programming problem:

Maximize
suit,vit,zi,πnt

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d∗
bjt −

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oitp

g∗
oit + suit + Cnl

it vit

)
(6.128)

subject to:

suit, vit ∈ Ωit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.129)

vit ∈ {0, 1}; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T, (6.130)

0 ≤ zi ≤ 1; ∀i ∈ I (6.131)

zi ≥ vit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.132)

zi ≤
∑
t∈T

vit; ∀i ∈ I (6.133)∑
t∈T

pg∗it πn(i)t ≥ Mi(p
g∗
oit, zi); ∀i ∈ I (6.134)

πnt = λ∗
nt; ∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T, (6.135)
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where optimal consumption levels pd∗bjt, generation levels pg∗it and pg∗oit, and dual

variables λ∗
nt are obtained from the following multi-period dc optimal power

flow:

Maximize
pdbjt,p

d
jt,p

f
lt,

pgit,p
g
oit,δnt

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit (6.136)

subject to:∑
j∈Jn

pdjt =
∑
i∈In

pgit +
∑

l|d(l)=n

pflt −
∑

l|o(l)=n

pflt : (λnt); ∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T (6.137)

pflt =
1

xl

(
δo(l)t − δd(l)t

)
: (νlt); ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T (6.138)

− P
f

l ≤ pflt ≤ P
f

l : (ϕlo
lt , ϕ

up
lt ); ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T (6.139)

P g
itv

∗
it ≤ pgit ≤ P

g

itv
∗
it : (γ

lo
it , γ

up
it ); ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.140)

P d
jt ≤ pdjt ≤ P

d

jt : (ρ
lo
jt, ρ

up
jt ); ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.141)

pgit =
∑
o∈Oi

pgoit : (α
g
it); ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.142)

0 ≤ pgoit ≤ P
g

oit : (β
lo
oit, β

up
oit); ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.143)

pdjt =
∑
b∈Bj

pdbjt : (α
d
jt); ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.144)

0 ≤ pdbjt ≤ P
d

bjt : (µ
lo
bjt, µ

up
bjt); ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.145)

pgit ≤ pgit−1 +Rup
i v∗it−1 +Rsu

i (v∗it − v∗it−1) + P
g

it(1− v∗it) : (ξ
uw
it );

∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.146)

pgit ≥ pgit−1 −Rdn
i v∗it −Rsd

i (v∗it−1 − v∗it)− P
g

it(1− v∗it−1) : (ξ
dw
it );

∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.147)

pgit ≤ Rsd
i (v∗it − v∗it+1) + P

g

itv
∗
it+1 : (ξ

sd
it ); ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1, (6.148)

where
∑

b∈Bj
P

d

bjt = P
d

jt, ∀j ∈ J , ∀t ∈ T ;
∑

o∈Oi
P

g

oit = P
g

it, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T ;

and, for the sake of unit consistency, hourly time periods are considered.

Under marginal pricing, locational marginal prices are characterized as the

dual variables associated with a multi-period optimal power flow wherein the

declared social welfare is maximized [106].
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The above bilevel model (6.128)–(6.148) is made up of two optimization

levels, namely the upper level (6.128)–(6.135) and the lower level (6.136)–

(6.148). Upper-level decision variables are start-up offers suit, on/off statuses

of generating units vit, variables zi associated with the revenue constraints

(6.134), and locational marginal prices πnt. Lower-level decision variables are

power flows pflt, voltage phase angles δnt, power outputs pgit, power consump-

tions pdjt, and awarded levels of generation offer and demand bid blocks pgoit and

pdbjt, respectively, whereas dual variables λnt are an outcome of the lower-level

problem.

The goal of the upper-level problem is to maximize the declared social

welfare (6.128) evaluated at the optimal values of consumption levels pd∗bjt,

generation levels pg∗it and pg∗oit, and dual variables λ∗
nt. The total declared social

welfare in (6.128) comprises four terms respectively related to (i) demand bids,

(ii) generation energy offers, (iii) generation start-up offers, and (iv) generation

no-load offers. Based on industry practice [86, 121], stepwise linear offers and

bids are considered. The feasibility set Ωit in (5.2) includes minimum up

and down times and start-ups, which are modeled as MILP expressions in

Appendix B. Expressions (6.130) impose the integrality of scheduling variables

vit. Constraints (6.131)–(6.134) model the minimum revenue conditions as

explained in subsection 6.3.1.1. The definition of the locational marginal prices

is provided in (6.135).

In contrast, the lower-level problem also maximizes the declared social wel-

fare (6.136) through a multi-period optimal power flow particularized for the

optimal values of the scheduling variables v∗it. It should be noted that for given

values of the scheduling variables v∗it, start-up and no-load terms become con-

stant. As a consequence, the objective function (6.136) is identical to (6.128)

where those constant terms are dropped. Expressions (6.137) represent the

nodal power balance equations. Constraints (6.138) model line power flows in

terms of voltage phase angles. Constraints (6.139) impose the transmission

capacity limits across the transmission network. Production and consumption

limits are respectively set in (6.140) and (6.141). The block structure of gener-

ation offers and demand bids is respectively characterized through constraints
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(6.142)–(6.143) and (6.144)–(6.145). Finally, ramping rates are modeled by

(6.146)–(6.148) as described in [26].

The mixed-integer bilevel programming problem (6.128)–(6.148) is nonlin-

ear due to the presence of minimum revenue conditions (6.134) involving prod-

ucts of power outputs and locational marginal prices. Similar to the models

previously analyzed, the lower-level problem (6.136)–(6.148) is parameterized

in terms of the binary variables vit in such a way that this optimization is a

linear program.

6.3.2.2 Mixed-Integer Programming Formulation

Following the methodology described in subsection 2.3.2.1.2, the mixed-integer

bilevel problem (6.128)–(6.148) is first transformed into a single-level mixed-

integer equivalent including bilinear terms. Subsequently, those nonlinearities

are equivalently replaced by linear expressions. Finally, the formulation of the

resulting single-level equivalent based on mixed-integer programming without

bilinear terms is provided. These steps are identical to those described in

subsection 6.2.2.

6.3.2.2.1 Step 1: Single-Level Equivalent with Bilinear Terms

Based on the linearity of the lower-level problem (6.136)–(6.148), the primal-

dual transformation described in subsection 2.3.2.1.2 gives rise to the following

mixed-integer program including bilinear terms:

Maximize
pdbjt,p

d
jt,p

f
lt,p

g
it,p

g
oit,s

u
it,vit,

zi,αd
jt,α

g
it,β

lo
oit,β

up
oit,γ

lo
it ,γ

up
it ,

δnt,λnt,µlo
bjt,µ

up
bjt,νlt,ξ

dw
it ,ξsdit ,

ξuwit ,πnt,ρlojt,ρ
up
jt ,ϕ

lo
lt ,ϕ

up
lt

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oitp

g
oit

+ suit + Cnl
it vit

)
(6.149)
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subject to:

Constraints (6.129)–(6.133), (6.135) (6.150)∑
t∈T

pgitπn(i)t ≥ Mi(p
g
oit, zi); ∀i ∈ I (6.151)

Constraints (6.137)–(6.148) (6.152)

− λn(i)t + γlo
it + γup

it + ξuwit − ξuwit+1 + ξdwit − ξdwit+1 + ξsdit + αg
it = 0;

∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.153)

− λn(i)nT
+ γlo

inT
+ γup

inT
+ ξuwinT

+ ξdwinT
+ αg

inT
= 0; ∀i ∈ I (6.154)

− αg
it + βlo

oit + βup
oit = −Cg

oit; ∀o ∈ Oi,∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.155)

λn(j)t + αd
jt + ρlojt + ρupjt = 0; ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.156)

− αd
jt + µlo

bjt + µup
bjt = Cd

bjt; ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.157)

νlt + ϕlo
lt + ϕup

lt + λo(l)t − λd(l)t = 0; ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T (6.158)

−
∑

l|o(l)=n

1

xl

νlt +
∑

l|d(l)=n

1

xl

νlt = 0; ∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T (6.159)

γlo
it , ξ

dw
it ≤ 0, γup

it , ξ
uw
it ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.160)

ξsdit ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.161)

ρlojt ≤ 0, ρupjt ≥ 0; ∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.162)

ϕlo
lt ≤ 0, ϕup

lt ≥ 0; ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T (6.163)

βlo
oit ≤ 0, βup

oit ≥ 0; ∀o ∈ Oi, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.164)

µlo
bjt ≤ 0, µup

bjt ≥ 0; ∀b ∈ Bj,∀j ∈ J,∀t ∈ T (6.165)∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit =

∑
l∈L

∑
t∈T

P
f

l

(
ϕup
lt − ϕlo

lt

)

+
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
P g

itvitγ
lo
it + P

g

itvitγ
up
it +

∑
o∈Oi

P
g

oitβ
up
oit

)

+
∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
P d

jtρ
lo
jt + P

d

jtρ
up
jt +

∑
b∈Bj

P
d

bjtµ
up
bjt

)
+

∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
vi1ξ

uw
i1 − Vi0ξ

uw
i1

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − vi1ξ

uw
i1

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i vit−1ξ
uw
it +Rsu

i

(
vitξ

uw
it − vit−1ξ

uw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − vitξ

uw
it

)]
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+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i vi1ξ
dw
i1 −Rsd

i

(
Vi0ξ

dw
i1 − vi1ξ

dw
i1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−
∑
i∈I

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i vitξ
dw
it +Rsd

i

(
vit−1ξ

dw
it − vitξ

dw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − vit−1ξ

dw
it

)]
+
∑
i∈I

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itvit+1ξ
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
vitξ

sd
it − vit+1ξ

sd
it

)]
, (6.166)

where (6.149)–(6.151) correspond to the upper optimization level (6.128)–

(6.135), whereas (6.152)–(6.166) equivalently replace the lower optimization

level (6.136)–(6.148). The lower-level primal feasibility constraints are in-

cluded in (6.152), expressions (6.153)–(6.165) represent the lower-level dual

feasibility constraints, and (6.166) is the equality associated with the strong

duality theorem.

6.3.2.2.2 Step 2: Sorting Out Bilinear Terms

There are two types of bilinear terms in the single-level equivalent (6.149)–

(6.166): (i) products of power outputs pgit and locational market-clearing prices

πnt in the minimum revenue constraints (6.151), and (ii) products of binary

variables vit and continuous dual variables in the strong duality equality (6.166).

Bilinear revenue terms pgitπn(i)t are structurally identical to those dealt with

in the single-bus model presented in subsection 6.3.1, pgitπt. The only difference

is the replacement of the system marginal price πt by the locational marginal

price πn(i)t corresponding to the bus where generating unit i is located. From

(6.153) and (6.154), πn(i)t can be expressed in terms of lower-level dual variables

that are not location dependent, as was the case for πt in the single-bus model.

Therefore, the same linearization process described in subsection 6.3.1.2.2 is

straightforwardly applicable here to recast pgitπn(i)t in a linear fashion. Thus,

the summation over time of bilinear products pgitπn(i)t is expressed as:∑
t∈T

pgitπn(i)t =
∑
t∈T

(
P g

itvitγ
lo
it + P

g

itvitγ
up
it

)
+
∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T

(
Cg

oitp
g
oit + P

g

oitβ
up
oit

)
+
[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
vi1ξ

uw
i1 − Vi0ξ

uw
i1

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − vi1ξ

uw
i1

)]
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+

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i vit−1ξ
uw
it +Rsu

i

(
vitξ

uw
it − vit−1ξ

uw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − vitξ

uw
it

)]
+
[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i vi1ξ
dw
i1 −Rsd

i

(
Vi0ξ

dw
i1 − vi1ξ

dw
i1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i vitξ
dw
it +Rsd

i

(
vit−1ξ

dw
it − vitξ

dw
it

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − vit−1ξ

dw
it

)]
+

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itvit+1ξ
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
vitξ

sd
it − vit+1ξ

sd
it

)]
; ∀i ∈ I. (6.167)

In (6.167) there are still bilinear terms including products of binary decision

variables and continuous dual variables. Such products are similar to those in

the strong duality equality (6.166) resulting from the primal-dual transforma-

tion. Using previously reported integer algebra results [49], such bilinear terms

can be equivalently recast as:

γlo

it
vit ≤ aloit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.168)

γlo

it

(
1− vit

)
≤ γlo

it − aloit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.169)

0 ≤ aupit ≤ γup
it vit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.170)

0 ≤ γup
it − aupit ≤ γup

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (6.171)

ξdw
it
vit ≤ cdwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.172)

ξdw
it

(
1− vit

)
≤ ξdwit − cdwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.173)

0 ≤ csdit ≤ ξ
sd

it vit; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.174)

0 ≤ ξsdit − csdit ≤ ξ
sd

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.175)

0 ≤ cuwit ≤ ξ
uw

it vit; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.176)

0 ≤ ξuwit − cuwit ≤ ξ
uw

it

(
1− vit

)
; ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (6.177)

ξdw
it
vit−1 ≤ ddwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (6.178)

ξdw
it

(
1− vit−1

)
≤ ξdwit − ddwit ≤ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (6.179)

0 ≤ dsdit ≤ ξ
sd

it vit+1; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.180)

0 ≤ ξsdit − dsdit ≤ ξ
sd

it

(
1− vit+1

)
; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = 1 . . . nT − 1 (6.181)

0 ≤ duwit ≤ ξ
uw

it vit−1; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT (6.182)

0 ≤ ξuwit − duwit ≤ ξ
uw

it

(
1− vit−1

)
; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = 2 . . . nT , (6.183)
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where aloit , a
up
it , c

dw
it , c

sd
it , c

uw
it , ddwit , d

sd
it , and duwit represent vitγ

lo
it , vitγ

up
it , vitξ

dw
it ,

vitξ
sd
it , vitξ

uw
it , vit−1ξ

dw
it , vit+1ξ

sd
it , and vit−1ξ

uw
it , respectively. Expressions (6.168)–

(6.169), (6.170)–(6.171), (6.172)–(6.173), (6.174)–(6.175), (6.176)–(6.177),

(6.178)–(6.179), (6.180)–(6.181), and (6.182)–(6.183) model the respective lin-

earizations.

6.3.2.2.3 Single-Level Equivalent without Bilinear Terms

The single-level equivalent of problem (6.128)–(6.148) is formulated as the

following mixed-integer program with no bilinear products:

Maximize
aloit ,a

up
it ,cdwit ,csdit ,c

uw
it ,ddwit ,

dsdit ,d
uw
it ,pdbjt,p

d
jt,p

f
lt,p

g
it,

pgoit,s
u
it,vit,zi,α

d
jt,α

g
it,

βlo
oit,β

up
oit,γ

lo
it ,γ

up
it ,δnt,λnt,

µlo
bjt,µ

up
bjt,νlt,ξ

dw
it ,ξsdit ,ξ

uw
it ,

πnt,ρlojt,ρ
up
jt ,ϕ

lo
lt ,ϕ

up
lt

∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(∑
o∈Oi

Cg
oitp

g
oit

+ suit + Cnl
it vit

)
(6.184)

subject to:

Constraints (6.129)–(6.133), (6.135) (6.185)∑
t∈T

∑
o∈Oi

pgoitC
g
oit +

∑
t∈T

(
P g

ita
lo
it + P

g

ita
up
it +

∑
o∈Oi

P
g

oitβ
up
oit

)
+
[
P g
i0ξ

uw
i1 +Rup

i Vi0ξ
uw
i1 +Rsu

i

(
cuwi1 − Vi0ξ

uw
i1

)
+ P

g

i1

(
ξuwi1 − cuwi1

)]
+

nT∑
t=2

[
Rup

i duwit +Rsu
i

(
cuwit − duwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξuwit − cuwit

)]
+
[
P g
i0ξ

dw
i1 −Rdn

i cdwi1 −Rsd
i

(
Vi0ξ

dw
i1 − cdwi1

)
− P

g

i1

(
1− Vi0

)
ξdwi1

]
−

nT∑
t=2

[
Rdn

i cdwit +Rsd
i

(
ddwit − cdwit

)
+ P

g

it

(
ξdwit − ddwit

)]
+

nT−1∑
t=1

[
P

g

itd
sd
it +Rsd

i

(
csdit − dsdit

)]
≥ Mi(p

g
oit, zi); ∀i ∈ I (6.186)

Constraints (6.152)–(6.165) (6.187)∑
b∈Bj

∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

Cd
bjtp

d
bjt −

∑
o∈Oi

∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

Cg
oitp

g
oit =

∑
l∈L

∑
t∈T

P
f

l

(
ϕup
lt − ϕlo

lt

)
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+
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
P g

ita
lo
it + P

g

ita
up
it +

∑
o∈Oi

P
g

oitβ
up
oit

)

+
∑
j∈J

∑
t∈T

(
P d

jtρ
lo
jt + P

d

jtρ
up
jt +

∑
b∈Bj

P
d

bjtµ
up
bjt

)

+
∑
i∈I

[
P g
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(6.188)

Constraints (6.168)–(6.183), (6.189)

where (6.184) is identical to (6.128), (6.185) represents the upper-level con-

straints (6.129)–(6.133) and (6.135), expressions (6.186) are the generator rev-

enue constraints without bilinear terms, (6.187) includes the lower-level primal

feasibility constraints (6.137)–(6.148) and the lower-level dual feasibility con-

straints (6.153)–(6.165), constraint (6.188) is the linear equality associated

with the strong duality theorem, and (6.189) models the linearization of the

bilinear products of upper-level binary decision variables and lower-level con-

tinuous dual variables.

6.3.2.3 Case Studies

B-RC has been applied to an illustrative example and a case study based

on the IEEE 118-bus system. As done in subsection 6.3.1.3, results from

B-RC are compared with those achieved by (i) a revenue-unconstrained con-

ventional auction No-RC, and (ii) the heuristic procedure implemented in the

Iberian electricity market H-RC. It is worth emphasizing that the minimum

revenue functions Mi(·) submitted by producers adopt the piecewise linear
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form F r
i zi +

∑
o∈Oi

∑
t∈T V r

oitp
g
oit as indicated in subsection 6.3.1.1. Therefore,

B-RC becomes a mixed-integer linear program suitable for efficient off-the-shelf

software. All models have been implemented on a Dell PowerEdge R910X64

with four Intel Xeon E7520 processors at 1.866 GHz and 32 GB of RAM using

CPLEX 12.6 [124] under GAMS 24.2 [123].

6.3.2.3.1 Illustrative Example

This example considers four generating units and a transmission network com-

prising five buses and six lines, as depicted in Figure 6.2, over a three-hour

time span. Reactances of lines 1-2, 1-5, 2-3, 2-5, 3-4, and 4-5 are 0.0064 p.u.,

0.0297 p.u., 0.0281 p.u., 0.0304 p.u., 0.0108 p.u., and 0.0297 p.u., respectively,

on a base of 100 MVA. Line capacities are all equal to 400 MW except for line

1-5, the flow of which is limited to 240 MW. Generation data are shown in

Table 6.10, where single-block energy offers are considered and no-load offers

are disregarded. All generating units are initially scheduled off. For the sake of

simplicity, generation data and offers remain unchanged along the time span.

Moreover, consumers submit three-block demand bids priced as indicated in

Table 6.11 with upper limits P
d

1jt, P
d

2jt, and P
d

3jt respectively equal to 75%,

15%, and 10% of the corresponding maximum demand bid level P
d

jt. The val-

ues of P
d

jt are listed in Table 6.12, whereas minimum consumption levels for

all consumers are equal to zero. Similar to suppliers, consumers do not modify

the prices of the demand bid blocks throughout the time span. Finally, it is

also assumed that inter-temporal operational constraints are neglected.

Table 6.10. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. Illustra-
tive example – Generation data.

Unit
P g

it P
g

it Csu
it Cg

1it F r
i V r

1it

(MW) (MW) ($) ($/MWh) ($) ($/MWh)

1 60 600 6000 10 5000 10
2 15 210 3000 15 0800 15
3 20 280 0360 30 0000 30
4 10 200 0150 35 0180 35
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Figure 6.2. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. Illustra-
tive example – One-line diagram.

Bus 1

Bus 2 Bus 3 Bus 4

Bus 5

Consumer 2Consumer 1

Consumer 3Unit 1

Unit 2
Unit 3

Unit 4

Table 6.11. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. Illustra-
tive example – Prices of demand bid blocks ($/MWh).

Block

Consumer 1 02 3

1 40 032 25
2 40 018 12
3 40 020 18

Table 6.12. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. Illustra-
tive example – Maximum demand bid levels (MW).

Hour

Consumer 1 2 3

1 485 500 470
2 285 300 270
3 385 400 370

The computing time required to achieve the optimal solutions to B-RC and

No-RC was less than 1 s. Results from all models are summarized in Tables

6.13–6.17. Power outputs and consumption levels are provided in Table 6.13,

whereas locational marginal prices are shown in Table 6.14. Tables 6.15–6.17,

respectively associated with No-RC, B-RC, and H-RC, list the major economic

results including (i) generator revenues, Ri; (ii) minimum revenues, Rmin
i ; (iii)

revenue margins, ∆Ri; and (iv) declared social welfare.

Under No-RC, all units are scheduled on at all hours (Table 6.13). At hours

1 and 2, as a consequence of the congestion of lines 1-5 and 2-3, the cheapest

generator 1 limits its production to 590.7 MW, generator 2 is dispatched at
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Table 6.13. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. Illustra-
tive example – Generation and consumption levels (MW).

No-RC B-RC H-RC

Hour Hour Hour

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

pg1t 590.7 590.7 590.7 546.5 543.3 600.0 000.0 000.0 000.0

pg2t 210.0 210.0 210.0 210.0 210.0 000.0 210.0 210.0 210.0

pg3t 049.5 079.1 020.0 182.5 221.7 280.0 280.0 280.0 280.0

pg4t 088.8 095.2 082.4 000.0 000.0 000.0 200.0 200.0 200.0

pd1t 436.5 450.0 423.1 436.5 450.0 400.0 187.5 165.0 210.0

pd2t 213.8 225.0 202.5 213.8 225.0 202.5 213.8 225.0 202.5

pd3t 288.7 300.0 277.5 288.7 300.0 277.5 288.7 300.0 277.5

Table 6.14. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. Illustra-
tive example – Locational marginal prices ($/MWh).

No-RC B-RC H-RC

Hour Hour Hour

Bus 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 32.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
2 15.2 15.2 15.7 17.0 17.0 32.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
3 28.2 28.2 25.0 26.4 26.4 32.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
4 30.0 30.0 27.7 30.0 30.0 32.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
5 35.0 35.0 35.0 39.9 39.9 32.0 40.0 40.0 40.0

Table 6.15. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. Illustra-
tive example – Economic results for No-RC ($).

Unit Ri Rmin
i −∆Ri

1 17719.6 22719.6 −5000.0
2 09687.1 10250.0 0−562.9
3 04413.7 04460.4 00−46.7
4 09326.6 09506.6 0−180.0

Social welfare 60470.2

its rated capacity, and the more expensive units 3 and 4 are dispatched within

their production limits. At hour 3, the dispatch is similar for all units except

for unit 3 that operates at its minimum power output. Regarding consump-

tion, the following bid blocks are accepted: (i) the first and second blocks of
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Table 6.16. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. Illustra-
tive example – Economic results for B-RC ($).

Unit Ri Rmin
i ∆Ri

1 30098.2 21898.2 8200.0
2 07130.5 07100.0 0030.5
3 21085.3 20525.3 0560.0
4 00000.0 00000.0 0000.0

Social welfare 57114.5

Table 6.17. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. Illustra-
tive example – Economic results for H-RC ($).

Unit Ri Rmin
i ∆Ri

1 00000.0 00000.0 00000.0
2 25200.0 10250.0 14950.0
3 33600.0 25200.0 08400.0
4 24000.0 21180.0 02820.0

Social welfare 23640.0

consumer 1 at all hours, (ii) the third block of consumer 1 at hour 3, and (iii)

the first block of consumers 2 and 3 at all hours. Hence, in each period all

locational marginal prices are different (Table 6.14) and the declared social

welfare is equal to $60470.2 (Table 6.15). Note that this solution yields a neg-

ative revenue margin, ∆Ri, for all units. Consequently, no generator would

be willing to participate according to the minimum revenue function submit-

ted to the ISO. Thus, the optimal solution to No-RC is infeasible in terms of

revenues.

Under B-RC, units 1–3 are scheduled on in all periods except for unit 2 in

period 3, whereas unit 4 is scheduled off in all periods (Table 6.13). Hence,

the total power output of unit 3 is increased by 360.4% with respect to that

provided by No-RC. Unit 2 at hours 1 and 2 as well as units 1 and 3 at hour

3 are dispatched at their rated capacity. The only difference in consumption

levels between B-RC and No-RC is found at hour 3 for consumer 1, whose

consumption is decreased in 23.1 MW. Hence, at hours 1 and 2, the network

is congested and, for each time period, LMPs are all different (Table 6.14).

Note that π2t, π3t, and π5t are increased by 11.8%, −6.4%, and 14.0% in both
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periods over those achieved by No-RC. At hour 3, the network is uncongested

and all prices are set equal to $32/MWh, which is the price of the second block

bid by consumer 1. As a result, revenue margins are all greater than 0 (Table

6.16). Note that the values of Rmin
i for units 1 and 2 respectively decrease by

3.6% and 30.7%, whereas a 360.2% increase is experienced by unit 3 due to

its larger power output. This solution leads to a 5.5% reduction in declared

social welfare with respect to that achieved by No-RC.

According to the procedure described in [86], the first iteration of H-RC

yields the same solution as No-RC. Since unit 1 incurs the largest violation

of the minimum revenue condition, i.e., −$5000.0 (Table 6.15), this unit is

no longer considered for scheduling in subsequent iterations (Table 6.13). As

a consequence, generators 2–4 are dispatched at their maximum capacity in

all periods and consumer 1 decreases its consumption by 57.0%, 63.3%, and

50.4% at hours 1, 2, and 3, respectively, with respect to the consumption levels

provided by No-RC. As a result, the network is uncongested and all prices are

set to $40/MWh in all periods (Table 6.14), corresponding to the price of the

first block bid by consumer 1. As can be seen in Table 6.17, all revenue margins

are greater than $0 and the declared social welfare drops by 60.9% with respect

to the level attained by No-RC and by 58.6% over the optimal level achieved

by B-RC.

It is worth emphasizing that if the minimum consumption levels were set

equal to the corresponding power bid in the first block by consumers, i.e.,

P d
jt = P

d

1jt = 0.75P
d

jt, results from No-RC and B-RC would remain unchanged.

For H-RC, however, the total available generation capacity
(∑

i∈I P
g

it

)
would

be equal to 690 MW for all periods once unit 1 had been withdrawn at the

first iteration. This value would be less than the total minimum consumption

levels
(∑

j∈J P
d
jt

)
for periods 1–3, which amount to 866.3 MW, 900.0 MW,

and 832.5 MW, respectively. Therefore, H-RC would be unable to solve the

problem, thereby corroborating the superiority of B-RC.

6.3.2.3.2 118-Bus System

The second case study is based on the IEEE 118-bus system [39] and com-

prises 54 generating units, 91 consumers, and 186 transmission lines over a
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24-hour time span. Aside from the system data provided in Appendix E, addi-

tional data are presented next. Generation energy offers, which comprise three

blocks, are obtained from the linearization of the quadratic functions provided

in Appendix E. Moreover, no-load offer prices are all set to 0. As for mini-

mum revenue functions, all parameters F r
i are set to 0 except for those listed

in Table 6.18 while V r
oit = Cg

oit. It should be noted that generation data and

offers remain unchanged over the time span. Units 1–9 and 31–54 are initially

scheduled off with DT 0
i = DTi. In contrast, units 10–30 are initially scheduled

on with UT 0
i = UTi and P g

i0 = P
g

it/2. Additionally, the upper limits of the de-

mand blocks bid by consumers along the time span are modified according to

the hourly scaling factors given in Table 6.19, whereas minimum demand bid

levels for all consumers are set equal to zero. Similar to producers, consumers

do not modify the prices of their respective demand bid blocks over the time

span.

Table 6.18. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. 118-bus
system – Values of F r

i different from 0 ($).

Unit F r
i Unit F r

i

1 01583.5 07 00101.5
2 01583.5 08 01583.5
3 01583.5 09 01583.5
4 13560.0 16 20300.0
5 13560.0 19 00507.5
6 01583.5

For this case study, the stopping criterion for B-RC is based on a 1%

optimality gap. Results from No-RC, B-RC, and H-RC are summarized in Ta-

bles 6.20 and 6.21, and Figure 6.3. In Table 6.20, generator revenue margins

are listed for all units except for those that are scheduled off in all models.

Table 6.21 provides the levels of declared social welfare as well as the com-

puting times. Finally, Figure 6.3 depicts the consumption profiles and the

load-weighted average locational marginal prices.

No-RC required 23.8 s to attain the optimal solution (Table 6.21), which

is infeasible in terms of revenues since two generating units feature negative

revenue margins (Table 6.20). The total declared social welfare is equal to
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Table 6.19. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. 118-bus
system – Hourly scaling factors for demand.

Hour Factor Hour Factor

01 0.63 13 0.93
02 0.62 14 0.70
03 0.60 15 0.75
04 0.58 16 0.80
05 0.59 17 0.85
06 0.65 18 0.92
07 0.72 19 0.96
08 0.85 20 0.98
09 0.95 21 0.96
10 0.99 22 0.90
11 1.00 23 0.80
12 0.99 24 0.70

$3185215.4 (Table 6.21) and the load-weighted average locational marginal

prices follow the same pattern as the awarded consumption level curve except

for periods 9–13 (Figure 6.3).

Under the aforementioned stopping criterion, the proposed B-RC provided

a high-quality near-optimal revenue-constrained solution (Table 6.20) in 2367.9

s (Table 6.21). Note that B-RC reduces the total declared social welfare by

0.7% over that achieved by No-RC (Table 6.21). In addition, the awarded

consumption levels are almost identical in most periods as observed in Figure

6.3. It can also be seen that load-weighted average locational marginal prices

for periods 1–11 are greater than those obtained by the revenue-unconstrained

solution. Moreover, the average LMP profile for B-RC follows its associated

awarded consumption curve.

Finally, H-RC required 891.8 s to achieve a suboptimal revenue-constrained

solution (Table 6.21). It can be observed that, unlike in the solutions provided

by No-RC and B-RC, generating units 1–3, 6–7, and 53 are scheduled on,

whereas generating units 4 and 5 are scheduled off (Table 6.20). The associated

declared social welfare is equal to $3122619.9 which is a 1.3% lower than that

obtained by B-RC (Table 6.21). It is worth mentioning that average LMPs

at most hours are greater than those provided by B-RC as can be seen in

Figure 6.3. Similar to the illustrative example, if the minimum consumption
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Table 6.20. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. 118-bus
system – Revenue margins ($).

Unit −No-RC B-RC H-RC

01 −00000.0 00000.0 05675.5
02 −00000.0 00000.0 07422.1
03 −00000.0 00000.0 06179.4
04 0−5520.4 00200.6 00000.0
05 0−5018.0 01510.8 00000.0
06 −00000.0 00000.0 04705.1
07 −00000.0 00000.0 06979.8
10 −07517.8 09334.0 09182.8
11 −39854.4 50758.7 39923.9
14 −00013.5 01613.8 01304.4
20 −21884.8 28080.4 22384.3
21 −21878.7 28054.9 22134.4
24 −11625.0 16476.4 11584.6
25 −11622.1 16464.2 11417.6
27 −39042.4 25281.2 38329.1
28 −39035.9 48481.7 37981.1
29 −08241.3 06198.7 07934.7
30 −00340.8 01103.4 00290.4
36 −07663.4 12505.1 07531.8
39 −34726.5 41422.7 34626.4
40 −08330.2 12086.7 08046.3
43 −08159.4 13140.7 07891.6
44 −08161.4 13152.9 07885.9
45 −08160.6 13147.7 07888.3
53 −00000.0 00000.0 02405.1

Table 6.21. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. 118-bus
system – Levels of declared social welfare and computing times.

No-RC B-RC H-RC

Social welfare ($) 3185215.4 3164508.7 3122619.9
Computing time (s) 0000023.8 0002367.9 0000891.8

levels were set equal to the corresponding power bid in the first block by

consumers, results from No-RC and B-RC would remain unchanged. However,

H-RC would fail to identify a feasible solution. This result demonstrates the

superiority of the proposed approach in terms of solution quality and effective

performance.
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Figure 6.3. RCMC: Network-constrained day-ahead market clearing. 118-
bus system – Load-weighted average locational marginal prices and awarded
consumption levels.

6.4 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter puts forward the application of bilevel programming to address

particular instances of price-based market clearing wherein generator revenue

constraints are considered within the context of pool-based electricity markets

under marginal pricing.

A salient and complicating feature characterizing these optimization prob-

lems is the presence of market-clearing prices as decision variables in the prob-

lem formulation. Under the widely adopted marginal pricing scheme, market-

clearing prices are obtained from an optimization problem that further con-

strains the feasibility space of the auction model. Practical modeling aspects of

power systems allow converting the resulting mixed-integer bilevel programs

into single-level mixed-integer equivalents. The resulting single-level equiv-

alents feature nonlinear and non-convex products of decision variables that
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are equivalently converted into linear expressions with no additional binary

variables.

The revenue-constrained auction models addressed in this chapter are char-

acterized by: (i) price uplifts are not required, (ii) the resulting generation

and consumption levels are consistent with an economic dispatch problem,

and (iii) the resulting vector of market-clearing prices complies with marginal

pricing. Besides, these auction designs may accommodate (i) minimum rev-

enue conditions, (ii) nonnegative profit constraints, and (iii) partial offer cost

compensations.

Simulation results from several case studies reveal the effective performance

of the proposed solution approach and its superiority over a heuristic used in

industry practice.



Chapter 7

Closure

T
o close this dissertation, a summary of the contents is provided, sev-

eral concluding remarks are listed, the main contributions are stated,

and some recommendations for future research are put forward.

7.1 Thesis Overview

This thesis provides alternative auction models and the corresponding solu-

tion methodologies for market agents in pool-based electricity markets. The

proposed auction designs belong to the class of price-based market clearing.

7.1.1 Price-Based Market Clearing

Chapter 2 presents the notion of price-based market clearing in pool-based

electricity markets. Two practical uniform pricing schemes, namely maximum

pricing and marginal pricing, are analyzed under the above framework. The

salient and complicating feature of price-based market-clearing procedures is

the explicit presence of market-clearing prices in the problem formulation.

First, mixed-integer linear programming is suggested to solve price-based

market clearing under a uniform pricing scheme based on the price of the

highest accepted generation offer.

Second, bilevel programming is applied to formulate price-based market

clearing under marginal pricing. Based on practical modeling aspects of market-

171
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clearing procedures, the proposed solution approach consists in converting

the original bilevel program into a single-level equivalent. To that end, two

transformation processes are presented, namely a KKT-based approach and a

primal-dual transformation.

The KKT-based approach consists in replacing the lower-level problem by

its KKT optimality conditions, which requires convexity of the lower-level

optimization. As a result of this transformation, products of Lagrange multi-

pliers and lower-level decision variables arise in the complementary slackness

conditions. Those nonlinearities can be equivalently transformed into mixed-

integer linear expressions by using a linearization scheme relying on disjunctive

constraints and additional binary variables [50]. This approach also leads to

products of binary and continuous variables, which are equivalently linearized

by using well-known integer algebra results [49].

On the other hand, under the assumption of a linear lower-level optimiza-

tion, the primal-dual approach consists in replacing the lower-level problem

by its primal feasibility constraints, its dual feasibility constraints, and the

equality associated with the strong duality theorem. This transformation also

yields bilinear terms involving products of binary variables and continuous

variables. However, the use of complementary slackness conditions is avoided.

As a consequence, no extra binary variables are needed, thereby leading to a

more effective transformation.

7.1.2 Consumer Payment Minimization: Inelastic De-

mand under Maximum Pricing

The first instance of price-based market clearing addressed in this thesis is

the consumer payment minimization under maximum pricing, which is the

standard pricing scheme implemented in several European electricity markets.

Chapter 3 describes this alternative market-clearing procedure with an inelas-

tic demand for a day-ahead pool-based electricity market.
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A solution methodology suitable for existing mixed-integer linear program-

ming solvers is proposed. The uniform market-clearing price is formulated

by a set of mixed-integer linear expressions. Thus, market-clearing prices are

explicitly characterized as primal decision variables. The proposed solution

approach allows considering both quadratic and piecewise linear supply offers.

Furthermore, inter-temporal operational constraints such as start-ups, mini-

mum up and down times, and ramp rates are included in the market-clearing

procedure as mixed-integer linear expressions.

The performance of the proposed solution approach as well as the effect of

the inter-temporal operational constraints are successfully examined with two

case studies, namely an illustrative example and a 32-unit system.

7.1.3 Consumer Payment Minimization: Inelastic De-

mand under Marginal Pricing

Similar to Chapter 3, Chapter 4 is also focused on the consumer payment

minimization problem with an inelastic demand in day-ahead pool-based elec-

tricity markets. However, this alternative market-clearing procedure is framed

into a marginal pricing scheme, which is a widely adopted standard in today’s

electricity markets.

Within this context, three auction designs of growing mathematical com-

plexity are presented. Modeling aspects such as inter-temporal coupling asso-

ciated with generation scheduling, transmission network constraints, and an-

cillary services are sequentially added to the respective auction models. The

first model is a single-bus auction design including only inter-temporal con-

straints, wherein there is a single market-clearing price per time period. In

the network-constrained auction design analyzed subsequently, the market-

clearing price yielded in each time period by single-bus models is replaced by a

set of nodal market-clearing prices. Finally, in the joint auction for energy and

ancillary services, the set of marginal prices for energy is extended to consider

marginal prices for regulation and different reserve types.

The three market-clearing procedures are formulated as mixed-integer lin-

ear bilevel programming problems with a linear lower-level problem. In order
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to transform the original bilevel programs into single-level mixed-integer linear

equivalents, the second transformation described in Chapter 2 is applied. This

transformation relies on the application of duality theory of linear program-

ming and integer algebra. The resulting equivalents are suitable for efficient

off-the-shelf software.

Several case studies are analyzed in order to assess the effectiveness of the

proposed solution methodology. Each auction model is tested on an illustrative

example and a large-sized system. Large case studies are based on 24-hour time

spans and (i) systems with up to 100 generating units for single-bus models,

and (ii) the IEEE 118-bus system for network-constrained models.

7.1.4 Consumer Payment Minimization: Elastic Dema-

nd under Marginal Pricing

In the same vein as Chapter 4, the minimization of the consumer payment

for energy under marginal pricing is also addressed in Chapter 5. The major

distinctive modeling feature of this auction model is the explicit consideration

of the active participation of consumers in the pool-based electricity market.

The auction design also includes the effects of both transmission network con-

straints and inter-temporal operational constraints.

The incorporation of demand-side bidding in the auction model leads to

bilinear terms including products of marginal prices and power consumptions.

Thus, the mathematical complexity of the resulting optimization problem is

significantly increased as compared to the problems addressed in previous

chapters with an inelastic demand. The resulting problem is formulated as

a mixed-integer bilinear bilevel program also with a linear lower-level problem.

The proposed solution methodology comprises two steps. First, the orig-

inal bilevel program is converted into a single-level equivalent based on the

primal-dual transformation described in Chapter 2. Second, the bilinear en-

ergy payment terms are equivalently transformed into linear expressions by

using a novel and exact linearization scheme relying on KKT optimality con-

ditions. Finally, products of binary and continuous variables resulting from
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the primal-dual transformation are formulated as equivalent linear expressions

by using well-known integer algebra results.

As done in Chapter 3, results from an illustrative example and the IEEE

118-bus system are presented and discussed.

7.1.5 Revenue-Constrained Market Clearing under Mar-

ginal Pricing

The main topic of Chapter 6 is another instance of the price-based market-

clearing framework described in Chapter 2, namely revenue-constrained mar-

ket clearing under marginal pricing. The major complicating aspects of this

auction model over conventional revenue-unconstrained auction designs are (i)

market-clearing prices become decision variables of the optimization process,

and (ii) producer revenues are formulated as bilinear and highly non-convex

products of power outputs and market-clearing prices.

This chapter puts forward two classes of revenue-constrained auction mod-

els for energy driven by declared social welfare maximization in pool-based

electricity markets. First, single-period network-constrained market clearing is

addressed with an inelastic demand. Subsequently, day-ahead market clearing

including the inter-temporal operational coupling is analyzed. For didactical

purposes, a single-bus model precedes an auction design accounting for the

effect of the transmission network.

The proposed solution methodology is essentially identical to that described

in Chapter 5. The distinctive feature of this chapter with respect to Chapter 5

is that bilinear terms involving products of two continuous decision variables

rely on products of market-clearing prices and power outputs rather than prod-

ucts of market-clearing prices and power consumptions.

Similar to Chapter 4, several case studies are presented in order to illustrate

the effectiveness of the proposed solution methodology. Each auction model is

tested on an illustrative example and a large-sized system. Large case studies

are based on (i) a 96-unit system for the single-bus model, and (ii) the IEEE

118-bus system for network-constrained models.
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7.2 Conclusions

Relevant conclusions of this thesis are pointed out next:

1. Mixed-integer linear programming is an effective solution methodology

in order to address price-based market clearing under maximum pricing,

for which market-clearing prices can be characterized as a set of mixed-

integer linear constraints.

2. Bilevel programming is an adequate mathematical programming frame-

work to model price-based market clearing under marginal pricing. Based

on the linearity of the lower-level problem, the original bilevel program-

ming problem can be converted into an MILP problem by using a com-

putationally efficient primal-dual transformation and exact linearization

techniques.

3. Consumer payment minimization leads to substantial payment reduc-

tions at the expense of either offer cost increases or declared social welfare

reductions.

4. Simulation results for consumer payment minimization under maximum

pricing show that either optimal solutions or high-quality near-optimal

solutions are attained in moderate computing times.

5. For the case studies analyzed for consumer payment minimization under

maximum pricing, the consideration of inter-temporal operational con-

straints increases payment reductions over the optimal solutions from

conventional offer cost minimization without significantly affecting offer

costs.

6. Under marginal pricing, the proposed solution approach for consumer

payment minimization also provides near-optimal solutions in moderate

computing times. Moreover, the computational behavior depends on the

case study.

7. Transmission congestion in the consumer payment minimization with

an inelastic demand under marginal pricing leads to similar payment
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reductions as well as offer cost increases. It is worth emphasizing that

the computing times are acceptable for a day-ahead setting. In addition,

the computational performance is case dependent.

8. In the joint scheduling of energy and ancillary services, the property of

substitutability is precisely modeled in order to avoid the price reversal

issue.

9. Demand elasticity in energy auction models driven by consumer pay-

ment minimization under marginal pricing is precisely addressed. The

higher complexity gives rise to an increased computational effort, albeit

moderate for an operational setting. Moreover, numerical results reveal

a significant payment reduction without significantly altering the con-

sumption pattern with respect to conventional market clearing.

10. The ultimate goal of the proposed auction models driven by consumer

payment minimization is to provide the ISO with a tool that can be used

for comparative analysis of different market-clearing procedures, so that

informed decisions can be made. In addition, the proposed tools may be

useful for the system operator and market participants to analyze the

economic efficiency of the alternative auction designs.

11. The bilevel-programming-based approach overcomes the difficulties of

both available works in the technical literature and current practical

solutions to consider generator revenue constraints in market clearing

under marginal pricing.

12. Bilinear energy payment terms as well as generator revenue terms are

replaced by exact linear expressions.

13. The proposed bilevel-programming-based approach for market clearing

with revenue constraints results in solutions that are consistent with the

economic dispatch problem and the theory of marginal pricing, unlike

other works in the technical literature.
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7.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are outlined below:

1. Regarding price-based market clearing, the thesis has:

1.1 Formulated the price-based auction model in a general way offering

flexibility in the definition of the pricing scheme. Two uniform

pricing frameworks have been proposed, namely a uniform pricing

scheme based on the price of the highest generation offer and a

marginal pricing scheme.

1.2 Put forward mixed-integer linear programming to address price-

based market clearing under maximum pricing.

1.3 Proposed a bilevel programming structure to deal with price-based

market clearing under marginal pricing.

1.4 Developed two different approaches to convert the bilevel problem

presented in item 1.3 into a single-level equivalent, namely a KKT-

based transformation and a primal-dual approach.

2. Regarding consumer payment minimization with an inelastic demand

under maximum pricing, the thesis has:

2.1 Characterized market-clearing prices for energy as primal decision

variables by a new mixed-integer linear formulation. Under this

modeling framework, generation energy offers are not restricted to

single-block linear curves but quadratic and piecewise linear func-

tions are also handled. An additional novelty of the consumer pay-

ment minimization model is the consideration of inter-temporal con-

straints such as ramping limits and minimum up and down times.

2.2 Proposed MILP to schedule energy in a day-ahead pool-based elec-

tricity market driven by consumer payment minimization.

2.3 Reported numerical experience based on a small example and a 32-

unit system to show the impact of inter-temporal constraints and

to illustrate the performance of the proposed approach.
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2.4 Compared the results from the proposed auction models with those

achieved by a conventional auction design aiming at minimizing the

generation offer cost.

3. Regarding consumer payment minimization with an inelastic demand

under marginal pricing, this thesis has:

3.1 Proposed a day-ahead energy auction model wherein inter-temporal

operational constraints are precisely incorporated in the problem

formulation.

3.2 Put forward a network-constrained day-ahead electricity auction for

energy. Similar to the above item 3.1, inter-temporal constraints

associated with generation scheduling are effectively modeled.

3.3 Addressed the joint scheduling of energy and ancillary services in

a day-ahead electricity auction. The auction model includes trans-

mission network constraints, inter-temporal coupling, and the sub-

stitutability of ancillary services.

3.4 Formulated the auction designs described in the above items 3.1–3.3

as mixed-integer linear bilevel programming problems.

3.5 Applied a primal-dual reformulation and integer algebra results to

the original bilevel programs formulated in item 3.4 in order to yield

single-level mixed-integer linear equivalents, with no additional vari-

ables, for which efficient solvers exist.

3.6 Analyzed several case studies including illustrative examples, sys-

tems with up to 100 units, and the IEEE 118-bus system in order

to show the performance of the proposed approach.

3.7 Compared the results from the proposed auction models with those

achieved by a conventional auction design aiming at minimizing the

generation offer cost.

4. Regarding consumer payment minimization with demand-side bidding

under marginal pricing, this thesis has:
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4.1 Presented a novel mixed-integer bilinear bilevel programming for-

mulation for a day-ahead energy auction. Moreover, the auction de-

sign explicitly includes transmission network constraints and inter-

temporal operational constraints.

4.2 Described a solution approach that allows converting the result-

ing bilevel problem into a single-level mixed-integer equivalent with

bilinear terms. Such transformation applies results from duality

theory of linear programming.

4.3 Converted the bilinear terms including products of two continuous

decision variables as well as products of binary and continuous de-

cision variables into exact mixed-integer linear expressions by using

KKT optimality conditions, lower-level primal and dual feasibility

constraints, and well-known integer algebra results.

4.4 Applied the proposed solution approach to several case studies in-

cluding an illustrative example and the IEEE 118-bus system.

4.5 Compared the results from the proposed market-clearing procedure

with those attained by a conventional auction design aiming at max-

imizing the declared social welfare.

5. Regarding revenue-constrained market clearing under marginal pricing,

this thesis has:

5.1 Put forward a single-period network-constrained auction model for

energy in pool-based electricity markets.

5.2 Proposed a day-ahead auction model for energy wherein inter-temp-

oral operational constraints are taken into account. The auction

design is formulated both without and with transmission network

constraints.

5.3 Formulated the auction models proposed in items 5.1 and 5.2 as

mixed-integer bilinear bilevel programming problems.

5.4 Presented an effective solution approach based on the transforma-

tion of the original bilevel programs into mixed-integer nonlinear
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single-level equivalents. Such transformation applies results from

duality theory of linear programming.

5.5 Converted the bilinear terms including products of two continuous

decision variables as well as products of binary and continuous de-

cision variables into exact mixed-integer linear expressions by using

KKT optimality conditions, lower-level primal and dual feasibility

constraints, and well-known integer algebra results.

5.6 Illustrated the performance of the proposed solution approach with

several case studies including small examples, a 96-unit system, and

the IEEE 118-bus system.

5.7 Compared the results from the proposed approach with those ob-

tained from (i) conventional revenue-unconstrained market-clearing

procedures and (ii) the heuristic procedure currently implemented

in the Iberian electricity market.

6. The publication of the following papers related to the work presented

in this thesis in relevant international journals indexed by the Journal

Citation Reports:

6.1 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. A unified

bilevel programming framework for price-based market clearing un-

der marginal pricing. IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, 27(1):

517–525, February 2012. JCR impact factor: 3.530, position 20 of

247 (quartile Q1) in Engineering, Electrical, and Electronic.

6.2 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. Consumer

payment minimization under uniform pricing: A mixed-integer lin-

ear programming approach. Applied Energy, 114:676–686, February

2014. JCR impact factor: 5.261, position 7 of 82 (quartile Q1) in

Energy and Fuels.

6.3 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. Network-

constrained day-ahead auction for consumer payment minimization.

IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, 29(2):526–536, March 2014.
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JCR impact factor: 3.530, position 20 of 247 (quartile Q1) in En-

gineering, Electrical, and Electronic.

7. The submission to relevant journals of the following papers directly re-

lated to the work developed in this thesis:

7.1 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, N. Alguacil, and X. Guan. Day-

ahead auction for consumer payment minimization with demand-

side bidding under marginal pricing. Under review.

7.2 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. Bilevel pro-

gramming for price-based electricity auctions: A revenue-constrain-

ed case. Under review.

8. The preparation of the following papers closely related to the work de-

veloped in this thesis for submission to relevant international journals:

8.1 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. Day-ahead

energy and ancillary services auction for consumer payment mini-

mization under marginal pricing.

8.2 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. Revenue- and

security-constrained day-ahead market clearing—Part I: A solution

approach.

8.3 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. Revenue-

and security-constrained day-ahead market clearing—Part II: Case

studies.

9. The presentation of the following works at relevant international confer-

ences:

9.1 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, N. Alguacil, and P. J. Muñoz.

Price-based market clearing under marginal pricing: A bilevel pro-

gramming approach. In 17th Power Systems Computation Confer-

ence, PSCC’11, Stockholm, Sweden, August 2011.

9.2 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. Network-

constrained multiperiod auction for a pool-based electricity market
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under consumer payment minimization. In 9th International Con-

ference on Computational Management Science, London, United

Kingdom, April 2012.

9.3 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. A unified

bilevel programming framework for price-based market clearing un-

der marginal pricing. In IEEE PES General Meeting, Vancouver,

Canada, July 2013.

9.4 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. Network-

constrained day-ahead auction for consumer payment minimization.

In IEEE PES General Meeting, National Harbor, MD, USA, July

2014.

9.5 R. Fernández-Blanco, J. M. Arroyo, and N. Alguacil. Revenue- and

network-constrained market clearing via bilevel programming. In

18th Power Systems Computation Conference, PSCC’14, Wroclaw,

Poland, August 2014.

7.4 Future Research

Some suggestions for further research related to the work developed in this

thesis are enumerated in this section:

1. Related to consumer payment minimization under maximum pricing:

1.1 To examine piecewise quadratic functions for generation energy of-

fers.

1.2 To incorporate the effect of the transmission network.

1.3 To investigate the joint scheduling of energy and ancillary services

in day-ahead electricity markets.

1.4 To analyze the impact of demand-side bidding.

1.5 To develop a tighter formulation for the purposes of improved com-

putational performance of the proposed MILP approach.
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2. To address the consumer payment minimization problem under marginal

pricing with a contingency-constrained scheduling of energy and ancil-

lary services rather than considering system requirements for ancillary

services.

3. To extend the consumer payment minimization with demand-side bid-

ding to a multi-commodity market-clearing procedure under marginal

pricing.

4. To consider the joint clearing of energy and ancillary services in revenue-

constrained market-clearing procedures under marginal pricing.

5. To model practical issues in price-based market clearing under marginal

pricing such as quadratic energy offers, which constitute a source of non-

linearity in the proposed bilevel programming framework.

6. To investigate new solution approaches such as decomposition techniques

aiming at reducing the computing times.

7. To analyze the long-term effects of price-based market clearing and to

monitor the behavior of market agents under alternative market de-

signs. Such analyses may require dynamic game theoretical models or

equilibrium-based models wherein the proposed tools would play a key

role.

8. To explore alternative solution approaches avoiding the need for setting

bounds on lower-level dual variables.

9. To analyze other instances of price-based market clearing such as those

explicitly maximizing the surplus of consumers and producers.

10. To apply multiobjective programming in order to simultaneously opti-

mize the total consumer payment and the declared social welfare.

Aside from the above recommendations, it is expected that the work devel-

oped in this thesis will open up an interesting avenue of research in the coming

years.



Appendix A

Disjunctive-Based Linearization

Schemes

T
his appendix includes two mathematical techniques to equivalently

transform nonlinear products into sets of linear expressions. These

nonlinear terms are (i) the product of a binary variable and a contin-

uous variable, and (ii) the product of a nonnegative continuous variable and a

constrained continuous function.

A.1 Product of a Binary Variable and a Con-

tinuous Variable

Given the product of a binary variable ỹ ∈ {0, 1} and a continuous variable

z̃ ∈ [z̃min, z̃max], a linear equivalent can be found as follows [49]: (i) replace the

product ỹz̃ by a new continuous variable q̃, and (ii) introduce new inequalities

z̃minỹ ≤ q̃ ≤ z̃maxỹ and z̃min(1− ỹ) ≤ z̃ − q̃ ≤ z̃max(1− ỹ). Thus, if ỹ is equal

to 0, q̃ is also equal to 0 while z̃ is bounded by its upper and lower limits.

Conversely, if ỹ is equal to 1, q̃ is set equal to z̃ and is bounded by the upper

and lower limits for z̃.
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A.2 Product of a Nonnegative Continuous Va-

riable and a Constrained Continuous Fun-

ction

Based on [50], a general complementary slackness condition of the form α̃g̃ = 0,

where α̃ is a nonnegative Lagrange multiplier (α̃ ≥ 0) and g̃ a constrained

continuous function (g̃ ≥ 0), can be equivalently replaced by the inequalities

α̃ ≤ Mw̃ and g̃ ≤ M(1− w̃), where M is a sufficiently large positive constant,

and w̃ is a new binary variable. If w̃ is equal to 1, the Lagrange multiplier α̃ is

a nonnegative value bounded by M , and g̃ is equal to 0, thereby meeting the

condition α̃g̃ = 0. Conversely, if w̃ is equal to 0, α̃ is set to 0, g̃ is bounded by

0 and M , and the condition α̃g̃ = 0 is again satisfied.
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Inter-Temporal Scheduling

Constraints

T
his appendix includes the formulation of the constraints characteriz-

ing the feasibility set Ωit. Expressions in Ωit are inter-temporal con-

straints associated with generation scheduling [26], namely (i) mini-

mum up and down times, and (ii) start-ups.

B.1 MinimumUp and Down Time Constraints

The following mixed-integer linear formulation based only on scheduling vari-

ables vit [26] is used to model minimum up and down time constraints:

Gi∑
t=1

(1− vit) = 0; ∀i ∈ I (B.1)

t+UTi−1∑
q=t

viq ≥ UTi (vit − vit−1) ; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = Gi + 1 . . . nT − UTi + 1 (B.2)

nT∑
q=t

[
viq − (vit − vit−1)

]
≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I,∀t = nT − UTi + 2 . . . nT (B.3)

Fi∑
t=1

vit = 0; ∀i ∈ I (B.4)
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t+DTi−1∑
q=t

(1− viq) ≥ DTi (vit−1 − vit) ;

∀i ∈ I,∀t = Fi + 1 . . . nT −DTi + 1 (B.5)
nT∑
q=t

[
1− viq − (vit−1 − vit)

]
≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t = nT −DTi + 2 . . . nT , (B.6)

where Gi is the number of periods during which unit i must be initially

scheduled on due to its minimum up time constraint, q is a time period

index, and Fi is the number of periods during which unit i must be ini-

tially scheduled off due to its minimum down time constraint. Parameters

Gi and Fi are mathematically defined as Gi = min
{
nT , (UTi − UT 0

i )Vi0

}
and

Fi = min
{
nT , (DTi −DT 0

i ) (1− Vi0)
}
.

Expressions (B.1)–(B.3) and (B.4)–(B.6) are respectively associated with

minimum up and down time constraints.

B.2 Start-Up Constraints

Start-up constraints can be formulated as follows:

suit ≥ Csu
it (vit − vit−1) ; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T (B.7)

suit ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T. (B.8)

Note that this linear formulation can be extended to model time-dependent

start-ups [26].



Appendix C

32-Unit Test System

T
his appendix is devoted to presenting generation and demand data

for the case studies based on the IEEE Reliability Test System [102].

This system is used in Chapters 3 and 6 of this thesis to illustrate the

performance of the proposed single-bus day-ahead auction models.

C.1 Generation Data

This system comprises 32 generating units, which can be categorized into 9

different groups. The number of units for each group is given in Table C.1.

This table also lists generation limits, start-up offer prices, minimum up and

down times, initial statuses, as well as fixed terms for the minimum revenue

conditions for each unit group. It should be noted that generating units are

initially scheduled off. It is also assumed that no-load offers are all equal to 0.

Tables C.2 and C.3 provide generation energy data used in Chapter 3, which

are based on [131]. Table C.2 provides the coefficients of the quadratic supply

offers for energy, whereas Table C.3 lists the data for the three-block piecewise

linear energy offers. Finally, Table C.4 provides the data for the four-block

piecewise linear energy offers used in Chapter 6.
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Table C.1. 32-unit test system – Generation limits, start-up offer prices, min-
imum up and down times, initial statuses, and fixed terms for the minimum
revenue conditions.

Unit Number P g
it P

g

it Csu
it UTi DTi DT 0

i F r
i

group of units (MW) (MW) ($) (h) (h) (h) ($)

0U12 5 002.40 012 0087.4 04 02 02 00000
0U20 4 015.80 020 0015.0 01 01 01 03000
0U50 6 000.00 050 0000.0 01 01 01 00000
0U76 4 015.20 076 0715.2 08 04 04 01200
U100 3 025.00 100 0575.0 08 08 08 03000
U155 4 054.25 155 0312.0 08 08 08 09000
U197 3 068.95 197 1018.9 12 10 10 00420
U350 1 140.00 350 2298.0 24 48 24 09000
U400 2 100.00 400 0000.0 01 01 01 65000

Table C.2. 32-unit test system – Coefficients of quadratic supply offers for
energy used in Chapter 3.

Unit Ait Bit Cit

group ($/MWh) ($/MW2h) ($)

0U12 38.9 0.08 056
0U20 48.4 0.44 633
0U50 00.0 0.00 000
0U76 11.0 0.01 145
U100 25.4 0.07 615
U155 09.3 0.01 220
U197 28.5 0.02 739
U350 08.6 0.01 440
U400 13.5 0.02 621
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Table C.3. 32-unit test system – Three-block energy offers used in Chapter 3.

P
g

oit (MW) / Cg
oit ($/MWh)

Unit Block

group 1 2 3

0U12 004.00 / 39.22 004.00 / 39.86 004.00 / 40.50
0U20 006.67 / 51.33 006.67 / 57.20 006.67 / 63.07
0U50 016.67 / 00.00 016.67 / 00.00 016.67 / 00.00
0U76 025.33 / 11.25 025.33 / 11.76 025.33 / 12.27
U100 033.33 / 27.73 033.33 / 32.40 033.33 / 37.07
U155 051.67 / 09.82 051.67 / 10.85 051.67 / 11.88
U197 065.67 / 29.81 065.67 / 32.44 065.67 / 35.07
U350 116.67 / 09.77 116.67 / 12.10 116.67 / 14.43
U400 133.33 / 16.17 133.33 / 21.50 133.33 / 26.83

Table C.4. 32-unit test system – Four-block energy offers used in Chapter 6.

P
g

oit (MW) / Cg
oit ($/MWh)

Unit Block

group 1 2 3 4

0U12 002.40 / 23.41 003.60 / 23.76 003.60 / 26.84 02.40 / 30.40
0U20 015.80 / 29.58 000.20 / 30.42 003.80 / 42.82 00.20 / 43.28
0U50 050.00 / 00.00 000.00 / 00.00 000.00 / 00.00 00.00 / 00.00
0U76 015.20 / 11.46 022.80 / 11.96 022.80 / 13.89 15.20 / 15.97
U100 025.00 / 18.60 025.00 / 20.03 030.00 / 21.67 20.00 / 22.72
U155 054.25 / 09.92 038.75 / 10.25 031.00 / 10.68 31.00 / 11.26
U197 068.95 / 19.20 049.25 / 20.32 039.40 / 21.22 39.40 / 22.13
U350 140.00 / 10.08 087.50 / 10.68 052.50 / 11.09 70.00 / 11.72
U400 100.00 / 05.31 100.00 / 05.38 120.00 / 05.53 80.00 / 05.66
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C.2 Demand Data

The system comprises 17 demands. Table C.5 provides the hourly system

demand used in Chapter 3. Table C.6 lists the data for the four-block energy

bids submitted by consumers used in Chapter 6 wherein demand-side bidding

is taken into account in the market clearing. Note that the upper limits of the

demand blocks bid by consumers along the time span are modified according

to the hourly scaling factors given in Table C.7. Moreover, it is assumed that

the prices of the demand bid blocks do not change throughout the time span.

Finally, minimum demand bid levels are set equal to zero.

Table C.5. 32-unit test system – Hourly system demand (MW) used in Chapter
3.

Hour Dt Hour Dt

01 1277.46 13 1885.78
02 1257.19 14 1865.50
03 1216.63 15 1824.95
04 1176.08 16 1784.39
05 1196.35 17 1824.95
06 1318.02 18 1865.50
07 1459.96 19 1946.61
08 1723.56 20 1987.16
09 1926.33 21 1946.61
10 2007.44 22 1824.95
11 2027.72 23 1622.17
12 2007.44 24 1419.40
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Table C.6. 32-unit test system – Four-block energy bids used in Chapter 6.

Quantity (MW) / Price ($/MWh)

Consumer Block

type 1 2 3 4

01 069.16 / 100 1.92 / 77 1.92 / 75 03.84 / 74
02 062.11 / 100 1.73 / 76 1.73 / 73 03.45 / 70
03 115.26 / 100 3.20 / 70 3.20 / 65 06.40 / 60
04 047.38 / 100 1.32 / 72 1.32 / 65 02.63 / 60
05 045.46 / 100 1.26 / 12 1.26 / 10 02.53 / 07
06 087.09 / 100 2.42 / 54 2.42 / 51 04.84 / 46
07 080.04 / 100 2.22 / 47 2.22 / 45 04.45 / 40
08 109.50 / 100 3.04 / 13 3.04 / 11 06.08 / 09
09 112.06 / 100 3.11 / 45 3.11 / 40 06.23 / 37
10 124.86 / 100 3.47 / 35 3.47 / 32 06.94 / 28
11 169.69 / 100 4.71 / 25 4.71 / 24 09.43 / 20
12 124.22 / 100 3.45 / 25 3.45 / 21 06.90 / 18
13 202.99 / 100 5.64 / 15 5.64 / 14 11.28 / 12
14 064.03 / 100 1.78 / 20 1.78 / 18 03.56 / 15
15 213.23 / 100 5.92 / 70 5.92 / 68 11.85 / 64
16 115.90 / 100 3.22 / 65 3.22 / 62 06.44 / 58
17 081.96 / 100 2.28 / 50 2.28 / 45 04.55 / 40

Table C.7. 32-unit test system – Hourly scaling factors for demand.

Hour Factor Hour Factor

01 0.63 13 0.93
02 0.62 14 0.92
03 0.60 15 0.90
04 0.58 16 0.88
05 0.59 17 0.90
06 0.65 18 0.92
07 0.72 19 0.96
08 0.85 20 0.98
09 0.95 21 0.96
10 0.99 22 0.90
11 1.00 23 0.80
12 0.99 24 0.70





Appendix D

25-Unit Test System

T
his appendix provides the generation and demand data of the 25-unit

case study described in [82]. These data are used in Chapter 4 of

this thesis to illustrate the performance of the single-bus day-ahead

auction design under both a simple model and a complex model.

D.1 Generation Data

Generation data are listed in Tables D.1 and D.2. Table D.1 includes gener-

ation limits, energy offer prices, and start-up offer prices. Note that no-load

offers are disregarded. Table D.2 provides ramping rates, minimum up and

down times, as well as the initial statuses.
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Table D.1. 25-unit test system – Generation limits and prices for energy and
start-up offers.

Unit
P g

it P
g

it Cg
1it Csu

it

(MW) (MW) ($/MWh) ($)

01 100 455 30 1200

02 060 350 34 1150

03 050 300 35 1100

04 030 200 37 1000

05 040 350 40 0350

06 040 320 42 0350

07 030 240 45 0300

08 030 200 47 0300

09 020 190 55 0180

10 020 180 57 0180

11 020 170 58 0175

12 020 160 59 0160

13 020 150 60 0250

14 020 140 62 0200

15 020 130 63 0150

16 020 125 65 0180

17 020 120 66 0140

18 020 115 68 0140

19 020 110 70 0160

20 020 120 75 0250

21 020 115 78 0250

22 020 110 80 0300

23 020 100 90 0050

24 015 090 93 0050

25 010 080 95 0040
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Table D.2. 25-unit test system – Ramping rates, minimum up and down
times, and initial statuses.

Unit
Rup

i Rdn
i Rsu

i Rsd
i P g

i0 UTi DTi UT 0
i DT 0

i

(MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h) (MW) (h) (h) (h) (h)

01 455 455 455 455 277.5 24 24 24 00

02 350 350 350 350 205.0 24 24 24 00

03 300 300 300 300 175.0 24 24 24 00

04 200 200 200 200 115.0 24 24 24 00

05 350 350 350 350 195.0 24 24 24 00

06 320 320 320 320 180.0 24 24 24 00

07 240 240 240 240 135.0 24 24 24 00

08 200 200 200 200 115.0 24 24 24 00

09 120 120 120 120 000.0 12 12 00 12

10 120 120 120 120 000.0 12 12 00 12

11 120 120 120 120 000.0 12 12 00 12

12 120 120 120 120 000.0 12 12 00 12

13 120 120 120 120 000.0 12 12 00 12

14 120 120 120 120 000.0 12 12 00 12

15 120 120 120 120 000.0 12 12 00 12

16 120 120 120 120 000.0 12 12 00 12

17 120 120 120 120 000.0 12 12 00 12

18 115 115 115 115 000.0 06 06 00 06

19 110 110 110 110 000.0 06 06 00 06

20 120 120 120 120 000.0 06 06 00 06

21 115 115 115 115 000.0 06 06 00 06

22 110 110 110 110 000.0 06 06 00 06

23 100 100 100 100 000.0 06 06 00 06

24 090 090 090 090 000.0 06 06 00 06

25 080 080 080 080 000.0 06 06 00 06
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D.2 Demand Data

The hourly system demand is shown in Table D.3.

Table D.3. 25-unit test system – Hourly system demand (MW).

Hour Dt Hour Dt

01 2500 13 3800
02 2550 14 3900
03 2570 15 4200
04 2530 16 4250
05 2650 17 4400
06 2700 18 4500
07 2680 19 4100
08 2740 20 3850
09 2850 21 3400
10 2900 22 2700
11 3500 23 2300
12 3700 24 2350



Appendix E

118-Bus Test System

T
his appendix presents generation, demand, and network data for the

118-bus test system, which comprises 54 generating units, 91 de-

mands, and 186 transmission lines [39]. These data are used in several

case studies in Chapters 4–6 of this thesis.

E.1 Generation Data

Tables E.1 and E.2 list the generation data. Table E.1 presents the buses where

units are located, minimum and maximum power limits, ramping rates, as well

as minimum up and down times, whereas Table E.2 provides the coefficients

of the quadratic energy offers and the start-up offers.
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Table E.1. 118-bus test system – Power limits, ramping rates, and minimum
up and down times.

Unit Bus
P g

it P
g

it Rdn
i Rup

i Rsd
i Rsu

i UTi DTi

(MW) (MW) (MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h) (h) (h)

01 001 005 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

02 004 005 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

03 006 005 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

04 008 150 300 150 150 150 150 08 08

05 010 100 300 150 150 150 150 08 08

06 012 010 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

07 015 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

08 018 005 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

09 019 005 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

10 024 100 300 150 150 150 150 08 08

11 025 100 350 175 175 175 175 08 08

12 026 008 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

13 027 008 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

14 031 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

15 032 008 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

16 034 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

17 036 008 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

18 040 008 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

19 042 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

20 046 050 250 125 125 125 125 08 08

21 049 050 250 125 125 125 125 08 08

22 054 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

23 055 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

24 056 050 200 100 100 100 100 08 08

25 059 050 200 100 100 100 100 08 08

26 061 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

27 062 100 420 210 210 210 210 10 10

28 065 100 420 210 210 210 210 10 10

29 066 080 300 150 150 150 150 08 08

30 069 030 080 040 040 040 040 04 04

31 070 010 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

32 072 005 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

33 073 005 020 010 010 010 010 01 01

Continued on next page
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Table E.1 – Continued from previous page

Unit Bus
P g

it P
g

it Rdn
i Rup

i Rsd
i Rsu

i UTi DTi

(MW) (MW) (MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h) (MW/h) (h) (h)

34 074 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

35 076 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

36 077 150 300 150 150 150 150 08 08

37 080 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

38 085 010 030 015 015 015 015 01 01

39 087 100 300 150 150 150 150 08 08

40 089 050 200 100 100 100 100 08 08

41 090 008 020 010 010 010 010 01 01

42 091 020 050 025 025 025 025 01 01

43 092 100 300 150 150 150 150 08 08

44 099 100 300 150 150 150 150 08 08

45 100 100 300 150 150 150 150 08 08

46 103 008 020 010 010 010 010 01 01

47 104 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

48 105 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

49 107 008 020 010 010 010 010 01 01

50 110 025 050 025 025 025 025 02 02

51 111 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

52 112 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

53 113 025 100 050 050 050 050 05 05

54 116 025 050 025 025 025 025 02 02
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Table E.2. 118-bus test system – Coefficients of quadratic energy offers and
start-up offers.

Unit
Ait Bit Cit Csu

it

($/MWh) ($/MW2h) ($) ($)

01 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

02 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

03 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

04 12.89 0.01088 06.78 440

05 12.89 0.01088 06.78 110

06 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

07 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

08 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

09 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

10 12.89 0.01088 06.78 100

11 10.76 0.00300 32.96 100

12 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

13 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

14 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

15 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

16 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

17 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

18 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

19 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

20 12.33 0.00240 28.00 100

21 12.33 0.00240 28.00 100

22 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

23 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

24 13.29 0.00440 39.00 100

25 13.29 0.00440 39.00 100

26 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

27 08.34 0.01059 64.16 250

28 08.34 0.01059 64.16 250

29 12.89 0.01088 06.78 100

30 15.47 0.04592 74.33 045

31 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

32 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

33 37.70 0.02830 17.95 030

Continued on next page
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Table E.2 – Continued from previous page

Unit
Ait Bit Cit Csu

it

($/MWh) ($/MW2h) ($) ($)

34 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

35 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

36 12.89 0.01088 06.78 440

37 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

38 26.24 0.06966 31.67 040

39 10.76 0.00300 32.96 440

40 12.89 0.01088 06.78 400

41 37.70 0.02830 17.95 030

42 22.94 0.00977 58.81 045

43 12.89 0.01088 06.78 100

44 12.89 0.01088 06.78 100

45 12.89 0.01088 06.78 110

46 37.70 0.02830 17.95 030

47 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

48 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

49 37.70 0.02830 17.95 030

50 22.94 0.00977 58.81 045

51 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

52 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

53 17.82 0.01280 10.15 050

54 22.94 0.00977 58.81 045
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E.2 Demand Data

Table E.3 lists the buses where loads or consumers are located. In addition, this

table also includes nodal peak demands, which are used in the cases wherein

an inelastic demand is considered. Tables E.4 and E.5 provide the three-block

energy bids used respectively in Chapters 5 and 6 wherein demand-side bidding

is taken into account in the market clearing.

Table E.3. 118-bus test system – Inelastic nodal peak demands (MW).

Load Bus Demand Load Bus Demand

01 01 051 47 057 012

02 02 020 48 058 012

03 03 039 49 059 277

04 04 030 50 060 078

05 06 052 51 062 077

06 07 019 52 066 039

07 11 070 53 067 028

08 12 047 54 070 066

09 13 034 55 074 068

10 14 014 56 075 047

11 15 090 57 076 068

12 16 025 58 077 061

13 17 011 59 078 071

14 18 060 60 079 039

15 19 045 61 080 130

16 20 018 62 082 054

17 21 014 63 083 020

18 22 010 64 084 011

19 23 007 65 085 024

20 27 062 66 086 021

21 28 017 67 088 048

22 29 024 68 090 078

23 31 043 69 092 065

24 32 059 70 093 012

25 33 023 71 094 030

26 34 059 72 095 042

27 35 033 73 096 038

Continued on next page
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Table E.3 – Continued from previous page

Load Bus Demand Load Bus Demand

28 36 031 74 097 015

29 39 027 75 098 034

30 40 020 76 100 037

31 41 037 77 101 022

32 42 037 78 102 005

33 43 018 79 103 023

34 44 016 80 104 038

35 45 053 81 105 031

36 46 028 82 106 043

37 47 034 83 107 028

38 48 020 84 108 002

39 49 087 85 109 008

40 50 017 86 110 039

41 51 017 87 112 025

42 52 018 88 114 008

43 53 023 89 115 022

44 54 113 90 117 020

45 55 063 91 118 033

46 56 084
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Table E.4. 118-bus test system– Three-block energy bids used in Chapter 5.

Quantity (MW) / Price ($/MWh)

Consumer
Block

1 2 3

01 073.44 / 50 04.08 / 20 04.08 / 18

02 028.80 / 50 01.60 / 16 01.60 / 14

03 056.16 / 50 03.12 / 12 03.12 / 10

04 043.20 / 50 02.40 / 08 02.40 / 06

05 074.88 / 50 04.16 / 07 04.16 / 05

06 027.36 / 50 01.52 / 28 01.52 / 26

07 100.80 / 50 05.60 / 25 05.60 / 20

08 067.68 / 50 03.76 / 23 03.76 / 13

09 048.96 / 50 02.72 / 22 02.72 / 15

10 020.16 / 50 01.12 / 13 01.12 / 08

11 129.60 / 50 07.20 / 20 07.20 / 18

12 036.00 / 50 02.00 / 20 02.00 / 18

13 015.84 / 50 00.88 / 20 00.88 / 18

14 086.40 / 50 04.80 / 20 04.80 / 18

15 064.80 / 50 03.60 / 20 03.60 / 18

16 025.92 / 50 01.44 / 20 01.44 / 18

17 020.16 / 50 01.12 / 20 01.12 / 18

18 014.40 / 50 00.80 / 20 00.80 / 18

19 010.08 / 50 00.56 / 20 00.56 / 18

20 089.28 / 50 04.96 / 20 04.96 / 18

21 024.48 / 50 01.36 / 16 01.36 / 14

22 034.56 / 50 01.92 / 16 01.92 / 14

23 061.92 / 50 03.44 / 16 03.44 / 14

24 084.96 / 50 04.72 / 16 04.72 / 14

25 033.12 / 50 01.84 / 16 01.84 / 14

26 084.96 / 50 04.72 / 16 04.72 / 14

27 047.52 / 50 02.64 / 16 02.64 / 14

28 044.64 / 50 02.48 / 16 02.48 / 14

29 038.88 / 50 02.16 / 16 02.16 / 14

30 028.80 / 50 01.60 / 16 01.60 / 14

31 053.28 / 50 02.96 / 12 02.96 / 10

32 053.28 / 50 02.96 / 12 02.96 / 10

33 025.92 / 50 01.44 / 12 01.44 / 10

Continued on next page
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Table E.4 – Continued from previous page

Quantity (MW) / Price ($/MWh)

Consumer
Block

1 2 3

34 023.04 / 50 01.28 / 12 01.28 / 10

35 076.32 / 50 04.24 / 12 04.24 / 10

36 040.32 / 50 02.24 / 12 02.24 / 10

37 048.96 / 50 02.72 / 12 02.72 / 10

38 028.80 / 50 01.60 / 12 01.60 / 10

39 125.28 / 50 06.96 / 12 06.96 / 10

40 024.48 / 50 01.36 / 12 01.36 / 10

41 024.48 / 50 01.36 / 08 01.36 / 06

42 025.92 / 50 01.44 / 08 01.44 / 06

43 033.12 / 50 01.84 / 08 01.84 / 06

44 162.72 / 50 09.04 / 08 09.04 / 06

45 090.72 / 50 05.04 / 08 05.04 / 06

46 120.96 / 50 06.72 / 08 06.72 / 06

47 017.28 / 50 00.96 / 08 00.96 / 06

48 017.28 / 50 00.96 / 08 00.96 / 06

49 398.88 / 50 22.16 / 08 22.16 / 06

50 112.32 / 50 06.24 / 08 06.24 / 06

51 110.88 / 50 06.16 / 07 06.16 / 05

52 056.16 / 50 03.12 / 07 03.12 / 05

53 040.32 / 50 02.24 / 07 02.24 / 05

54 095.04 / 50 05.28 / 07 05.28 / 05

55 097.92 / 50 05.44 / 07 05.44 / 05

56 067.68 / 50 03.76 / 07 03.76 / 05

57 097.92 / 50 05.44 / 07 05.44 / 05

58 087.84 / 50 04.88 / 07 04.88 / 05

59 102.24 / 50 05.68 / 07 05.68 / 05

60 056.16 / 50 03.12 / 07 03.12 / 05

61 187.20 / 50 10.40 / 28 10.40 / 26

62 077.76 / 50 04.32 / 28 04.32 / 26

63 028.80 / 50 01.60 / 28 01.60 / 26

64 015.84 / 50 00.88 / 28 00.88 / 26

65 034.56 / 50 01.92 / 28 01.92 / 26

66 030.24 / 50 01.68 / 28 01.68 / 26

67 069.12 / 50 03.84 / 28 03.84 / 26

Continued on next page
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Table E.4 – Continued from previous page

Quantity (MW) / Price ($/MWh)

Consumer
Block

1 2 3

68 112.32 / 50 06.24 / 28 06.24 / 26

69 093.60 / 50 05.20 / 28 05.20 / 26

70 017.28 / 50 00.96 / 28 00.96 / 26

71 043.20 / 50 02.40 / 25 02.40 / 20

72 060.48 / 50 03.36 / 25 03.36 / 20

73 054.72 / 50 03.04 / 25 03.04 / 20

74 021.60 / 50 01.20 / 25 01.20 / 20

75 048.96 / 50 02.72 / 25 02.72 / 20

76 053.28 / 50 02.96 / 25 02.96 / 20

77 031.68 / 50 01.76 / 25 01.76 / 20

78 007.20 / 50 00.40 / 25 00.40 / 20

79 033.12 / 50 01.84 / 25 01.84 / 20

80 054.72 / 50 03.04 / 25 03.04 / 20

81 044.64 / 50 02.48 / 23 02.48 / 13

82 061.92 / 50 03.44 / 23 03.44 / 13

83 040.32 / 50 02.24 / 23 02.24 / 13

84 002.88 / 50 00.16 / 23 00.16 / 13

85 011.52 / 50 00.64 / 23 00.64 / 13

86 056.16 / 50 03.12 / 23 03.12 / 13

87 036.00 / 50 02.00 / 22 02.00 / 15

88 011.52 / 50 00.64 / 22 00.64 / 15

89 031.68 / 50 01.76 / 22 01.76 / 15

90 028.80 / 50 01.60 / 22 01.60 / 15

91 047.52 / 50 02.64 / 22 02.64 / 15
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Table E.5. 118-bus test system– Three-block energy bids used in Chapter 6.

Quantity (MW) / Price ($/MWh)

Consumer
Block

1 2 3

01 061.97 / 50 03.44 / 20 03.44 / 18

02 024.30 / 50 01.35 / 16 01.35 / 14

03 047.39 / 50 02.63 / 12 02.63 / 10

04 036.45 / 50 02.03 / 08 02.03 / 06

05 063.18 / 50 03.51 / 07 03.51 / 05

06 023.09 / 50 01.28 / 28 01.28 / 26

07 085.05 / 50 04.73 / 25 04.73 / 20

08 057.11 / 50 03.17 / 23 03.17 / 13

09 041.31 / 50 02.30 / 22 02.30 / 15

10 017.01 / 50 00.95 / 13 00.95 / 08

11 109.35 / 50 06.08 / 20 06.08 / 18

12 030.38 / 50 01.69 / 20 01.69 / 18

13 013.37 / 50 00.74 / 20 00.74 / 18

14 072.90 / 50 04.05 / 20 04.05 / 18

15 054.68 / 50 03.04 / 20 03.04 / 18

16 021.87 / 50 01.22 / 20 01.22 / 18

17 017.01 / 50 00.95 / 20 00.95 / 18

18 012.15 / 50 00.68 / 20 00.68 / 18

19 008.51 / 50 00.47 / 20 00.47 / 18

20 075.33 / 50 04.19 / 20 04.19 / 18

21 020.66 / 50 01.15 / 16 01.15 / 14

22 029.16 / 50 01.62 / 16 01.62 / 14

23 052.25 / 50 02.90 / 16 02.90 / 14

24 071.69 / 50 03.98 / 16 03.98 / 14

25 027.95 / 50 01.55 / 16 01.55 / 14

26 071.69 / 50 03.98 / 16 03.98 / 14

27 040.10 / 50 02.23 / 16 02.23 / 14

28 037.67 / 50 02.09 / 16 02.09 / 14

29 032.81 / 50 01.82 / 16 01.82 / 14

30 024.30 / 50 01.35 / 16 01.35 / 14

31 044.96 / 50 02.50 / 12 02.50 / 10

32 044.96 / 50 02.50 / 12 02.50 / 10

33 021.87 / 50 01.22 / 12 01.22 / 10

Continued on next page
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Table E.5 – Continued from previous page

Quantity (MW) / Price ($/MWh)

Consumer
Block

1 2 3

34 019.44 / 50 01.08 / 12 01.08 / 10

35 064.40 / 50 03.58 / 12 03.58 / 10

36 034.02 / 50 01.89 / 12 01.89 / 10

37 041.31 / 50 02.30 / 12 02.30 / 10

38 024.30 / 50 01.35 / 12 01.35 / 10

39 105.71 / 50 05.87 / 12 05.87 / 10

40 020.66 / 50 01.15 / 12 01.15 / 10

41 020.66 / 50 01.15 / 08 01.15 / 06

42 021.87 / 50 01.22 / 08 01.22 / 06

43 027.95 / 50 01.55 / 08 01.55 / 06

44 137.30 / 50 07.63 / 08 07.63 / 06

45 076.55 / 50 04.25 / 08 04.25 / 06

46 102.06 / 50 05.67 / 08 05.67 / 06

47 014.58 / 50 00.81 / 08 00.81 / 06

48 014.58 / 50 00.81 / 08 00.81 / 06

49 336.56 / 50 18.70 / 08 18.70 / 06

50 094.77 / 50 05.27 / 08 05.27 / 06

51 093.56 / 50 05.20 / 07 05.20 / 05

52 047.39 / 50 02.63 / 07 02.63 / 05

53 034.02 / 50 01.89 / 07 01.89 / 05

54 080.19 / 50 04.46 / 07 04.46 / 05

55 082.62 / 50 04.59 / 07 04.59 / 05

56 057.11 / 50 03.17 / 07 03.17 / 05

57 082.62 / 50 04.59 / 07 04.59 / 05

58 074.12 / 50 04.12 / 07 04.12 / 05

59 086.27 / 50 04.79 / 07 04.79 / 05

60 047.39 / 50 02.63 / 07 02.63 / 05

61 157.95 / 50 08.78 / 28 08.78 / 26

62 065.61 / 50 03.65 / 28 03.65 / 26

63 024.30 / 50 01.35 / 28 01.35 / 26

64 013.37 / 50 00.74 / 28 00.74 / 26

65 029.16 / 50 01.62 / 28 01.62 / 26

66 025.52 / 50 01.42 / 28 01.42 / 26

67 058.32 / 50 03.24 / 28 03.24 / 26

Continued on next page
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Table E.5 – Continued from previous page

Quantity (MW) / Price ($/MWh)

Consumer
Block

1 2 3

68 094.77 / 50 05.27 / 28 05.27 / 26

69 078.98 / 50 04.39 / 28 04.39 / 26

70 014.58 / 50 00.81 / 28 00.81 / 26

71 036.45 / 50 02.03 / 25 02.03 / 20

72 051.03 / 50 02.84 / 25 02.84 / 20

73 046.17 / 50 02.57 / 25 02.57 / 20

74 018.23 / 50 01.01 / 25 01.01 / 20

75 041.31 / 50 02.30 / 25 02.30 / 20

76 044.96 / 50 02.50 / 25 02.50 / 20

77 026.73 / 50 01.49 / 25 01.49 / 20

78 006.08 / 50 00.34 / 25 00.34 / 20

79 027.95 / 50 01.55 / 25 01.55 / 20

80 046.17 / 50 02.57 / 25 02.57 / 20

81 037.67 / 50 02.09 / 23 02.09 / 13

82 052.25 / 50 02.90 / 23 02.90 / 13

83 034.02 / 50 01.89 / 23 01.89 / 13

84 002.43 / 50 00.14 / 23 00.14 / 13

85 009.72 / 50 00.54 / 23 00.54 / 13

86 047.39 / 50 02.63 / 23 02.63 / 13

87 030.38 / 50 01.69 / 22 01.69 / 15

88 009.72 / 50 00.54 / 22 00.54 / 15

89 026.73 / 50 01.49 / 22 01.49 / 15

90 024.30 / 50 01.35 / 22 01.35 / 15

91 040.10 / 50 02.23 / 22 02.23 / 15
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E.3 Transmission Line Data

Reactances and power flow limits are given in Table E.6. Line reactances are

given in per unit on a 100-MVA base.

Table E.6. 118-bus test system – Transmission line data.

Line From bus To bus xl (p.u.) P
f

l (MW)

001 001 002 0.09990 175

002 001 003 0.04240 175

003 004 005 0.00798 500

004 003 005 0.10800 175

005 005 006 0.05400 175

006 006 007 0.02080 175

007 008 009 0.03050 500

008 008 005 0.02670 500

009 009 010 0.03220 500

010 004 011 0.06880 175

011 005 011 0.06820 175

012 011 012 0.01960 175

013 002 012 0.06160 175

014 003 012 0.16000 175

015 007 012 0.03400 175

016 011 013 0.07310 175

017 012 014 0.07070 175

018 013 015 0.24440 175

019 014 015 0.19500 175

020 012 016 0.08340 175

021 015 017 0.04370 500

022 016 017 0.18010 175

023 017 018 0.05050 175

024 018 019 0.04930 175

025 019 020 0.11700 175

026 015 019 0.03940 175

027 020 021 0.08490 175

028 021 022 0.09700 175

029 022 023 0.15900 175

030 023 024 0.04920 175

Continued on next page
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Table E.6 – Continued from previous page

Line From bus To bus xl (p.u.) P
f

l (MW)

031 023 025 0.08000 500

032 026 025 0.03820 500

033 025 027 0.16300 500

034 027 028 0.08550 175

035 028 029 0.09430 175

036 030 017 0.03880 500

037 008 030 0.05040 175

038 026 030 0.08600 500

039 017 031 0.15630 175

040 029 031 0.03310 175

041 023 032 0.11530 140

042 031 032 0.09850 175

043 027 032 0.07550 175

044 015 033 0.12440 175

045 019 034 0.24700 175

046 035 036 0.01020 175

047 035 037 0.04970 175

048 033 037 0.14200 175

049 034 036 0.02680 175

050 034 037 0.00940 500

051 038 037 0.03750 500

052 037 039 0.10600 175

053 037 040 0.16800 175

054 030 038 0.05400 175

055 039 040 0.06050 175

056 040 041 0.04870 175

057 040 042 0.18300 175

058 041 042 0.13500 175

059 043 044 0.24540 175

060 034 043 0.16810 175

061 044 045 0.09010 175

062 045 046 0.13560 175

063 046 047 0.12700 175

064 046 048 0.18900 175

065 047 049 0.06250 175

066 042 049 0.32300 175

Continued on next page
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Table E.6 – Continued from previous page

Line From bus To bus xl (p.u.) P
f

l (MW)

067 042 049 0.32300 175

068 045 049 0.18600 175

069 048 049 0.05050 175

070 049 050 0.07520 175

071 049 051 0.13700 175

072 051 052 0.05880 175

073 052 053 0.16350 175

074 053 054 0.12200 175

075 049 054 0.28900 175

076 049 054 0.29100 175

077 054 055 0.07070 175

078 054 056 0.00955 175

079 055 056 0.01510 175

080 056 057 0.09660 175

081 050 057 0.13400 175

082 056 058 0.09660 175

083 051 058 0.07190 175

084 054 059 0.22930 175

085 056 059 0.25100 175

086 056 059 0.23900 175

087 055 059 0.21580 175

088 059 060 0.14500 175

089 059 061 0.15000 175

090 060 061 0.01350 500

091 060 062 0.05610 175

092 061 062 0.03760 175

093 063 059 0.03860 500

094 063 064 0.02000 500

095 064 061 0.02680 500

096 038 065 0.09860 500

097 064 065 0.03020 500

098 049 066 0.09190 500

099 049 066 0.09190 500

100 062 066 0.21800 175

101 062 067 0.11700 175

102 065 066 0.03700 500

Continued on next page
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Table E.6 – Continued from previous page

Line From bus To bus xl (p.u.) P
f

l (MW)

103 066 067 0.10150 175

104 065 068 0.01600 500

105 047 069 0.27780 175

106 049 069 0.32400 175

107 068 069 0.03700 500

108 069 070 0.12700 500

109 024 070 0.41150 175

110 070 071 0.03550 175

111 024 072 0.19600 175

112 071 072 0.18000 175

113 071 073 0.04540 175

114 070 074 0.13230 175

115 070 075 0.14100 175

116 069 075 0.12200 500

117 074 075 0.04060 175

118 076 077 0.14800 175

119 069 077 0.10100 175

120 075 077 0.19990 175

121 077 078 0.01240 175

122 078 079 0.02440 175

123 077 080 0.04850 500

124 077 080 0.10500 500

125 079 080 0.07040 175

126 068 081 0.02020 500

127 081 080 0.03700 500

128 077 082 0.08530 200

129 082 083 0.03665 200

130 083 084 0.13200 175

131 083 085 0.14800 175

132 084 085 0.06410 175

133 085 086 0.12300 500

134 086 087 0.20740 500

135 085 088 0.10200 175

136 085 089 0.17300 175

137 088 089 0.07120 500

138 089 090 0.18800 500

Continued on next page
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Table E.6 – Continued from previous page

Line From bus To bus xl (p.u.) P
f

l (MW)

139 089 090 0.09970 500

140 090 091 0.08360 175

141 089 092 0.05050 500

142 089 092 0.15810 500

143 091 092 0.12720 175

144 092 093 0.08480 175

145 092 094 0.15800 175

146 093 094 0.07320 175

147 094 095 0.04340 175

148 080 096 0.18200 175

149 082 096 0.05300 175

150 094 096 0.08690 175

151 080 097 0.09340 175

152 080 098 0.10800 175

153 080 099 0.20600 200

154 092 100 0.29500 175

155 094 100 0.05800 175

156 095 096 0.05470 175

157 096 097 0.08850 175

158 098 100 0.17900 175

159 099 100 0.08130 175

160 100 101 0.12620 175

161 092 102 0.05590 175

162 101 102 0.11200 175

163 100 103 0.05250 500

164 100 104 0.20400 175

165 103 104 0.15840 175

166 103 105 0.16250 175

167 100 106 0.22900 175

168 104 105 0.03780 175

169 105 106 0.05470 175

170 105 107 0.18300 175

171 105 108 0.07030 175

172 106 107 0.18300 175

173 108 109 0.02880 175

174 103 110 0.18130 175

Continued on next page
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Table E.6 – Continued from previous page

Line From bus To bus xl (p.u.) P
f

l (MW)

175 109 110 0.07620 175

176 110 111 0.07550 175

177 110 112 0.06400 175

178 017 113 0.03010 175

179 032 113 0.20300 500

180 032 114 0.06120 175

181 027 115 0.07410 175

182 114 115 0.01040 175

183 068 116 0.00405 500

184 012 117 0.14000 175

185 075 118 0.04810 175

186 076 118 0.05440 175
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